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..i The objective of the SNAP-8 Program is to design and deve]+op a 35-kw
+" ele.ctrical generating system for use in various space missions. _nis report
covers the progress during the seventeenth quarter of contract performance by
;' the _ero_et-General Corporation. The status of the va_-ious necessary systems
"' I "
analyses is presented. D_+sign and fabrication Of components - turbine alter-
;: nator assembly, NaK and mercury pump-motor assemblies, bearings, seals-to-space_
-_'I mercury boiler and condenser__ mercury injection system, electrical._ insulation,
and electrical components - are reported. Testing the+ 3everal component test
' l loops is discussed.- _terisls evaluation of eompor,ents exiuosed +to mercury
""}i corrosion and erc_sion is presented. __+ +.
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CONTRACT _JLFILLMENT STATEM_.'T
This &s the seventeenth in a series of quarterly progress reports submitted
in partial fulfillment of NASA. ContraCt No. NAS 5-417. It covers the period
Ju._e - August 1964.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Aerojet-.General Corporatio_ is proceeding with the design and develop-
me,ut of the SNAP.-8 Power Conversion System, as authorized by National Aeronautics
i_ , _nd _ace A_ainistration (NASA) Contract No. NAS 5-417. The effective startLng
''_ " date of th__ contra.'.twas 9 _s.y_960. This report covers the technical progr6ss/
the work acco_,-LiSh_.d_ ar.d the program statue for the seventeenth quarterly period, 5
:, ;'rom Jtm.e"thro-_h August 1964. "- : ; -- -;'
- - 5
• i . ff_heulti_t_ objectiv_ of the SNAP-8 program is to design and develop a _:
i ': L'-"__.......lem,l.-g_neratlng system for use in _arious space missions. The power 3
_ : source for th_ s _ystem will be a nuclear reactor furnished by the Atomic Energy : .":
Commission (AEC). _The SNAP-8 system will use a eutectic mixture of sodium and,
_ potassium (}NK) as the reactor coolant and will operate on a Rar_kine cycle, with
mercury as the working fluid fo) the tu.r'5ogenerator. The SN_-8- system will be
c
launched from a grouad base arid will be capable of unattended full-power operation "
; foI_ a minimum of i0. 000 hours. After the system is placed_ into orbit, activa.tion
and shutdown may be accomplished by ground co.m_ndl ._o
i The nomenc'iat1_e defined be] o._ is used i__this series of reports'.
_.. Electrical generating system (EGS) - the. complete S_,NAP-8power pls_nt_ '_, -_
,-I- including ull nuclear-system add power-conversion components_ and ":
p ; the "flight radiator assembly (FRA) _
J
_ Power conversion _jstem (pcs) - all Components of the SNAP-8 system "--
• _ being developed by Aero_et-C-ener_l
_Nucleak_ system_(N_) - ;_ll parts of the SNAP-8. system being de_,eloped
i b5:_Atomics In_enqational. _ . . :
.. Other pertinent abbreviations for the_SNAP-8 program are listed in t_e
Glossary. 'These abbreviations were established to aid in qommunications between
the NASA Lewis Research _ente-r and Aero_jet-G_ueral.- ,_
,, : _Page I-i ,,_.
............ , , . . _..... .._.,-,-, , , _ _ o_,. . --;
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I As part of the SNAP-8 Contract mterials work, a Mercury Corrosion Loop
"! ........... _rogram is in progress at Aerojet-General Nucleonics, San Eamon, Californ__la,
' I under Aerojet-C_neral Corporation subcontract. The purpose of the program is
_- to provide information on the extent and natt_re of mercury corrosion in the
" I SNA2-8 system by Using dynamic loops that si,mllate, as closely as possible,
actual SN/kP-8 operating conditions. A discussion of the work performed duriug
"" i this report p@riod was prepared by _Aer,_jet-gener_.l _eleon_cs-.6$_'gonn_]_ 8rid _
appears in Section VIII, B of this report.
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A. PROJECTS
Early in this report period the PCS-I Project 0ffice was fozmed t¢
coordinate the PCS-I and SL-I tasks to ensure their technical ccmpatibiiiLy; and
-)
i to monitor budgets and schedules. The PCS-2 P2oject Office, es_ab!ished earlier,
Cperfoi_s s_kilar _4_.nctions for P.,S-2 and SL-2. The Ground Prototype System (G_-_. )
Projec_ Office coordinates GPs design and development work a_ Aerc.jer, and ser_-es
a liaison functlon with Atomics International.
[ B o SYSTEM ENGLNE_G
._ A_lysis by AGC and-AI personnel supporting _he SNAP-8 AG%_A_-'_ Design
.} : Poir,t :Working Group= produced a definition of an area of compatibility for the NS
" and PCS. <_A major objegtiie of this task was to de%ermine the minimum changes -
"" t
_, I_- t required for the NS and pCS to achieve i0,000 hours of compatible oPeraliono _ ._
Assembly oT PCS-I, Phase I_ Part I continued. The liquid-mercury :.i
i lines were fitted and the instrumentation fittings were installed. The boiler
outlet-turbine simulator" inlet line was completed. The PCS-2 to "SL-2 interface
! requirements were established=and resolved. Conceptual "layout drawmsgs were
' completed for PCS-3 and GPS. "-
! Startup and shutdown analyses continued using the analog dompu%er.
Tl_e analyses tended to confirm earlier computer results. A digital computer program
.
? has beer prepared for conducting analyses involving o_NA_-8 radiators. While the _ .
:-" program is based on the tube£and-fin model it can, With slight modifications, -
) be-adapted to conical or flat configurations. -An investigation made to determine
I the operating characteristics of the condenser NaK bypass flow control_showed that
• -_ the unit can satisfactorily regulate NaK exit temperature under all conditions _.
I likely to be imposed on"the.system, and the control system and loop will have
satisfactory dynamic characteristic_ for all reasonable values of valve' gains]
- | _
I Work began on mod_ific_ation o:f_the reference system analog s_mulation t.o reflect
• the latest reyision_s-in the system. _.....
!]....
i d = {,:"',_
O L. , ""
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:_ _ The third preprcto_ype alternatcr was eomplet.ed ano@rt_atir.g a
_" [ slotted rotor-pole face, a thicker flux yoke, increased s]ing_r rad_ai clearance,
%
and Teflon coating on the dynamic seals. _ " and
_ Des_g_e drawings Lbr the prc_-.otype
__. _ alternator are 95% complete:_and some drawings.have been released fc.r fabrication
'_. of parts. _e first test series of the turbine alternator assembly on +.he G_2S-I
_ test stand were completed. Test ocjec_ives were to inves_J_ga_e _he mechanical7 ,,
_ : integrity of the T__u%,the adequacy of the !ubricant-coolan_ system, and the
: performance of the turbine and alternator using_gasdous nitrogen as the working
._ _i fluid._ Test results are discussed at length in this reporL. : -
_ •_ Phase I testing of the NaK pump motor in water was: started. The first
,_ _ machined_ heat rejection loop motor housing was received and had an inorganic wc:-_-ud
_ _. _ stator installed. Assembly 6f the first mercury pump_motor assembly was completed_
-:_ and the unit was mounted on the i_-3_= test stand. Test plans for _his unit, and
" for a second %unit-completed later in the quarter, were prepare_ The - "_ " - _lUvr!Zar_ or
- '_-: Vcoola_b pump motor assembly was assembled and succe_s_'_lly operated at rated
design conditions for 500 hours of the-_lO00-hou_ endurance test; the unit wa_
r.
_ q then disassembled. _and inspected.
D. NONROTATING COM_3N_TS :-:
-,_ _- The analysis of mercury inventory fluct_on in the SNAP-8 toiler as a =
_i: response to variation in NaK inlet- _ temperature con_:inued, Addit:i,_nal te of •
the full-size boiler is necessary before the result.s of this analysis can be
.... aPi_lfed to the SN_P:-8 system: Fabrica"tion Of -1 boilerfi A-3 and A-14. was ecmpleted°
" ._ _ - ._:.Plafhning. for the extensive• SNAP-8.___ condenser test series in RPL.-2 was comple_.ed,
• and shakedown of the test loop was s+:a.rted. Satisfac%ory rolled s._.dwelded
w O .-
! _i _ tube-+_-header joints -were developed for use in. fabricating_ the -1 condensersfor PCS -2 and NASA LeRC, -'
" _ '_" _ .The preliminary._ design review for the expansion reservoirs was held. ..
_, A final design review paekag =_containing design requirements, procur.ement
_ _., sp.eci-fica-_ions,and test program requirements is nearly complete. The mercury
_, injection system fin_l design review package was completed and_issaed.
--_.- Page ll-_ ,',
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c_
"i The firs_ preproto_ype voltage regu!a_cr sssembl_ and exciter assembly
passed acceptance tests at the vendor's plant, and wet _ -hipped to Aercjeto Long-
i term drift tests to ensure a stable speed-control sensing circuit ccnrinued_ vith
no measurable drift recorded through the leport pei'iod. _b_e -1 desi@n for _he
T
speed control module, the saturable reactor m_dule, aad _the _,wer iransfc,rmer
._ module were compieted. Fabricat±on of the -X breadboard sfar_ programer was
completed; during checkout tests the unit operated sazisfactoriivo 7be
! radiation effects test program continued, and' reactor irrad_atior_s ef the
electrical controls components and subassembl_es was comole_edo
_. MATERIALS
_ - Materials evaluation and analysis sup_"rting various areas .of _he _
i SNAP-8 development program continued. The mercury corrosion loop test progra_
continued at Aerojet-General N_cleonics, and the results are re_ortedla_d .? _
" '_- discussed in thistreport. -,,
_ "z - z
il -C, cn
f_
3
! o .-
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i_ III° PROJECTS
A o PCS-I PROJECT. OFFICE
Early in this report period _l',e PCS-I "Project 0ff./ce was formed t,:
•{ ._. (i) coordinate the PCS-i and SL-I tasks so as-to ensure tbeir teehnlcai ccmpa.t!bL!it_y;
! i' and (2) monitor the respective budgets and schedules°
"I' _ SL-I Project coordination meetings w.ere s_arted with the various
i -cognizant Operations personnel° Several PCS-i/3L-I reviews were held for
_" 1' visiting NASA personnel. Both the star.us of the hardware and tile techniques usei
irf accompllshing-_ the tasks were discussed° _ (,_- .:.
& ; z t ._z:
The three PCS-I Test Requirement Specifications fc,r the three r_,est_g :_
phases were issue'do The PCS-I design was complet.ed_ an-d the PCS is in the process
'! _of final_weldlng and assembly. = _
._! _" " .- . Approximately llO. SL-1.. drawings were released for fabridation; This :' . _
""i : .represents about 90% of the number required for Phase I testing° All of tT,e
"',--_ major components have .been delivered and are l_sitioned in ,_thetest. fac.!lity_
t i _ Both the prima_ an_ heat rejection loop -piping_are nearing- completion in the .-,"
I,,_ test.: cell, The heat rejection system._ . l:iiping spools,, have been fabriea'ced___ and are_:_ _'
_[,i _. : ready_,,for installation. The required instrument.at._on-.wiring _s near. comp±etlon
_i'_.o .andcontrolsCO_iderablewiringwasSignal_condi_ioningcompletedocheckout has been accompiz_hedo, .The fac_i!.tty ,
:_, _ Bo PCS-2 PROJECT OFFICE
_} ._ During this report, period the configuration_ pr-essure !,-_ses, and
_ thermal- stresses were_ est_blished__--f0r"the.,primary and heat rejection__NaK piping°
" The configuration and 19ress_e losses_ were also establ_:shed for the labrleation
' _ and codling system° -The component and piping mc.unting structure was completedand ready for assembly of the PCS-2_ The boiler handlifig and positioning
fixtures used in PCS-I were modified for use-in the P$3-2o Boiler No. A} was
• --delivered to A_rojet on.3 June 1964o Flanges have bee_ added and the ani_ is _
ready for PCS-2 assembly, o
I Page l:ri-i
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! The testing requirements for the Phase I version, and the component
requirements for the _lase iI version of PCS-2 were c0n_ined to fcnr_ a common
requirement, thus reducing the number of phases from a total of _ to 2. .-he
PERT network and schedules were reworked to indicate the above change of phases°
Development-type (-i) mercury injection system, inverter , and start
programer will be used rather than workhorse equipment as had been previously
i planned. The electrical harness trill be of a workhorse type (not preassembied)_
but -i installation techniques wil_ be used.
)
Project coordination meetings _:ere held to discuss and resolve
problemareas and dissiminate infcrmation to all departments° NASA-LeRC personnel
_ visited Aerojet several ti_,_s during this report period to discuss status and
I • '5
schedules, an_ to coordinate information between N_SA-LeRC and Aerojeto
']- C. GROUND PROTOTYPE SYSTk'M PROJECT OFFICE
i. System Enc,_neering ._
1 The conceptual design for the ground prototype system (GPS) wast
established during this report period; associated documentation which wss prepared
'i_ included-the following:
'J a. GPS Schematic (Figure i)
I _ b. Conceptual Design Layout PCS for GPS (Figure 2)a
] _,, c. GPS General Test Plan _
) d. Preliminary GPS Failure and Safety Analysis _,
. ,
) e. GPS Instrumentation Requirements List ./
2. Design Reviews j
;! _ -Two design reviews were qonducted, during the report period, on
portions of the ground prototype system.
Ii Ii. On 21 July, Atomics International pre_ented the final S8DS
reactor design for Aerojet review. The fuel, reactor vessel., and piping designs_ _ _
. _ appeared to be firm and substantially unchanged from the Preliminary Design Review '
i:l
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r
_. held in Jan_w. The controller, temperature sonsor system, drum-drive motor,
i and drum-drive gear^train are undergoing some redesi_ as a result of the control
dead-band and design-_int revisions. Mechanical details of the gear train and
bearing system for the control drum have been revised to meet the more stringent
_ environmental requirements of NASA 417-2. These changes also reflected some of
"_ _ the Aerojet comments from the PreliminawDesign Review.
On 29 July, Aerojet presentedthe concept,_i GPS Power Conversion '
_ System and test sup_rt e%_ipment design for review by Atomics internationa_o
_ Review of the AGC desi_s by AI is aimed at assuring (a) operating safety,
_! (b) facility compatibility, and (c) system interface compatibility. The review
_ i! _cused attention on a number of coordinated_ work tasks. Foremost among these
_ tasks are the _llowing: ":
:_ ._ : a. Definition of primary loop components including the_
i i need (if any) for workhorse pumps, the location of expansion r_servoir connections_
_ and the requirement for primary loop overpressure protection°
_ C
: b. System analytical studies for use in the revised desl_
:!_, _int mentioned above (in, the areas of startup,, sequence, no_l'shutdo_nprocedures,
_ __ o and emergency shutdown retirements associated with a complete s_udy of possible
.__ modes of failure); c
i'[
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IV. SYSTEM ENGINEERING
m
A. EGS DEV'_OI:NE_ CONTROL
i. General Systems En_ineerin_
a. Mass Properties Control and Reporting " v
Investigation was conducted and evaluation made of the
existing standards, specificaticns, and original procedures a_.I methods fez....
compilation, control, and reporting of mass properties (weight control), including
computer programs suitable for application to the SNAP-8 Program. .- ,
On the basis of the results cf this invJestigation, a
i specification - including recordingand r@porting forms - was prepared. .anwhile_ :_.-
! current and projected w.eight data for the SNAP-8 are being compiled. _ '_ /_ _
_t
'i- " b. NS-PCS Design Point Sele.ctior, :. : ( _-
Analysls effort undertaken by Aerojet-_eneral=and AtomTcs-- ,_ " _ "_
i international in support of tbe SNAP-8 AGC/AZ Design Point Working Group resuit?d_- _ " "_ -:_
in the definition of an area of compatibility for the NS and PCSo_ A major: : = _ "-__ -_
"_ objective of this task was to determine the minimum cha_rges required to_ the-N_ __ _ .. _ -_
.. and PCS to achie_ compatibility for i0,000 hcurs of operation. : -..... "._'
(i) Analysis of Reactor Ou_]e_Temperature Transients _ .
The Aerojet analog computer was u3ed to simulate
the-primary NaK loop with various 'loop and reactor parameters. The simulation -.
i determined the effect of the parameters oh the maximum reactor temperature
transient r@sulting from a 35-kw vehicle load change, - , ,
1 b O •,/ _ " "
{
Computer studies of many of th_ same pa_meters :' _
were also conducted by AI. The results -of AI and AGC studies agreed very- _ \_
-_ c]esely where comparisons were possible. ,
i (2) Reactor Outlet Temperature Bandwiith : • 2
'" Based on the results_ of the tempe'"_ are__ransient _'__"
%
i analysis_ AI made a study of the reactor temperature bandwidths which would ' _ --_
2 .
i _ PAge I'_-_ -' ' !
r,
ii
a
c ' ' •
. .!'::j...!
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: , result from various modifications in the temperature sensors and the reactor control
syst.-=. _is study led to the recommendation by the I)es'Lgt__ Point Working Group that
: , the ms_:imumreactor outlet temperature bend should-be f_om 1282 to 1330°_-. This
L
can be achieved By the use of one ser_sor instead of two, plus improved accuracy
in the sensor and a 50_ reduction in the reflector dr_a ste_ size.
(3) Boiler Pinch-Point and Inventory Variations
:
An analysis was rode of _=he effects on boiler
operation of the following parameters: -boiler NaK ih!et temperature bandwidth,
boiler mercury pressure drop, __K flow rate (or boiler N'MC_T)_ and boiler outlet
( -
pressure.
,_ _:_ _ _e effehts of varying the foregoing were investigated
_ for the -1 boiler as presently designed, and "fora modified -i design _ich would
{_ = have a reduced mercury pressur_ drop. The _odif-ied_boilerwas shown to be capable
_- |- : of operatio_ with a minimum pinch poi'nt*AT of 30°F. _is is cousidered adequate "
1 _: td-minimize boiler inventory_variation and outlet pressure fluctuation.
• - 2
- :; :" (4) System'Studles _- : "
.'i L U YL
_ _ : _ = A series of calc_ations: was made_,to deten_ne the
influence of NaK temperature _dropacross the boiler and reactor zemperature band "-
"_ On the EGS operating parameters. SYStem steady-state operating points were
I_ evaluated as_f_-.tions of bo=ilerNaK-_T from 200 to l_0°F, and of reactor :" _-
|V : "temperature bands from +_IO°F to +'_O°F. -
_= The m_nimum power condition._s -thesystem operating
• _ ": point with boiler NaK inlet temperature at the lower limit,of the band and with
_Component tolerances at the limits which produce minimum power output._._'IheSystem
.parameters are found for a vehicle load of 35-0 kw, plus 5-0 _ allowance for
i! degradation. - =
*Pinch point AT is the difference betweenthe NaK temperatm'e and the mercury
- sat_ratlon temperature at_the liquid-'_apor_i_terface.,
L
_
< C
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The maximum power condi _ion assumes a system designed
to match the minimum power operating point, but operating at 1330°F boi].er NaK
] inlet te-/perature and at the limits of tolerances ::hich yroduce maximum power -
-including 5-0 k_ allowance for degradation.
_, (5) Conclus-ons
A region of operating compatib%lity between the NS
and PCS was found. This region is bounded by the required minim:Am boiler pinch
point AT, minimum reactor temperature bandwidthj and performance curves of the
i modified boiler for various NaK AT at the boiler. This region is outside the
capability of the -i primary NaK l_IA.
_ _ The NPS efficiency was found to increase with --
' | _ f.
increasing boiler _T.__- _ T," = :
u =':'
_""_i (6) Working Group.Recommendations
; The NS-PCS design point recommended was at boiler -_-_:
:} NaK Z_T equals i70°F, with a NaK: inlet temperature range Of 1282°F rain__t°1550°F max.
In order to meet this design point, the fol£owing
changes are necessary: _ :
"* (a) Modification of the -i NaK primary PMA :to :
-j _ meet the new flow race =
! : (b) Moaification of the -f boiler to reduce mercury
-_ '- _pressure drop
i _ _ = (c) Re=fleetor d_u_m step size to be reduced 50%, _
i "I single temnerature sensor used, and accuracy increased. .-
c. _EGS and PCS Model Specification
-%
I - Rec¢,manended changes were incorporated in EGS Model ,
=J - i&_
Specification No AGC-101-_Sl-and PCS Mode3_ gpecifica_ion No. AGC-10152. The
• H i1 o
i ?} documents are being-prepared for releaae. -- "
._ d. Instrumentation
• _ - t, 2 , ,
_,1 - System instrumentation [-quirements for PCS-I, PCS-2, and
_- _GPS were formulated.andtabulated for publication as a pari_ of the appropriate
"_1 - Page IV-,
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_ {. t_.st specification. The requirements list included instrumentation necessary
based upon the following criteria:
{i) Sa'rety both to personnel and facilities
: (2) System test reguirements; instrum.entationnecessary
, to ascertain and record the degree of success attained in testing
; (3) Component test requirements.
"- e. Start Programer
Preliminary studies were completed on the start-p.rogramer
. requirements ' In the ._tudythe operational_ performance, and physical req,_irements: ,.
_. for the f]_ht model of the start programer in the SNAP-8 EGS were detailed_
t2 including "variationsfrom the:flight model necessary for gromud prototype system.
_._ . 2. Development S_stems , :
ii!'  est'requiremen, sspecifi tio  OS-l
•_ _ Phases I, ii, and Iil were issued. NASA approval has been received on the Fnase
L " - , i
i i[_ "Iportidn oe the document, me Test Requirements specification _i) sets forth
_ the requirements for support components and systems that are necessary to_test
the PCS, (2) describes theoperating proccaures to be used,'(3) sets fclrthil • :D . c
the desired tests to be made, and (4) specif-[esthe PCS components that are
I _q furnished.
- " The intent of Phase I, Part i testing is to explore and
• [i _ Verify boiler performance using a turbine-simulator heat exchanger_ and to _erf_,mercury pUm"poperation. Phase I, Part 2 is to explore and verify turbine and
._ condenser perfo'_mmnce. '
-_ Phase II testing is to demonstrate PCS performance and
,_ - short endurance,capabllity._ _
Phase IIi testing is to demonstrate long-term endurance
'_- capabilities while subjected te stm-shade environments and variations of _rehicle
electrical load demands. _' _
_' . _- ., _ Page IV-4
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._. b. PCS=2
The tent requirement specification, covering all phases
of te._ting,was prepared and is ready for issue. The specification contains the
component list, description of tests, test support equipment required, and a
description of the dal:a to be derived from the tests.
2
The primary purpose for PCS-2 testing, a_ described ini
the specification, is to develop the PCS starting procedure and to conduct a
satisfactory endurance test.
i
The PCS-2 schematic was dra_m ar_'d_ leased during!
this report period.
]
c. G_
-? A preliminary GPS schamtic was drawn in preI_ratio_ for .
t
an AI-AGC coordination meeting on GPS/GPTF. A study is in process to simplify
the pr_ry loop 'to increase the system endurance_.test reliability. Wort_ on .the
•i test specification for GPS _as initiated and is continuing.
'; d. F_ight Reference System = __
-_ : : The reference system schematic diagram was revised te:
ino.0rporate the results of the analysis described in Reference 1.
-}
} The reference system was analyzed.,based on a boil_?.:,_
u"
NaK AT of 170°F, at 1282 to 1330°F -inlet temperature. The analysis assumed aii '
.. modified -1 primary loop p_mp, modified 21 boiler, and present -i components in
,.the remainder of the system. Allowances were made'for syste N degradation an.d
• component performance tolerances. At minimum ana maximum alternator output -
conditions-the following items were determined for steady-state ope,"ation: flow ':
- .,rates, pressures, temperatures, TAA power, _ power_ IrnRpower, heat rejection-
_ from radiators, and reactor power. This analysis w_ issued a_ a technical
• _ '_' memorandum (Reference,1). _ :
_ B. - SYSTEMDESIGN ....
J
_ - _ Assembly is continuing on 2CS_i,---PhaSe_IyParti-- The liquld-mercury
' _ lines were fitted and the instrumentation fittings installed. The lines are
i! ,
I
,f
" !
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I in the weld shop for final welding and stress relief. The boiler outlet-turbine
simulator inlet l_ne has been completed. Th=_ mercury flow control valve_ the
z
I "mercury pump_ the temperature sensors; the pressure transducers, and the condenser
, -, instrumentation mounting installation are either incomplete or have not been
• K delivered.
i
"; i. PCS-I_ Phase .II Parts i and 2
f A tech_lical memorandum titled Stress PCS-2Flange Analysis
PCS-I,
was released (Reference 2).
a. Design
- Th_ trace heaters for the boiler outlet-turbine inlet _-
' I
line were ordered. _he turbine inlet line for PCS-I, Pha_e I, Par_ 2 was re--_L
designed to incorporate the mercury vapor filter_ a_d zhe turbine inlet and
I boiler mercurj outlet line interface loads due to thermal expansion were calculated.
•- The PCS-I, Phase I, Parts 1 and 2 instrumentation
installation d_ing& were completed. The PCS-I, Phase I, Part i drawing was
" -Tovised to include the upgrading to PCS-I_ Phase I, Part 2, and has been released.
" _ The insulation installation drawings for PCS-I, Phase I, _arts 1 and 2 are in the
_ _ final stages of completion, condenser instrumentation installation drawings are
_ _ in process. -
L
b. Assembly
I The handling procedures for PCS-I 3 Phase i, Part i are
Completed and have been submitted to manufacturing for advance quotation request.
| "" _ Preliminary PCS-I Phase I Part 1 installation proced_f_es in SL-i were -completed
and are being revised.
Instaumen_ion fittings were installed on all mercury
l_nes and the boiler. The boi_ler inlet and outlet NaK circuit expansion joint<.
an_the condenser inle¢ and outlet.NaK circuit expa4sion joints werej fitted tothe frame assembly. The mercury liquid lines, including zhe mercury flow venturij
were fittedand are in the weld shop for filml welding and stress relief. The
_ boiler outlet-turbine inlet line is about two-thirds complete and is awaiti_,g
completion of instrumentation welding. The turbine e-'_haustbellows has been
received and is now installed in the/PCS-1 assembly.
_ _ Page IV-6
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T
I 2. PCS-2
2
Revised lubricant-coolant loop and mercu_ r loop inventories and
t -volumes have been calculated. Pressure drop calculations for the lubricant-coolant
loopj the prAmary NaK loop, and the HRL NaK loop were compie_ed. The component
-! fluid pressure at the lubricant-coolant circuit interfaces have been calculated.
: The one-quarter scale mockup has been coinpleted.
I Component interface loads and pipe stress levels tha_. w[l_
result from piping thermal expansion have been calcula_ed_ _le transformer
: T reactor assembly, HRL NaK pump motor assembly_ primary NaK pump motor assembly,
_ and the parasitic load resistor mounting instal!etion configurations have been
• -_ resolved. The piping configurations incorporating the test support equipment
l flow control valves have been resolved, but exact valve mounting bracke_ry and
• _ pipe interf'ace locations cannot be determined because the valve envelope
I limitations are un/_mown. .
4
The PCS-2 to SL-2 interface requirements nave been established
_ and resolved. : _
!- T 3. PCS-3 and GPS
X
The conceptual layout drawings were completed. The materials-
_ weight summ_ry for the reactor environment activation studies.was completed.
A PCS-3, GPS conceptual design was completed.
° T c. AN  sls
i. _Startup and Shutdown Analyses
i ) '.a. Analog Computer Investigations
"_ , _ The results of the major portion of the analog computer
! startup analysis for reference system "B:'have been reported in previous [
"quarterly reports (References 3 a_4 4). Some additional comput_ runs were
made to investigate two areas of the startup sequence to assure that reactor
temperature criteria wo!ald be Satisfied during all portions of the startup
I The complete reference system "B:'analog computer simulation was
sequence.
used for these series of runs. The two areas investigated _ere (i) _he effect -
I Page IV-7 !
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'
I of the time to change the primary loop flow rate from 2,)to 50% rated on the
_ maximum rate of change of reactor coolant temperature and on the maximum coolant
{ i temperature at the reactor outlet; and (2) the effect of a speed mismatch between
_ the inverter and the alternator, at the time of pump motor ioad transfer_ on the
!( I maximu_ rate of change of reactor coolant temperature at the }eactcr outlet°
:.- : A series of _ums _s made for which _,hetime to change
_ - the primary loop flow rate from 20 to 50% rated was varied between 30 and 120 sec.
_ This series of runs was conducted to simttlatethe portion of the start_p sequence
•_ [ when the inverter speed is changed so that NaK flow rates and the reactor power
-- • level _re brought to required level prior to mercury injection. The results of
this series of 1_tusare presented in Figare 3 which shows that the maximum rate
_ J[ of cDange of reactor coolant .tempera-_uredid not exceed the 150°F/min ]_-imitation _"
for in_Qrter speed change ramp times that are greater than 50 sec. The maximum
756F :
"_ _ reactor outlet temperature did not approach the 13 limitation during any of
the runs; the maximum value obtained was 1330°F.
_" An additiona_ aspect of startup was also investigated with
._ ; theoaid of;the analog computer simulation. During the initial mercury injection
f ramp ,periodthe turbine alternator assembly (TAA) will accelerate up to rated
speed, and when the TAA speed reaches a nominal value of 50% rated speed_ the
[ I_A electrical_loads will be automatically switched from the inverter to the _-
_ alte'rnator. The possibility of speed mismatches between the inverter and the
TAA exists because of tolerances in the inverter speed and in the circuit
' [ " which detects TAA speed. Any speed mismatches will result in small but rapi'd
_ , _ changes in NaKflow rate and will introduce temperature transients in the
[ _ primary l_op. Therefore_,a series of runs was made with several combinations
i of inverter speed and TAA speed. The results of this series of runs indicated
f that, with the most adverse combination of inverter and TAA speed tolerances_
:_ the maximum rate of change of reactc_ c.<,olantemperature would be increased _
_[ by approximately 10% over similar startup r_s in which no inverter or TAA speed
! tolerances were considered. No significant differences were noted_in the
: maximum reactor Outlet temperature for this s_eriesof_computer _ns
• _ .J
" I.- _ Page _T-8
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b. Related Ztudles and Investigations
A study was undertaken to estimate certain condenser off-
design conditions during the portions of PCS startup when mercury pump NPSH could
be an important con3ideration. A digital computer programj origlnally written to
provide condenser design data, was modified to perform off-design calcuia_ions for _
the -i condenser. Since the digital program is suitable only for steady-state
calculations, input data as a function of time _,_re obtained from appropriate
analog computer startup runs. The following input data as a function of tmme
was required: mercury flow rate, NaK flow rate, NaK inlet temperature_ mercury
' liquid interface location, and mercury inlet quality. The results of the dig_tsl
computer analysis are presented in Figure 4 where the condenser inlet and condenser
i liquid interface pressures are presented as functions of time during star cup.
" Figure 5 shows the condenser pressure drop durlng startup and indicates tha_
actually a pressure ris@ is predicted during the portions of startup which were
\
. investigated. The fact that a pressure rise can exist inthe condenser during _--
L
startup indicates that mercury pump _PSH will not be a problem and that greater
) NPSH margin would exist during sta_up than was previously estimated.
i i An investigation _s conducted to determine the possible
i_ effects of a condenser bypass control on system conditions during_'startupo
ii _ Calculations indicate that, prior to mercury injection, system conditions will_ be essentially the same whether or not a condenser bypass control is contained
in the heat rejection loop. However, during the latter stages of mercury
i injection and before rated mercury flow is obtained, a condenser bypass control
would tend to maintain the condenser NaK outlet temperature at higher- _
than for a system without a condenser control, As a result_ the conde_ser bypass
_I- control woiLld tend to override the operation of the _emperature control valve°
The resulting higher conden. _ng temperatures and corresponding mercury Saturati_._
•"! pressures would result in reduced turbine output power and it is possible that
i self-sustained syste_m_operation could not be maintained under thes@ conditions.
_i 'Therefore, if a condenser bypass control _ incorporated in-the heat rejection
i oop, provision s should be made to ensure that the control will not functionduring start_p.5
:_ Page IV-9
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T
,_ , A review was made of proposed normal and emergency
'-_;: c_hutdown procedures foz PCS-1 and PCS-2. An analysis was made which indicated _i
I that the proposed emergency shutd_ownprocedure would be adequate for foreseeable
._ emergency situations, The analysis indicated that, with a mercury dumI; valve
_' I located near the boiler inlet, the turbine inlet pressure would decay _o 55psia within 3 ,_ec after the dump valve had been compl_eely opened and after
the mercury pump discharge trim valve has been completely closed° With thevehicle load on the alternator and with a 35 psia inlet pressure, the turbine
speed would be negligible. As a result of the procedures review it was
recommended that an isolation valve be incorporated in _he mercury loop at the
pump outlet for all phases of testing to eliminate the possibility of reverse
[ flow throu@h the mercury pump upon shutdown°
o 2. System Studies _.
t a: Space Radiator Com.p,uter Pro'grams _
, i = ;
:'_ " " A digital computer progra.,has:been prepared for
',_ conducting analyses involving SNAP-8 radiators. The program-is-based on a -- ....
: t,abe-and-finmodel with the tubes arranged in a cylindrical config-ration '
" _ (20 ft.in dia) with no heat rejection occurring from the inside of the cylinderl,
With slight modifications, t_heprogram can be adapted to a conical configurat._on
' , or a flat configuration. The model inciudec an i_let and outlet manifold with
i an approximately 9onstant pressure drop per unit length in order to obtain a
' [ _u_iform_'flowdistribution through all of the tubes. The armor thickness is
, Criterlacalculated using the "NASA Standard Armor " " (Reference 5)- The armor
.[ thickness*is based 6n the PCS vulnerable area which includes the lubricant-coolant (L/C) radiator and other PCS components as well as _he HRI._radiator°
• _ _ The e_ternal heat load on the_radiator du_eto solar, .planetary thermal and planetary albedo radiation_ is computed using the
criteria in Reference 6. This accounts for the view factors that_depend on
the orientation wi_h respect to-the external heat sourceo
,'The program has provisions for'vgrying the following
_'_rameters :
Page IV-10
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! ,tl) Number of parallel flow circuits
(2) Number cf tubes per circuit
I (3) Fin dimensions
(4) Radiator cylindrical diameter
(5) Fluid inleL temperature and heat rejection requlred
(6) External heat fll/x
(7) Emissivity and absorptivity
Specifying the preceding parameters_ the program
calculates optlmum tube and manifold diameters (with respect t¢ weJ ght) and the
_ corresponding pressure drop. The program can also develop data for making a
trade-off between pressure drop and radiator equivalent weight° Tile eqo.ivalent
] "_, weight includes the added: system weight necessary te provide the radiator pumping
power. This p_ogram was initially developed to facilitate investigations for HRL ,,- _.
system parameters. A modification of this program has more recently been prepared
- _o facilitate investigations of the L/C loop parameters.
_i A third radiator program has been developed for evaluating :
off-design performance of space radiators° For a specified radiator eonfiguratlon_
['_ specified external heat flux_ and specified flow rate and inlet %emperature_ t,he
"_ program will compute heat rejection and the fluid outlet temperature. This
,_ program has been used to develop sun-to-shade off-design performance of a space
,_ radiator in an earth orbit as shown in Figures 6 and 7. The data compares closely
with similar steady-state data previously developed on the thermal analyzer for
both sun and shade operation.
_ b. HRL ihvestigation for a Venus Application
-_ Investigations were made to evaluate zhe t.rade-off
•? between system weight_ radiator design_ and heat rejection loop operating
i par%meters The analyses were made considering the use of the S_AP-8 ECS
in a Venus mission, which is the most severe application with respect _o
' i external heat load described in environmental specification 417-2. _e
,, _ Page IV-il
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I radiation heat fluxes which would be experienced by space radiators in _[enus
i_ and Earth orbits are indicated in the tabulation below which was taken from
,!{ _Reference 6.
it
[e l 500-Mile ±O00-MileEarth Orbit Ven.asOrbit r
" Solar 442.4 Btu/hr-ft2 846°3 Btu/hr-ft2
ill Planetary albedo 154.8 Btu/hr-ft2 402.6 Btu/hr-ft2
I : Planetary thermal 59.3 Btu/hr-ft2 33.2 Btu/hr-ft2
< I The Venus radiator analysls was based on a cylindrical
configuration (20 ft in dia) consisting of a number of tubes and fins with
I several parallel flow paths. The tube and fins were assumed to be insu!_ted
on the interior of the cylinder so that no heat rejection would take place within
I the interior of the cylinder.._he interior surfaces of the radiator tubes willreceive some micrometeorite protection from the fins and from radiation sL elds
on the cylinder ends] therefore, these surfaces will not renuire as much armor
. as the externally exposed surfaces. It -isnot possible to define how much
protection this will provide; hence, the interior armor thicknesswas arbitrarily
[ assumed tobe 0.i in. thick or approximately 40% of the armor thickness on the
exterior surfaces. The absorptivity and emissivity of the radiator surface
[ were assumed to be 0.9 and 0.4, respectively. c
The radiator di_gitalcomputer programs described in a _:
[ prec@ding discussion were used in making the Venus investigations° Two gene1_l ,
cases were analyzed. In one ,instance, the radiator _.rould be designed to provide
%he required heat rejection under the worst conditions of external h_at flux ina lO00-mile Venus orbit with the cylindrical axis perpendicular "to the solar
J
radiation and in a high-noon position. The other case was one in _'hichthe
cylindrical axis Was n_intained parallel %o the solar radiation° Prellminary
computer runs were made for the first ease indicated above to determine the
tradeUoff between radiator equivalent weight (including pumping power weight .
equivalent) and radiator_design parameters (including the number of parallel
'-_flowpaths, the number Of tubes per flow path, and the_pressure drop across the
radiator and +he connecting lines).
f _ Page IV-12
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__heHRL conditions for the preliminary rurJs were the
sa_.ieas those in the new nominal refereuce sys_em operating in t_e so_:which
I are as follows:
Condensing temperature 680°F '_
Padiator inlet tempe_'at_re Juj F
HRL flow rate _9,.x00 ib/br
Heat rejection ra_e 425 kw
I _ne results of these runs arc summarized in Figures 8 and 9o The results show °
that the optimum parameters arc as fo!lo_,Ts_ number ,_i'parallel fL-w paths
_ : i30, namber of tubes per flow path = i_ and pressure drop = approxi:r.ately
i.9psi_
_'_' _ Additional computer_,runs were made With_ varying _ _ = ][_'_.__
condensing tempe_'atures and HRL flow •rates° In these rims the turbine inle_ .... }_
._ pressure, temperature, power out_,mT_ and efficiency along with _h@ number cf _ _--
radiator flow circuits and number of tubes per circuit; were assumed t) be _ .Ah_
[ constant; hence, to obtain the required turbine output power-with varyin@ • _
_ +...... +......(turbine back pressures), the mercmry flow rata na_ <
° i
- to be varied accordingly. The variation of mercury f!o-_ rate and HP! heat ,_
{
rejection as a Tunction of condensing temperature are indicated In #igure !Oo-
F_gure ii shows t_e trade-cff between radi,a_o_/
equivalent weight and radiator pressure drop for a condensing tempera+.ure of '"
680o9, a radiator inlet temperature of 665°_ and for various HRL flow_rar,eso _
Similar ru.__swere made for condensing temperat_.res of
' _700 and 720°F. A smmmary of these runs is l,nd_cated in ,FJ_Ires 12 and 13 which -_ - "_
-J,
show equivalent radiator %eight as a function offHRL flow rate and nominal' [
in-sun condensing temperature_ Each of the radiator designs in this s_ary _ -;
has an optimum pressure drop and pressure drop dlstr_bution between n}an]_oids
/,
and tubes. ,_<
An additional analysis was made to determine tae ..... jh_
minimum NPSH provided to the mercury pump, _,_irhthe worst accmT,ulat,f_'hof . /_
Page IV-l} .
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| "tolerances and.degradations in i0,000 ho,_rs_ for +he near_3ptlmum designs in the
preceding summary. "_he radiator off-design performance digital program _s used
[ ',- in dete___inina the shade operating temperatures in this analysis. Tr.e resu_s
of this analysis are in-di]_-t_edin Figure lh which shows the minimum _fPSH as a
r"
function of HRL flow rate and nomJm_l in-s_n condensing temoerature..
• Similar ?nalyses were made for _he second general case
T- . mr
i in -which the radiator was oriented with the cylindrical a×i_ parallel _o the4
_a_ ]_dlatlo_. Tn_se results are s-am_,arized in _--._= _/2 _, and _:.
! The. preiimina_-q_ conclusions cf these analyse: are
T
as follows :
i_ _' (1) _fne-near-optimum condensing temperature and flow
rate are approximately 6900F and 60_000 ib/hr for _che wors'_-orientation case_
!i -- Present -z_m._um _ criteria, ho_ever, .-Lay dictate a higher condensing temperatuxe."2 :_ " %
: (2). _I_e near-op_imum_condensing l_empe_--_at-ure..and ' _ -_
i- flow rate for the :best orientation case are 6800F and 52,000 ib/hr_ respectively°
=reSent minimum 1_ c:riteria may._dictate a higher condensing tempera_;uve< :
L
_2- (3) _e sun--shade temperature variations are
approximately-25°F for the wo_t orientation case and -5°F for the best
_! _ orientation case..
(4) The weight saving achieved by favorable
0rien_ation is approximately 160" lb. ir should be noted, however, that in
order to o_tain favorable orientation, some type cf attitude control would :'
be required. '!he additional weight required for such a control could exceed _"
the radiator weightj_sav_ngs. _ "_.
,- £c. Primry'_Loop - Reactor Controller Deadband Inves_igat:b_n
_i) de'fine heAn investi@_tion was conduct_.d to "
t
areas of compatibility between the nuclear sy_stem and the "EGS, _2) define _he
changes required in the reference flight system to assure compalibil!ty betSieen
! -v J f_
For "D" reference system conditions.
._ j Page i_- 14
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l bomb systems, and (3) assure delivery of the re_ired ou_pu_ power during lO;0OO
hours of system operation. As a pel.t of this investigation, analyses were made
to _termin_ the influence of NaK temperature drop across the boiler as well as
reactor control deadband on the selection of SN_P-8 system operating parameters.
Several system power balances were performed for systems that would produce the
required net output power under the mos_ unfavorable accumulations of system
e
tolerances, perturbations, and degradations leading tc mlnim_zn power conditions°
Similar pow@r balances were also made for these systems as_-_ming the most favorable
accumulation of tolerances-and degradations tendLng to produce maximum power°
'_" The criteria assumed for the minimum power condition wer_ as follows:
: (I) -i component characteristics were considered (_ith
.-T
_ the exception that in some cases a new primary FMA was required).
_ _ (2) System tolerances were as _ndicated ir_ Reference
:! 7_ with some exceptions. •
D
- %
_ _ "_ (3) Boiler pressure drop and perfgrman_e were in
_/_ accordance with estimates of boiler designers. =
_ (4) _ Reactor outlet temperat2_re was at _he lower end of - _
.the deadband. (upoer end of deadband for all cases was 13._O°F).
_i (5) A surplus allowance of 5 kw was assumed for i0,000
c
hours to accommodate degradation.
(6) System operation was in the s_m_light, o
i
(7) Boiler NaK &Ts considered were __O.L,180, 170,
_. 160, and 140°F.
(8) Reactor controller deadbands _total temperature _ :
i swing including transient) were 20, 40,_ 60, and 80OFo_ _-
The criteria assumed for the maximum power conditions
l
-_ (i) reactor
•m i were the same as in the preceding list. except for _he following'. ,
outlet temperature at the upper end of-the_reactorcohtrol band was 1330-F,
"_ , ,_2) system operation was in the Earth's shadow, (3) turbine nozzle area was 10%
:_
_. -; greater-than.in the minimum power cases, and (_)-loop flow rates were 6_ higher
i than in the minimum power Cases.
-' Pag_ IV-15_ -
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The effects of the reactor N_K outlet temperature deadband
and the primary loop flow rate on ether system parameters are indicated in Fi_ares
_. 18 to 23.
Figure 22 indicates a limitation in primary loop operating
i parameter due to ms',.mum-_llowable of 80 kvaopower
From boiler considerations a minimum of 30'-'Fpinch point
I. temperature represented another iimitaticn to prlmary loop operating parame*_ers_
All points above the 30°F pinch point were not cons_.dered appifcab!e.
:. 3- Analog Computer Studies
a. Condenser Bypass Flew Control Study_T
@_n investigation was made to determine the stea_dy-state
-and transient charaeteri&tics of the thermostatically ope.ra_ed condenser NaK
- by_ass_ flow control, as shown in Figure 24, so tha_ a component _equirement
;_ document could be issued. Work is pr6gressing _oward the development o_ this
., valve for use in the systemj' if required during_system testing° The fio_ control
valve sen3es condenseI:-NaK exit temperature and adjusts a,bypass of the NaK flow
arefAud the condenser to minimize variations in condenser YaK exittemperature :
below the set point temperature of the valve. =_he purpose of this control is to
prevent cavitation of the_me_cury pump by maintaining tDe mercury condensing
pressure abe_ve the minimum consistent with the pump m/.nim_mn_nlet pressure require-
l
_ ment.. The results of this study were publisbed in a technical memor§ndum,R ference.8. A brie summal_j of the resu t is as fellows."
The condenser bvr__ss control-can satisfactorilyr_om'_l-a_._-NaKexit temperature (and therefore
..- ....._//_- indirectly the mercury condensing pressur_e)
" /- "Inder all conditions likely to _ _mpDsed on
__.__ _ _ ; _ the system°
The control system and loop will have
_ - _satisfactory dynamic characteris_ic_ for _li.
i _ reasonable vaiues cf valve gsins up to i ib-
per see (bypass flow) per degree FahrerLhe[t
(below the ya!ve se£ point), and for time
| --_onstants up to 90 see°
I _ _ _ _ IV-16
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A description cf _he computer resuirs is as fcilcws.
-.- (i) Figure 25 shows a sun-to-shade _ranzient with a
bypass control gain c_ 0,25 ib per sec per o_, and a 25-_ec time constant
The trace shows.that the condenser exit temperature .is main!ained within _°F cf
_ the valve-reference._ temperazure of _,65°Vo_
_ (2) Figure 26 shows _hat _he same sun-up-shade transiPn _,
without a control results in a 20°F drop in condenser NaK exit _emperature.
_ e_ec_ _ a: (3) Figure shows the _ t -_ -10% step in mercury
flow with a control gain of 0.25 and 25 sec time constant_ _e condenser _aK ex_
temperature is maintained within 8°F of the reference + .... witho:_t_empe ra ur_, a
control, the drop in temperature would have-been 33"F (see Yigare 21)-
(4) The steady-state regulation of _he condenser NaK _
exit Temperature1_r the minimum, nominal, and maximum sys_.em_-_condensing tempera_o_e. _-
: _ conditions=are shown in Figure 28 by theintersection of the bypass control reg-2Zatic.n
"_ "-" and system curves. The minimum andmaximum condensing conditions occur _uhen system
toleran%es combine in the most tmfavorable acc_mu]ation of parameter tolerances and
-] component _ariations. These-conditions are discussed in,Reference 9. Figure 28
' shows that the NaK condenser exit" temperature is regulated as a function of the
_; system conditions, the val_e set point temperature, and the valve gain. Ih.e valve i
! o
_! so, point temperature defines the upper limit above which the temperature wi!.l not
be regulated. The valve gain determines the varmation _n NaK temperature be!cw
! the set point temperature and estab]ishes the required bypass flow for a givenJ_
system condition.
! " (5) Figure 29 shows the regulation of condenser NaK
exit temperature following a sun-to-shade transient for dffferent control galnso
'_ For a Fain of 0.25, thetemperature is regu2ated _,o withi5 4cF of the sun
temperature with a bypass flow of approximately _ ib per seco An increase In
__. valve gain reduces the_temperature change for a relatively small change in
"" " bypass flow. _e same information can be obtained from_igure 28 by observing
i zhe nominal sun and shade system curve intersection with the appropriate conti_l
± gain line.
_'.. . i _-
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(6) Figure 30 illustrates the effect of mercury flo_r
rate variations on condenser NaK ex;t temperature for differen'c ccntrci gains°
"_ I b. Res_.torNaK Exit _emperature Transient S_,uay
I_ An investigation was made to determlne_ the effects ofindividual design factors on the severity of the reactor NaK exit temperature
2.
transients following a full-load step change in parasitic loado -The results ef
I this investigation are re_rted in a technical memorandum, Reference !0: io be
released shortly. This study, made with *_._-uzc_cf-i.:i_-ar_log computer simu!at:_on [.
- - of uhe-pr-_mary loop, determined th( significant factors wh±ch affect the reactor
• temperature transients.
Figure 31 show_ a schematic of the primary loop s._mulatlon
._ whfch was studied on the anslog computer to detemine the reactor outlet temperature
[ :t_nsiengs fo!lo'i:ingfull-load-step changes in parasitic powero_u !his sim',Liat!on
was basL'cally the same as previously used for the deadband study reporled in
_ . Reference ii.. For-_his series of test runs the boiler heat load is maintainedconstant at rated conditions of 450 kw while the reactor power var/.es from an
: initial power of 421 kw to a .final power of 456 kw (6 k_,_cf radiation heat loss
- =. in loop is assumed) after the parasitic load power is stepped off, For these
'_ series of runs the upper temperature deadband was removed So that the maximum
" possible temperature during the transient could be observed. Since a l__mt
cycling of the controller is _ct possible if the upper !imz_ i_ not reached
v
_ during Lhe-transient, a deadband t_emperature i_m_t above the max_m,_n transient
• _ temperature allows for some s_ability margin°
: [ Because of security classification, the res,_its of th.Js
study are:n0t contained in thls report but_ will be avazlable -irma t.echn_.ca]
C 2-
, memorandum (Reference i0). _ ,_
c. SNAP-8 Reference Sys_.em
Wor k started on the modification of the reference system
analog simulation to reflect the latest revisions to the _-;rstem; The revisXons
are basically the result of a decision to produce a final fl.tght system based on
the -1 hardware designs rather than base the flight, system on modtfteat_ons to '_
,. " Page .iV-18
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I the hardware. New system diagrams have been prepared and the system equations
are being modified tc reflect the new design conditions. System transient and
s_eady-s_ate studies will be made on the analog computer upon completion of the
revised simulation. These studies will include PCS startup, shu_do%_, sun-to-shade
I variations, and vehicle load changes°
4. Miscellaneous
1
_ In view of the propose_ changes to the reference system operating
conditions resulting from the studies co1_ducted by the AGC/AI design point working
group, it was decided to re-evaluate the effects on the system of locating the
parasitic load resistor in the heat rejection loopo The @ffects on the reference
_! system were investigated for situations with the parasitic load resistor located
"" between the condenser outlet and the radiator inlet (the HBI hot leg) and with the
[_ parasitic load resistor located between the radiator outlet and the condenser inlet
_._ (the HRL cold leg). _le results for this investigation indicate that the turbine
__ _ output power would be reduced by approximately 1 kw when the vehicle load is
,[ transferred to the parasitic load if the parasitlc load were located in the hot
leg of the H_$_. Similarly_" the turbine outpu_ power would be reduced by approximately
_ 3 kw if the parasitic io_d were located in the cold leg. The turbine power
" reduction _s a result of increased temperatures in the heat rejection loop which
will cause an increase in the mercury condensing temperature and the turbine back
pressureo :. :
-! One method of ovezcoming the reduction in turbine power indicated
in the paragraph above would be to increase the.heat rejection loop flow rate so _
1 that condenser temperatures would not increase to the point where turbine power
_} would be resumed when the parasitic load is required to dissipate the vehicle
i- load power. If this method were used without increasing the radiator sizej a
I. substantial increase in heat rejection loop flow would be required and an increase
_in PMA power of approximately 2 kw would result. The increased PMA powez require- %
ment would entail an i_,crease in system weight of approximately 360 ibo In
" addition, under conditions _len tolerances and degradations are siioh that the
J i mercury pump NPSH would be most severely affected, the available NPSH would be
' insufficient for satisfactory pump operation unless a condenser control were
employed.
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I An additional method of overcoming the reduction in turbine
power indicated provi6usly would be to increase the radiator size without in-
I creasing the heat rejection loop flow rate. Thereby the condenser temperatures
would not be permitted to increase to the point where turbine power would be
I reduced when the parasitic load is required to dissipate the vehicle load power.
If this method were used, the resulting increase in radiator weight would be
I approximately 170 lb. In addition, under conditions when tolerances and
degradations aze such that the mercury pump NPSH would be mos_ seriously affected,
tileavailable NPSH would be insufficient for satisfactory pump operation unlessa condenser control were employed.
A PCS failure and s_fety analysis was initiated fcr the GPSdesign reView which was held at Aerojet on 29 July. A suggested study program
was outlined and preliminary results of the initial efforts towards a complete
_ PCS failure and safety analysis were presented at the design review meeting.
D. NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEM COORDINATIONThis section covers Aerojet acti¢itie& in the integration of the
_ nuclear system (NS), which is being de_elo_ _dby Atomics International _%udercontract to the_Atomic Energy Commission. __.dthe Ae_:o_etpower conversion system
(PCS) into a nuclear power system (NPS_. ae NP_.form_ a major portion of the
_! SNAP-8 electrical generating system (EGS).
As the EGS Contractor, Aerojet-Ceneral is rpsponsibl_ to NASA for
moniLoring the NS contractor to evaluate compliance with specifications and
delivery schedules,and must coordinate, monitor and review, for_che purpose of
_ control_ the NS design snd development to ensure the compatibility and operational
stability of the NS and PCS in the EGS-cohfiguration. The contractor prepares
i, a complete and acceptable integration Plan covering the integration of the NS
, with the PCS and development of a reliable EGS.
Coordination with Atomics°International is handled by EGS Project
! Office. Table 1 summarizes the AGC/AI coordination activities during the report
#eriod; some of these activities are discussed below, and others are covered
in Section III,C under the GPS.
?
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T i. General Coordination Meetings
-r Project coordination meetings were held 22 May and 29 June. The
Design Point Working Group report described below was given A!/AGC management
"approval at the latter meeting.
A _PS/GPTF Project Engineers meeting was held on 2 June° An
action item list was generated to cover short-term group efforts.
: 2. Design-Point Coordinstion
- On 29 June the joint AI/AGC Design Point Worki'ig Group presented
coordinated design-point selection recommendation to the SNAP-8 Project Coordination
Meeting. This report culminated three months of intensive analytical _ork, joint
meetings, and data exchange. The de_ails of the analysis and recommendations ar_
found in Sections IV,A and IV,C.
3. Electrical Interface Coordination
-_ Agreement was confirmed on the" regulation of electrfcal power "--
!
__ tb be supplied by the PCS to the NS during startup and normal oPeration. It was
c
agreed that
! All power supplied shall be 28 v,dc +2°8 volts
)
-_ Where more closely regulated d-cpower or closely
regulated a-c power is required for operation of
the NS control system, the po_cr modification or
u
re_lation components will be supplied as a part
of the NS control package.
The suppression of short-term input voltage i
transients which could adversely affect the
) ._ bistable digital counter circuits used in the
AI controller will require joint_solutionwhen
_ wiring and components become firm. -_
--' |
Aerojet and Atomics International have reached the follo'_ing
agreement regarding the mechanical configuration of the electrical wiring (
interface between the NS and PCS:
[ }_ . Page IV-21
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a. Ai will terminate its harness in a flexible stainless-
steel _onduit like that employed by AGC._ It will contain a flange which can be
[ - ,welded to a junction box supplied by AGC. This junction box will be located
near the NS and PCS interface.
b. AGC will supply a flexible stainless-steel conduit
between the junction box aud the controls compartment located in the spacecraft.
f •This conduit will be sized to house only the AI controls wiring. -
c. The AI controls wiring will be Nicatemp supplied by AGC.
_le size of the wires will be specified by AI.
t
4. NS/PCS Inte6ration Plan
AI/AGC agreement has been reached on Section III,A of the :
plan draft, which covers the conduct and working rules for joint coordination
( _- meetings. "
2 C "
c i- *: L,
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T V. ROTAT_{G MACHINERY
A, TURBINE ASSEMBLIES
The order of assembling the turbines was changed to meet program
requirements. The turbine assembly with interstage pressure taps_ which will
be needed for detailed performance testing in RPL-2, was given priority. This
= completed assembly will be mated with an alternator assembly to form a turbine
alternator assembly.
A tu2bine assembly is being reworked to incorporate concentric
seals _lich do not rest on the shaft during operation as do the floating seals.
This arrangement will be used only during cold gas testing where housing
!{ distortlons are minor (see Section ¥,C TAA Test Results). This assembly will
be part of a TAA that will be used for the electrical controls testing using
_' cold-gas. Only this assembly is scheduled to use the concentric seals. All
_ other assemblies will use floatin_ seals with the stronger antirotation pin.
_ne next scheduled assembly will be shipped to LeRC. Following
"" this, the assembly of TAA, Serial No. 2, will_be resumed. This assembly,
_ intended for PCS-I, was suspended when labyrinth failures occurred on TAA,
_ Serial No. i, in GN2S_I tests.
_ Assembly of the remaining units will depend upon delivery of inlet
and composite housing assemblies which are to be completed in September°
_ B. _LTERNATOR
i. Preprototype Alternator
'_i The third preprototype alternato_ was completed. It incorporates
the following changes: (a) slotted rotor pole .face, (b) thicker flux yoke,
(c) increased slinger radial/ciearance, and (d) Teflon coating of dynamic seals.
Slotting of the rotor pole faces (Figure 32) appeared to have
I decreased the rotor pole face losses by 13%. However, the test data were such
that conclusive results have not yet_been obtained.
:_ _ The thicker flux yok e (Figure 33), a field coil having a very
_' low thermal resistance, and secondary effects of the slotted rotor reduced the
2._
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_ I field coil excitation current by 16.5% less than the first machine. Since a 6%
decrease of excitation current was anticipated because of thZs change_ the
I additional improvement was attributed largely to the effects of the low thermal m
_ resistance of the field coil itself. T_herefore_in-process control was instigated
_ for potting thickness, thick.hessof the copper can, solder f_ll, and coil
concentricity. This control will reduce the variation in the field coil thermal "
_':_ performance and will ensure a uniform thermal performance on futule units. _'
The increase of the slinger radial clearance from 0.OlO to
_; _ _ 0.017 in. appeared to reduce slinger losses by 25%, based on initial data.Test equipment and test procedures are being upgraded to obtain better data in_;
_)iI future testing.
_, Teflon coating of the screw seals and stationary walls of the.
@] [ slinger seals resulted_in improved seal performance;ohowever, difficulty inbonding-the Teflon to the parts (i.e., screw seal threads) has been a problem.
i A program to d@termine in-process quality control and end-item inspection of the
_ _ Teflon coating has been started and should be completed by i SepLomber. ._e
_ FEP eoating applie_ to the third machine looks very favorable.
_ " An aromatic polyimide base polymer material) SP _'developed by
!_! the E.I. DuPont Company), which can be fabricated in heavy sheet form_ is being
L considered to replace the pzesent ceramic top sticks in the stator winding.
_I The SP material has very impressive mechanical and chemical properties and will
i be mos_ effective from the standpoint of reduction of installation labor and
! •
increased reliabil_ty without sacrifice of performL,nce. This material will be
incorporated on the fifth preprototype alternator for evaluation, and onprototype hardware pending the results of tests. ,,
' I 2. Prototype .Alternat°r
Design and drawings are 95% complete and drawings are released mm
! -for fabrication.
Development of weld joints and weld specifications is 85%
• I complete. These welds involve welding heavy sections of_Inconel-X to 304 SS
_ end-shields and HY-80 to iQ18 carbon-steel frame.
I Page V-2
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Ten design reviews were held at the manufacturer's plant.
In attendance were engineering, manufacturing, materials, quality assurance, :
reliability, and drafting representatives. Two meetings were _Tz_ held with
Aerojet engineering personnel to ensure close coordination en the prototype
alternator design.i
A fully equipped'clean room, with laminar flow wall and particle
count ccntrol_ is in operation at the mauufacturer's plant.
C. TAA TEST RESULTS (COLD GAS TESTS, SERIAL NO. i )
{ T/qe first test series of the turbine-alternator assembly on the
GN2S-1 test stand was completed. Primarily: the test objectives were to
? investigate the mechanical integrity of the TAA, the adequacy of the
lubricant-coolant system, and the performance of the turbine and alternator
? using gaseous nitrogen as the working fluid. : ....
To accomplish these objectives, thre x significant tests were'_am. ._ _:_
: -,,j
_ The first test (Test No. D-2*-R-3) was run for startup and steady-state :
J
"_ characterislf ?s at the nominal operating speed of 12,000 rpm. The duration of _ _-<._
j_ the test was \ hour, 16 min. _The second test (D-5-R-5) repeated the previous : _ :_
one and, in addition, included various inlet temperatures of the Mix 4P3E to =
_7 determine the effects on the lubricant-cdblant system. The duration of this
test was 2 hours. The third test (D-5-R-8) included a vibration survey for
the range of speeds from 12,000 to 15,000 rpm and a peak alternator load of "
_ 53.4 kw at 12,000 rpm. The duration of the test was i hour, 50 _in. The ___
total accumulated test time on this TAA_as 5 hours, 29 min.
i Test No. D-5-R-3 was run with nitroger supplied to the turbine
inlet at a pressure of 77 psia and a temperature of 333°F, and exhausting
i to the atmosphere at a temperature of 202°F. Under these conditions, the
alternator load needed to produce 12,000 rpm was i_5 kw. Calculated
i performances from the data, which takes into account the ac_curacy of the ._
! instrumentation, resulted in a turbine efficiency of 44 +_3%, compared toga • /,
i predicted 47.5% and an alternator efficiency (unity power factor) of 86.6_+_7%.- _o_/
Page V-_
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By extrapolation of the alternator accepta1_ce tes  datato 13.5 kw, the indicated "
efficiency would be 74%. This discrepancy between effi__iency valaes of the
alternator was due to the large influence whi-_ variations in bearing and slinger
]osses exert when the output power is low.
Bearing and heat exchang_.r data are given below.
]'niet _ow Outer Race Bearing al.d Slinger
-- !b/hr Tem_erature, OF Losses, kw
"- Nominal Nominal Nominal
. Bearin 5 D_sign Tes___t Design Test Desi6n Test
4
T_Lrbine Antidrive ....200 21 250 263 0.86 0.70
-. - 2
_Jrbine Drive __ 200 - 200 250 258 O.86 O.39
/_._ter_tor t).r'ive _ _ 200 153 250 2_,0 0.86 O. 49
;
Alternator Ant idrive _200 192 -250 270 O.86 O.65
-- [
i -i
Space Seal Alternator
-,,_ Heat Exchan_ _r _::_.:_ Coolant, S_stem / '
. Unit - - Nominal - __-_- Nominal
. : --Measure-d " Design Tes___t" _. Test --
- w, lbNr ----: ,-- 160O 1335 1600 1300 =
r2, psi 20 : .. k_ - 8.7 6
T Inlet, OF 210'- ; 2}0 P-19 250
C
AT, OF -L 9 - 5 4.0
z
O
l_ming the test it was .found that the t_ _t equipment labricant-coolant
cooler was unable to prdvide an inlet temperagure below 230°F. Since theD _
nominal temperature is 210°F,. the excess tempera'cure affected bearing outer race
temperatures _d bea_'fng and seal losses, increasing the former and reducing
the latter, l'ae cooler flow paths were interchanged and satisfsctory operation
was oi"alned on subsequent te_ts.
,j
O
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I The or_!y de'_tion from nominal operating conditions was found if: the
space Seal heat exchanger. When the recorded pressure drop was corrected to
T n_minal flow ,_nd temperature, the pressure drop would be 34 psi instead of the
20 psi expected. _lls condition was felt to be unique zo this assembly since a
flow check of the TAA, space-seal hea_ exchanger with M_IL-}_-4606oil_ and
c6rrected to Mix 4P3E conditions; resulted in a 17 Ps_ drop.
Test No. D-5-R-5 was run under essentis.lly th_ _.____cao_:dltions as
before; but, during the test the lubricant-coolan% irA el temperature %_s varied
from I_7 to 220°F. Calcu/ated efficiencies for the turbin__ and alternator were
r
. 51 to 52% and 75 to 83%, respectively. From acceptance _eat data, the extrapolated
value of the alternator electrical efficiency should be in the range of 88 to 91%.
• In calculating the test value, the temperature rise of the coolan_ across the
alternator is used. In this test,_ the varying inlet temperature o._ the-coolant
_ coupled _rith the large he__t sink of the alternator mass probably wa_ responsible
for inaccuracies in aeterminin=_ the temperatiLre rise of the coolant. A small _
error in measuring the temperature rise has a significaht effect on the efficiency .
calculation. ....-_ ........... - -- -...........
Bearing outer-race temperatures and bearing and slinger seal lossesi
forj_est No. D-5--_-5 were plotte@ as Figures 34 and 35, _espectively.
}
Data _e_uction.land analysis of Test No. D-5-R-8 is in proc-=ss and a
report will be issued in the next quarter. Preliminary analysis of r_.w data
i indicates no abnormalities for the high-speed or high-power run.
- During the test series it _T,,::.ot possible :_.eobL_in indications of
axial movement of the turbine by varying the pressure across the ba±ance piston;
The determination of balance-pitton size will have to be done durlng mercury tests
i where a gre_ter differential pressure exists than is true withthe use of nitrogen.
The only mechanical discrepancj which occurl'ed dur;.ng the nitrogen
te_ts _as associated with the floating labufinth seals. _fter Test No. D-5-R-5-, '_
a partial disassembly of the TA on the test 5tand showed that the antirotation
pins (0.060 in. roll pins) which restrain the balance piston seal had been sheared.
[
Also, the Spirolox retaining ring had been displaced from its groove, unwra_pped,
Page V-5
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• I and found to hace rubbed the leading edge of the l_rst-stage turbine blades_
• Wear had occurred on the balance piston seal inner _iameter and the piston
I outer diameter (Figure 36). The TA was reassembled with solid pins instead of
the roll pins, and testing was continued. Upon disassembly following Test
• _ No. D-5-R-8, all of the antirotation pins (roll pins) were fo'_ndto be sheared.The solid pin replacements for the balanc_ piston seal were intact.
_ Inspection of the hardware revealed that _he contacting diameters
- of the seals and shafts were worn. T'newear consisted of abrasion and tearingf
l • I
'. _ of the metal surfaces _Fig_res 37 and 38). The wear on the inner diameter ofthe zeals was evenly distributed circumferentially. Discoloration of the metal
indicated some high _emperatures were obtained, w_lichled to therm_l cracking
I at the bottom of the antirotation slot (Figure J8). The degree of wear of the
interstage seals was observed to be mcre severe as %he ow:rhang distance of t6e
seal increased. In order of increasing overhang distance, measured wear of the
,i fourth, third, and second _irterstage seals were O, O.OOJ an_.O.O12 in., respectively.
• _ f_- The high temperaLures generated<also affected the curvic couplings.
•t Thermal expansion of the hubs from the-frictional heat produced excessive axial
. loads which resulted in yielding of the_tooth material along the line of contact.
Fun+ctioningOf the couplin@was not impaired.
=!_ : From the-_aped.._jrd____ of the vibration _ickups_ mounted onth _TAA,
• it was found thet during startup and especially shutdown, a signal was generated
[ (around i000 t.o1200 cps). During these transients there was little if anydifferential pressure across the turbine stages which would cause _he seals zo
be pressed against the housings where frictional forces would _end co damp out
motion of the seal. In the absence of this frictional damping force, the rings _
in contact with the rotating shaft are excited in such a waj that the ring is
I •picked up and whirlt,dby the shaft. This motion appeared to be possible with
or without the antiro_ation pins since the replaced balance piston seal exhibited
I wear evenly distributed c_rcumferentially, and thesolid pfns were _ot sheared<- --
nor _.maged.
I The labyrinth _ea_,test rig was run with a balance piston buildup
" to determine the' ffect of differential pressure. With no ZiP,an audible vibration
I was present whlc_ disappeared when the AP-was increased to between 2 and 4 psi.
Page V-6
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: it was d_.cided that this problem would not be severe in mercury testin_
. where higher differential pressures obtain as contrasted to the nitrogen tests where
. lower pressures prevail and teat termination is accomplished by suddenly te_mJ-_ting
nitrogen flow. For all mercury test units, a design change was initiated to replace
i the roll 2in_ with larger and stronger solid pins. In the case of the cold gas elec-
trical test unit_ where thermal and pressure distortions are small, the seal rings
! will be closely fitted into their housings and.held concentric to the shaft to avoid
any contact during operation.
Metallic particles held by magnetic attraction _ere found on the alter-
nator assembly spline end of the quill shaft. Other small particles were found in
the alLernator interface cavity. These particles were identified as weld splatter_
machiring chips_ and scale. Analysis of the particles gave their composition as
iron w{th a small amount of nickel. It was conclude6 that ._theseparticles were from
locations in-the alternator which are difficult £o clean_ stud were released during
_AA testing. "
i D _' BALL BEARING AND LUBRICATION SYSTEM
_ ]. Material and Bearir4_ Procurement -
a. Material
A total of 39 4 ib of AISI M50 steel bar_ 3-1/4 in-:_ia, Was
i_ !eceived from Latrobe Steel Co. The material was initially air melted_ then
vacukun-
ii remelted three timea-using the corisumable electrode process_ Latrobeis test certifi-] cat qualifies he material for Type Ij Class 3_-M50 bearing steel in accordan
1 "; _w''thAgCLSpecification.j AGC-I03 _. This material is intend£j-%_- PCS-I and PCS-2
I ] (-i hardware) tall bearings.
i n b. Bearings
I Requests for quotation were issued to six bearing supplier_
I
• !' for the manufacture of 20 bea_ings P/N 095355 _Bearing Assembly, Ball-/h_ular Contact
I
.I (-i Model) to AGC Development Component Specific ation_AGC-10206, Amendment i, dated
I _ July 1963- _ne_e bearings were intended for the Radiation Endurance Ball Bearir_
T_st Program.
J Also_ requests for quotation were_issued for the manufact_r_'
i
"I of _4 TAA-bearings, P/N 095355_ and i6 Hg I_4A oearings, P/N 095306. T.h_ bcailngs ..........
I are in_ended for use in -i hardwar_ _2S-l-and FCS_2. -
_- The Barden Corp., Industrial Tectonics Inc and Marlin- •
• Rockwell Corp. b_ve submitted bids which are currently being 'evaluated. One of the|
i six vendors requested additional time which could not be granted because Of the :
" schedule, and_ two vendors declined to bid.
-" _ _,.
' II i i'
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I 2. Lubrication System Development
A series of lubrication system performance tests was conducted
!i I with the Model B Seal and Lubrication System Simulator. The objective of the
tests was to determine lubricant and bearing performance chalacteristics under
'--_ I simulated SI_.P-8 TA operating conditions, except for the nuclear radiation. _ne -+
tests were run at 12,000 rpm with po!yphenyl ether fluid (Dew _lemical ET-578).
I The bearing installation, the spr£ug preload arrangement, the
_ lubrica_itin_ection components, and the oil slingers in _he Model B Test Rig
[ simulate the SNAP-8 TA configuration (Figure 59). Each bearing is axially
- prel°aded to 60 lb, a& in the turbine assembly. No additional thrust load was
I + applied. Radia&+loads on the b_arings were nominal, since the total weight of
'the rotor-_assemblyis only abOu-c17 lb, and dynamic imbalanceCwaa negligible. _.
' All tests were _an wi_h the shaft axis horizontal. :
_- A sehematie diagram-of the test rig lubrfca'_ion system and the
_ primary instrumentation used in tke tests is shown in Figure 40] All instrument
L senso_s and recording devices were either calibrated cr checked for calibration
:! validity Prior to testing. Each of the variable-area tyy.eflowmeters was calibrated >
_I with the ET-378 fl_uidat-175, 210, and 225°F.
• -2
":_ : The controlled variable parameters for the tests were as follows:
L
_ Lubricant inlet flow, per bearing:- 120 to 400 ib/hr
"' Lubricant inlet temperature: 175, 210, _ and 225°F
_i _ Slinger idischarge pressure : 2"5 to 20 psia
A total of 31individual tests were performed. +The majority
of the tests were made at the T._. design values of 200 lb/hr inlet flow rate to
each bearing_ _lO°F inlet +temperature,and 5 psia slinger discharge n_sure_ .............A typical run consisted of establlshing a--_pecif_c--in].ettemperature and a
• /d$.qcharg%_ressu_e, and then recording the following data_over the specified
inlet flow range:
Lubricant-inlet pressures •
Bearing o_ter _'ace"_emperat_res ._
i+ -_. + Slinger discharge flow rates -_
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Slinger discharge temperatures
Bearing ca_-ity pressure
Deceleration rate of rotating assembly
Total inlet flow to each bearing was assmmed to be the sum of
the two corresponding slinger discharge flow rates. Thi_ee deceit.ration tests at
zero inlet flow were also run to determine the fixed power losses in the rotating
assembly.
The test data related to the "turbine-end" bearing was reduced
and analyzed° The lubricant injector ring for this bearing is identical to
the rings used in the TA (i.e., three O.040-in.-dia jet nozzles, equally spaced,
with a jeb spray angle of 20° to the bearing axis).
Figure 41 shows total inlet flow rate vs absolute press1_re
measured just upstream of the lube injector ring. The bearing; cavity pressure
L
during these tests was less than imm mercury. At the design flow _rate of 200 . '_
ib/hr, the data show an inlet pressure requirement of approximately 19 psiao
_ The lubricant through_flow of the bearing is Plotted against
_he total inlet flow into the bearing shown in Figure 42. At design bearing
.- inlet flow, nearly all the lubricant apparently passes through this bearing.
In Figure 45j the same data is plotted as per cent bearing-through-flow vs total
_ _ inlet flow. Here the data indicate some_ sensitivity to slinger discharge pressure,
with a more c_early defined "optimum" inlet flow-at dl._charge pressures just
below the design value of 5 psiao However, because the flowmeters used cannot
register extremel_ low values cf flow, the &_ts shown in Figures 42 and 43 should
"'> be interpreted as indicating, s *_a _ather than as defining absolute values.
ThU-S-,it Appears that the design inlet flow rate of 200 lb/hr is close to the
=
_ optimum value in terms of proportion of flow through the bearing. When the
limitations of .the flowmeters are considered, a bea£ing-through-flow of 80 ......
to 85% at design inlet flow appears to b e a conservatiye_-es_i_a_dJ ...... . _
Figure 4h_shews th@_outer-race temperature of the turbine-end
bearing as-a function cf bearing-through-flow for three lubricant _nllet temperatures.
At the design valmes of 210°F and 200 lb/hr/bearing lubricant inlet, the race
temp@rature was about 250°F. Figure 45 _ a cross-plo_ of the same -data, showing.
race temperature vs lubricant inlet temperature for three different inlet flow
rates. _:
,. Page _J-9 :
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i! I Several tests were performed to de_er_ne the relationshipbetween slinger discharge and lubricant inlet press._re in terms of the point at
i l which the bearing cavity bezomes completely flooded° At a set value of inlet
I_ pressure, the slinger_ discharge pressure was progressively increased until full
flooding in the bearing cavity was detected by sensing a sudden temperature rise
in the normally void space between _he two bea ings° Figure _ hows a relationship
i _ of the lubricant inlet pressure vs the slinger discharge pressure at wh_,.chcomplete| flooding of the_ bearing cavlty occurs. At the iabricant inlet pressure of 19 pcia
"i [ (pressure requi-red for flow of 200 ib/hr), the slinger discharge 9ressure, for
complete flooding of the bearing cavity, is approximately 17 psia. Because of
_i [ tNe prototype configaration of _he bearing and seal assembly/ no direct measurement
of bearing qavity pressure was possible" tc de_ermine precisely the pcints at which
i _ . - complete scavenging exists. Ho_ever, previously reporte_ _a_a (R_erence 3 ) shows
-'-.that well-scavenged bearing operation occurs at slinger discharge pressures below
I0 psia. Those tests wele performed on the Model A Seal and Lubrication System
_ ._;iL Simulator, which contained a bearing a_$-_seal arrangement similar to that. of the
TA, except t_at the bearings were 35 mm. The data present re!a_ivel_ clear "
iii_ • evidence that, at the design slinger disch_arge pressure of 5 psia, the bearingt ope_tes nonfiooded over a_wide range of lubricant inlet pressures.
The decelerat.ion tests :were performed over the test range of
i '
_slinger d_scharge pressures to estimaze bearing-and-slinger power loss by means
i -- of the- inertia method. Total losses at zero inlet flow were subtracted from totall losses measumed with approximately the same flow rate to each bearing. %he net
f power loss for two bearings and four slingers is plotted against slinger discharge
pressure in Figure 47° The nominal luoricant temperature at tho inlet was 210°F.
if At the design discharge pressure °f 5 psia ' _e esti_nated net l°ss is ab°ut 2° 3
t_. _ With no intermediate da_a points, the path of" the curve between lO and 20
psia is not defined. This is the tran'_ition region from svavenged to flooded
bearing operation. _ •
L
;_ 3. Bearing Test Programs
i, _I--' s. Ball-BearingBearingM_. _1Endurance Test_ Program Using M-50' -
_ .__er_a_ : ,,
• I 'T_%,-OlO-bearing groups of 309 bearings having inner rings
of second and fifth consumable electrode vacuum remelted (CVM) M-50 steel,
: Page V-IO
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respectively, were previously endurance-tested aL the SKF Industries_ Inco
Research Laboratory usii_g circulating mineral oil lub_icatic,_1. These +ests
, were reported in Reference 4. Because of the relatively short lives of these[
two groups of bearings, SKF Industries completed additio'nal endurance tests on
- _oe_rings made of the firs'. CVM reme!4 of the same h_.at of M-50 steel to verify
-: the fatigue strength of the basic M-50 heat used in the manufacture of these
bearings.
: :_e tests were conducted at 9700 rpm under a radial
:> load of 40_40 ib (C/P = 2.15), and the tesb bearings were splash-lubricated with
circulating Socony Mobil DTE extra-heavy oil supplied at a rate sufficient to
_ m_intain, the operating temperature at 210°F. In these tests the bearing opera__ing
, temperatures were recorded at 6-min intervals by an IBM 1710 data-logging-system.
-_Du_ing abnut one-third--,f this bearing testing, 1-ab?-icant-out temperatures were
I also monitored by the IBM system while the lubricant-in temperatures and _fiow
__ rates were manually recorded at 8-hour intervals.
i Testlng has been compieted, and five inner ring fatigue
T_ailures were expezienced at" lives ranging from 24.2 to 122.2 million revolutions.
._ Testing on one specimen was suspended at 39.5 million revolutions because o_ _
c
suspected interaction of a failure on a nontest element with a failure on the
-=,_ test specimen. The ma'k-imumlikelihood technique yields an estimate of LI:0 = 29_-
4million revo?utions, compared to the estimated L_ ^-= _!5 mi!li_n-z-evu_u6±ons for 7
. -........ J-U- -
-_ the first remelt M-50 bearings, of another heat of steel tested previously under
! identical conditions. Also, anotber heat previously tested under slightly
different test conditions had comparable endurance to Bhis latter tes_]- It is
i
, _ now apparent that the endurance life of the _resent]y testedheat of M-50 steel
is much lower than expected.
,, In an attempt to explain the relatively poor endurance " t
lives of _his heat of M-50 steel, as exhibited by the" above group and th_ two
i _gro_ups reporte_ previously, alloying element analyses were conducted and compared
• with previously tested heats of M-50 steel. The results of these analyses are
detailed in Table 2, together with the accuracy limits of determination given by
the analytical laboratory, The only elements in which the, poor heat sh_wed a
_ - _ clear difference over the two previous heats are-nickel and aluminum (both
_" _ considerably higher). -
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* - It was previously determined _chat a trace element -udex
_: involving aluminum, copper, vanadium, nickel, and molybdenum could be used as
_' _ a quantitative measure for those elements found harmful to the fatigue life of|,
_ 52100 stee!. Since molybdenum and vanadium are Intentivqally added alloying
_ _ elements in M-50 steel, a trace element index containing only aluminum, copper,
and nickel could be used to measure harmful trace elements in these heats of
_ T M-50 steel. Table 3 shows the calculation of this index. It has a value
_ l approximating 7.0 for the "poor" heat and 4.0 for both "good" heats of M-50°
[,
,_ If the material were 52100 steel_ it ,_ouldbe reduced by a factor of approximately
3 compared to the "good" beats. Actually_ ghe reduction factor found-'experimentally
. is closer to 5.
i
, It must be borne in mind that _n_4trace elemen_ resul_s are
not proven to be aop!icab2__to M-50 steel. _ ,r_ the life estimates for the
groups of lO-bearings are not as reliable, as for _rger groups. St_ll, it appears
reasonable to assume that the relatively high aluminum content and perhaps-the
_ = nicke! content_of the "poor" M-50 heat is a causative factor in the reduced
endurance life of this hea+-of steel. •
._, In addition to evaluating the solid element content-s_gas
analyses, were aiso performed on samples from the two first remelt M-50 "good"
! _ heats and the fifth remelt _'poor"heat. The results of these determinations as
g_wen in Table 4 show there was no significant difference between the heats which
" could lead to a difference in inherent fatigue life.
Based on the additional tests and the armlysis, this
program is being redirected to perform further testing with bearings mad_e of
• steel that has the allo_-ingelements (especially the nickel 'and_he aluminum) =
; • and the gas conteLt of magnitude comparable to that of the "go0d" heat "of steel
t = as s,_'_nin Tables 2 and 4.
b. Endurance and Wear Ball_Beaging Test Program as a
_.-. '/__ Function of Vacuum and Radiation
L
:' Two hundred and fifty pounds of test oil, Mix 4P3E'_as
received from the Shell,O_l Company, _=-2
! I " _' :-_ageV-12
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I Conceptual layouts were completed for a two-bearing tester
and a foar-bearing tester. Evaluation of the two layouts was made and the four
I bearing tester design was chosen for technical and economical considerations
This prdgram was stopped during the week of 29 June !96Lo
; E. PUMP PROJECTS
_ _ i. NaK Pump-Motor Assemblies
>;
a. PNA Performance Evaluation in the _aK Simulation Loop (NSL)
(I) Motor
Phase I testing in water_ as described in _he preceding
quarterly report (Rf ference 4), was started. No-load test resul_s_ shown _n Figure
48 indicate the canning effect (:can power loss) was lower than the eatcule 6ed value°
"_ This -Loss reduction was attributed to the higher can resistance resulting f_om the
stator can_thickness being reduced when expanding the can into the stator slots° q
.... The electrical loss segregationj Figure 48, is based on the determina_cion of the
motor hydraulic- and friction loss. The preliminary evaluation of the data indicates -
_ t, • =
] .7 the determination of this loss may vary by +_I0%. A rotor deceleration test will
help to establish a more exact motor hydraulic loss in water which will then be
used to finalize the no-load saturation test results° The determinatlon of l;he
_ can losses in water is necessar_j to determine the motor performance in NaK_ since
can_losses do not change with the fluid in the rotor gap°
_ v
The results of the torque-speed calculation in NaK
i based o'nin-air .test resul£s: (Figure 49) indicate a maximum starting torque ]
i awilable of 23.6 in._ib. Torque values from tests on a wet but nonwater fil-_J. :,
O _
unit worse approximately 7 to_ i0 in.-ib, indicating sufficJ,ent margin fore'full _ :i
o
i - voltage- line starting. _ _
The In-air reduced voltage and frequency lest
results, Table 5, indicate that_motor_torque may be as low as 3.7 in.-ib at a _
rotor_emperature of 50°C or 5.2) in.-ibat a rotor temperature of 20006. The
corresponding torque in NaK maybe as high as 7.25 _in.-lb. T_e high starting . _,
!• torque of the PMA was expected to be reduced with the bearing modification
discussed laterj therefore, reduced voltage and frequency testing in water and -
_ i NaK will be performed to de_er_ine _he minimum starting _ower requirement of the
PMA. _:
_ " " >L'_
%
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[ (2) Recirculation Pump
_''{_ [ Fhase I testing of_ the HRL NaK PI_ recirculationsystem is nearly complete. Test objectives for Phase I testing were to determine
_ the head-capacity performance of the pump, the minimum NPSH requirement, motor
. /-_: rotor thrust vvs__,_c._d_ flow, motor hydraulic losses, the effects of canning the
,_ motor, and the segregation of alectricai losses.
! P1eliminary eva2.uation of Phase I test results indicate
_ that -the recriculation pump can supply to the motor the required flow at the desigul
_ point pressure rise. F_gure 50 shows the head-capacity cu_uze. An orifice will be
_ installed tc match the "_ecirculation pump and system at the primary and HRL _A
°_ _ _ design flow rates. :
. The NPSII tests performed ,on the recircu].a_ion system
• _ , , show 45 ft NPSH required for the motor to avoid cavitation and assbciated instability'°
The results Of' these tests are not considered to'be final until th.,y:can be ' "_ "_
<, _ _ cbm_ared'_to the. results_,of the NIgH tests on the _main impeller° ,_ _ :
_ The motor rotor gap pressure drop is shown on Figure
!i:'_i 51. The curveshows the theoretical pressure :dr°p for fluid-flowing through two
-. _,smooth concentric cylinders. The difference between -calculated and tested values
_ results from: (a) an increased f_low_area in'the expansior slots from the Canning
operation, and Lb) the disruption of the peripheral fluid velocity resulting from
• the slots. _
•_ " (3 ) Bearings,_ _ __.
y
_ ._ Upon completion ofcth_ pump motor loop installation
I and filling, _several u_successful attempts •Were made to start the HRL NaK motor.b
The problem lay in the bearing i_ds and t_rust runner. The extremely Tine surface _
_ finish- (betterthan 1.5 rms) and surface conformfty of these parts were "wringing"
(gage block effect) to each other which caused the bearing pivots to act a:, wedges. -_
This _wedg%ng co.:dltion, offering a hi_ mechanical advantage, amplified the
wringing load l0 to 20 time_. _his action • caused a bearing starting torque_that _'_
measurerl in excess of 150 in.-lb. Since this torque was greate_ than the _19
in.-lb available from the motor for cold starting, the motor would not start.
r _t wa_ de,ermined that cnce rotation had been accomplished_ the shaft ro4ated
" Page V_-I4
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;_ and spun freely. The conclusion reached was that the asse_fuly and handling loads
caused the surfaces to "wring" together when in a clean dry state. Once the
! surfaces were separated and kept immersed in the lubricant, wringing did not
occur.
I In an attempt to reduce the wringing action, the
th_st pads were liquid-honed with 100-grit A]tuqdum to roughen the surface to
i0 to 14 microin, rms. The liquid hone di_] _ot produce th_ _esire_l surface
condition, but did reduce the wringing action. The bearings were again cleaned
and the surfaces_were coated with c_coa butter for improved frictional _,
7
_ characteristics. _T_e test unit has since been started more than 50 tim_3s and
operated for 40 hours with several long periods of inoperation between starts.
Additional comments will be found in the design section.
: --_ b. Fabrication _ _ ::: _ _
-_ (l) Motors _'<'-_-_
' i The first mach:[ned HRL motor housing was received" ; :_.__
. and had an inorganic wound stator installed. The fabrication prccedure was _ _ _w.
,i]_ followed by,-po_tlng,_" curing, and insulation burnoff of the stator prior t'o - _ " "
1 forming and connecting the power leads. The forming of the power leads &fter :o "
burno_f caused a problef_ where the power lead wire insulation, because of ._.. ....• "+_ -_---
--I_ burnoff, was too.brittle to form and flaked off when making connections. The •_7
fabrication procedure was qhanged" _o allow for connecting, forming, and welding _.
of leads prior to burnoff wh. le the i_,sulation was still resilient. 2erminals _
prepared in this way have been +ested at furnace temperatures up to !O00eF for _: -_
500 hours to substantiate the ability of the terminals to withstang the burnoff _ ]._
i procedure without detrimental effects. • _ ._
i _he stator assembl_ was canned, we_ ded (hermetically. "._ _-
. sealed), leak tested, and found acceptable. The fir_. attempt to can the -X" - _j"
i_- ML (organic) insulated stator resulted in the coll_sing of the stator st_ck tee_ . , ,
1 because of excessive column, loading due to the expansion process. The inor_anic ._
_ - stator i_ considerably more rigid-because,the potting .tnsulation compound wi_h a
hig_ler compressive strength fill_d all voids and better supported the"stator .-
"_ teeth. This eliminated can collapsing.
_i Page V-I';
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k
_- : A_er a second attempt t_ can the -X stator failed,
?
: a decision was made to drop ._urther c_nning att=mpts of %,he _".-'-Lusu3atedstator.
"_-:"i _ae organic insulated stator was _,_ten;_edas a ._ckuu_ to Lhe Lnorgar:ic in3ulated
" sta_cr. -
¢-"-I " A vendor was unsuccessg._! in two attempts to assemble
the can to the rotor. _h-e interference fit required the can to be heated and
--_ I =ar_Llly:&q/ided _uring assembly to ,avoid contac;,, wit.h tee_ rotor,. . beck-use x_.uid.
: heat transfer from the thJ_ can would promote-a ooot-strapp!ng effect and :
- I Shrink the can prematurely, even_during a momentary contact-
? : : Aerojet _s a _--_._!ie!effor_ initia_ed a canning
: [ _os_m.- A_t_r. the proper_tech.__%que was worked out using radiant hea}ing and :proof tooling, two rotorst_were successfully canned. _e firs_ rcler (using
q
• : a scrap C_l_C)was the development model for wel _din_. The model was used _ __ -:
develop the welding technique for hermetic sealing of the re_,-.- The next,
" _ "- rotor proceeded through th_s fabrication n_ccess without incident and was
prepared for assembly.. _.-- --_ ,
[-
: _- -- _-- Several canned rotors being prepared __or leak
_}...........-testing were found to leak in the' end ring to the sleeve weld. Dye penetrant
-- _eck of all rotors showed five to contain penetrant indications. Instructions
_ ; were given for weld repaix_ --
= ())_' : Pumps -"
'5 iL _ - -_ ..... Several primary PMA pump castings were weld
repaired and radiographed. -Five were determined to be salvageable by grinding
[- =- and=luther welding. The ffrst article inspection was completed a__d two casting_
= were sent tx_ the-f_chining ven;{or fox' further {abrication. The casting vendors --
I through weld repair and chan_es_ in casting _echPique have produced acceptable
castings, thus eliminating the problem. The first primary pl_np housing assembly
has been received and accepted. The remaining castings have been delivered for '
| -machining.
'" I : The HBL castings'have been delivered for machiningafter weld repair of the castings.
: I Page V-16
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I c. Assembly1
Assembly procr__mes, par_s lists, an_ dra-,-ingsfor the
I HPJ_-motor assembly were completed. The -X assembly ins-ructions were comD!eted
and re!ePical or t.he assembly of the HFL -X _bdel -2o_-;__SL_ssting.
i
I d. Design
(1)  tor
I. - 2,
During the insta__D_ation of the e_rs_ primary
ii winding, the lower end turn _-_bbed the statcr housin_ ::all i_ the area _erethe coils leave the sta6k. _e primar# PMA hous__ng desi._% was changed by
. machining a larger end t'o__nannullzs clea_wance.
; _2) Bearings
A review was _de of the bearing design. As a
result of the star+.i!_ difficulty covered in the I_A perfor._._nce evaiuaT.lon
~
1 section, the Yh._l_+ bearing was modified. Since _he basic problem was *.he• wringi g of the thrust pads to the ruunmer, it _as d ..-.-Idedtc prc'_ide a
,unidirectional crown on the thrust bearing suri_ce which would e!imiDa'te the
-;ringing tendency by removal of surface confo._rmity. A'_ g magter cf manufa_-turing :
expediency, the crowning effect, will be accomplished by grinding a _d!ai taper
I of 0.00015 in./in, on the .face of the thra._ _ runner. _"T.,ethrust pads _positioned
on the coned r_nner will have line contact at the pad center and a crown of
• _ 15 _o 20 nicroin, at the leading and trailing edges [Note: In effect, the
!
shoe plane is tal_gent to a cone on one line. ) The bearing design modification
does no_ compromise the load-carrying capacity of the beating. A design
I modification was made to the thrust bearing which co.hsisted of adding an
antirotation pin to the bearing housings _o prevent rotation, of _he bearing I
l back plates.
(3). Additional Design Modifications
1 •Radial-_noles were located in bhe annulus between
the outer sealing cans and the iuter_al flow passages to facilitate draining
I cf the PMA. .,
Page V-17
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c
_ i_ e. Test Planning
T_e fabrication e_ the NSL (water test loop) _as completed.
,-|_ After leak +esting of Lhe loop, -the -X HRL p'anp motor w_ installed, and Fnase I
f
testing - ag covered in _he last-quarterly - was begun. Testing results are
_= covered in the perfoz--_nce _--_luation section. Upon complezicn of Frase i zesting
£ (95% complete), the -X %unit will be removed flora the NaK simuiaticn icop.
;2 _ It will t_en be disassembled_ inspected, _nd reassembled _tn .:h_ main pump°
z. _ Phase _ testing will then proceed.
_ i 2". Sereur_ Pum_-Motor Assembl_[ -"
a. Design : - :
i I ) ;Assembly of _he first mercury pump-motor assembly wasO
completed on 19 June 196_; the unit was then 6elivered to IML-3 an:_ mounted on
! the test stand- _
This PMA is _fully instnmented _version that _ncludes:
-
pressure'pi=kups in the pu_p hodsing, er_bling pressure profiles and thmist loads
:
to- be determined.
a : No serious problems were encc1_tered during assembly of
"_ the unit. Actual dimensions for runouts, eccentricity, etc. which "_-ere_aken --
"i i during assembly indicate Lhe foll_owing clearances:
_ Impeller _front vane : O.O12 in, during operation _
; I Impeller front ane. 0.O1'9/0.014 in. at res_
: Impeller back vane: 0.008 in. during ope._ation
I - _ _ - Impeller back vane: O.O10/O. O14 in. _at restfw
Molecular/:_i_co pump: 0.002 in. miPimum
°
I ., Moleculgr/visco pump: 0.004 in. _ximum
: Motor s,i_ ga_: O.009 all around
c Assembly of the second unit was completed o.. I': _ugust.This unit is presently schedu].e_ foz PCS-1. Clearances-for this PNA were
:'I similar to those measured f,_; the i_L-3 _mit.
I : "_ Page V-18
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I Parts for the third assembly, scheduled for PCS-2, were
started through the pre-assembly !nspeeticn for determining criT.!cai buildup
dimensions.
c
All D_ardwsr necessa._y __,o__,o_p-_....._: ne- the._ a_.7o]:,_,o--"
|_ these units has been delivered, with the exception of .'.wo_atcrs and one
instrumented pump housing.
b. Motor
1
Modifications gere made to provide a standerd MS terminal
__: b]obk attached to the en6 cap of the motor. Po;:er leads are wel_d _c _he stud
on the hermetically sealed terminal, the other end being ax_ached tc the terminal
t
-7 block. Thhs_ t-he possibility of damage to the hermetic seai is minimized when
making terminal connections.
L •
:! C. i_mlp n
The jet pump test report for cold mercu_' 6peration will -
.-_ be :e!ease_ by the end of Au_ist.
_i f
d. Seals
:r
_ Delivery of the first mercul-j discharge pressure-acLuated
!ift0ff device wassLscheduled for mid August of 1964. This tunit will _be installed
in the PMA for PCS-I, if convenient. The balance of five pieces will be delivered
later in..August.
A design has been completed for Teflon-coated element.s
5 :
fo-r the 4P3E d2_qamic seals. The anZiwetting effects wilh Teflon coazing have
_i been established by dynamic seal testing_
A modified sea! housing design an_ _naiysis with an
increased radial gap is in proc.ess. 'l_lisdesign includes a helical groove _n
the stationary as weil as the rotating _nembers of both the molecular and visco
seals. The net effect' is to be the same leakage fate as without
pump expected
the stationary helical groove; however, the larger clearance would b9 advantageous
i - from the standpoint of machining tolerances, eccentricities, ease of assembly,
and likelihood of rubbing during opera_ion.
I Page V-19 ._
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2
_ ; e. Motor Scavenging
:_ - The detail drawings-for tho,_ mo_or scavenglng_ sl-ngers and
: I the sealing e!em<nrs have been amended to include_ Teflon coating, as mentioned
Y < previous!y_ _nis design is ..Dresent!yinthe release cvc!e._ _is _v_ .:_oing=
I-: har0ware will be included in ia_er u_nits.
__..dmen_s have _ _mde to the _.,.ML-3 Test Reaaes_ to
:: include a requiremen_ for preheating the mercury PMA prior to rotation to assure
£ : adequate oil flow through the bearings for initial rotational testing. This and
" o_her minor amendments are included in Amendment A, of _es[. Reques_ No. 395/6i-0008.
f _ It i:,not intended to make :this a standard '-ystem operating requirement.
3- Lubricant-Coolant (L/C) _unp-Motor Assembl_"
_ a. Test Piann_g and Evaluation _
•_ : The L/C PMA development _est unit was assembieO_ in
[ : _ s? ": accordance with the required assembly-and test procedures. The unit was :
-_ ope.rated successfully at rated design conditions for t_e firs_ 500 hour_ of _he
lO00-hour endurance test and then was disassembled and inspected.
: The results of _he 500-hou__ test inspection revealed no
measurable wear or unusual marks. A comparison of 1:he "before" and "after" test
_ dimensions indicated no measurable changes° The unit was reassembled , placed
'i -g_
_ back o-.'te_t, and left to complete T.he rema.tning 500 of Ihe- lOGO hours of
: operation at design conditions. The disassembly and inspection showed the unit
_! to be free from any dimensional changes - a finding-_;hich substantiated the
ability of the L/C PMA to operate for i0,000 hours, .:
5
_ The first deliverable L/C _MA was tested and found _of
i _ be 1.5 psi below the design head at design flow rate. The development un_.t
• f was also fo'm_d to be sligh-tiy thdder the 55 psi pressure rise design point.io was decided the f,rst unit would be accepted on sn SDAE since the required
system flow was far less than the PMA output and the cause of the deficiency,
discussed later, was not detrimen_'_l to the integrity of the unit. Subsequent
units woul# be modified to raise the head to meet the desig_ criteria. _e PMA
' _i performance results are shown on Figure 52.
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_ 'fne second deliverable :knJ."c, after vo2a_-e housing
mcdification_ "gas assembled, tested and fou_nd te meet, the reqfaire5 design
! --per2_ance. The .u__i_was then delivered _ AGC. _he results _,_ th_ second
"_nit:s _erfo_ance are shown on Figare 53°
I "The third de!iveratle 2/C PMA was assembled f_
acceptance _ests and installed into the ioop_ _e operation cf _he um_it sho-'_ed
• T it tc be rur_ning in the _e_'erse directiGn d._e _o improoe_" J_ternai motor lead
],
connections. The unit will be removed aud the con,d_-tcn ,orrec<edo
_! : A tabulation of the performance results a[ rated
conditions Ibr the development mercury F_.._Aand the "__rst =wo deiiverab!e PY.As
_" is shown in T_b]e 6.
b o Design
"-T
_ During the development "_nit %6cting, the recorded
_emperatures of the motor cavity thermocouples were !cw (_0 t,$70CF below
expected). After severa_ days of investigation it was deter:-ined that the
suction temperature thermocoup!-:l_qs_r__ading apprcxlmately 50 ro 60°F low. _ __
-_<J -= thermocouple was replaced but the temperatures within the motor were still
" _" not_up to the expected temperatures. A review o:_ t_e rnermocouple circuit-
revealed a large temperature drop (70 to 80°F) across the nickel pins of the_
" connector° Fne error inzroduced by the temperature grad±ent in _he pins resulted
from the u_e-of Chromel-Alumel thermecoupies with a third ma_,erial (nickel)/
as the connector. The e_corre__ temperature '_e_ determined by adding the
temperature droo of the pins to the tbermocouple readcu_,o An tnJependent [_
_hermocouple was installed in the upper motor cavity pressure _ap to confirm
the motor temperatu_'e. An external or surface _ype the_r_ccoupi_ was used to
correlate.the motor surface temperature w_th [he :nternal steady-stale
temperature° %_nis arrangement was used on subsequen_ tes_s_
(
The basic rhermocouple problem is one tn which both
the measuring junction snd the reference juno<ion are _nsi_e the mStoro I?_e
• emf measured at the connector is the potential difference between the tWO
jumctionso Thermocouple data referee%ted %o a fixed jtune%ion are not sppl_cableo
I , The testing performed on subsequent units used the emf readouts and the external
,_, ; J
", surface thermocouple %0 determine t,he units" true temperatures o
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] The head rise of the development and first deliverable
PMAs were below the minimum design criteria as covered in the test section. A
_ 1 drawing review of the pump r,_vealed the pump housing, impeller ccntcur tolerance
_ _ = was such that the impeller eye would have a smalle _ clearance than the impeller
_ _ vane tips which caused a large impeller reeircuiation loss and lower head ar
< rated flow. The drawings were corrected and the remaining pmnp housings were
.}
_- remachined.
The design o_ the bypass orifice in _he PMA was modified
_ to allow for O-ring scaling durihg AGC testing _o facilitate the !nstal!at_on
- of various sized orifices for flow variation requirements°
g
% _" ' c. Fabrication
The volute housing castings, which have beei_ the most
2
4 troublesome fabrication items of the L/C PMA, have been delivered and accepted°
All motor assemblies (rotors and star ors) were _omple.ea
_? - and are ready for assembly into pump housings. The final three housings are
__ _ " _ presently being machined to correct. Suction passage devlations and to repair
< _i machining= errors in the bypass orifice°
" Several visits were made to TRW to _ _tness assembl!es,
- _- _isassembiies, and tc assist in problem solving.
The ET-378/ML immersion compatibility tes_ motor has
i_ i_ surpassed the iO,O00-hour target opera_i.-_ time without revealing, significant
_- changes in dielectric strength. The total operating time at 25_F has been
• iI_190 hours. CT_emi'21 analysis indicates that fluid properties of ET-378
il are within acceptab!emargins and.the degradation of _he__ insulation is within
acceptable limits. The results of the dielectric testing are shown on Fi_re 54°
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i VI. COMPONENTS
NONROTATINO
A. HF_%TEXCHANGE_
I 1. Boiler
T a. AJ_aiysis
.[
The analysis was continued of mercury inventory fluc_uatlcn
I in the SNAP-8 boiler as a response to variation in NaK inlet temperature° FiEare
55 shows the boiler i_vento_ as a function of the pinch-pc,nt temperature difference,
&Tpp.. The pinch-point temperature difference is the difference between thelocal NaK temperature and the mercury saturation temperature at the liquid-vapor
.. interface and is related to the boiler inventory oy -:
- pp)
-V IB WB QS l°ge (ATin/'_T
= ._ D US ATin + K
where
IB = Boiler inventory _
_ WB : Inventory/unit length in sensible heating region
,i
QS = Sensible heat transferred
AT. = NaK exit temperature --mercury inlet temperaturein
D = Tube diameter
US = Overall coeff.!cientin sensible heating region
K = Inventory in boiling and superheat.r_gion_.
Note tha_ as t' oinch-point temperature difference decreases_ the inventory
in the boiler increases. An analysis of allowable condenser inventory ,/ariatioh_
(Reference 12) has shown that a !O-ib change in mercury inventory can be tolerated {
without reducing the power available from the PCS below 35 kw at,the end of
i0,000 hours. Based on this, a minimum pinch-point _'.emperaturedifference of (
15°p is required for the boiler_ thereby permitting the 50°F change in pinch
point associated with the NaK inlet temperature variation.
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i
I Additional testing of the full-sized bo._ler is required
prior to applying the results of this analysis to the SNAP-8 system° The tes%s
to be conducted-ln the RPL-2 include a determinatlon of :,nventory variation in
the boiler which will be used to supplement this ana±ysis.
": [_ .- b. Fabrication
Tna-_-,_ boiiez's A-3 (for PCS-2) and A-4 (for NASA-LeRC)
[ '"were completed at the Westelu_ Way Mfg Corp, Van Nuys, and delivered to the! '
Acre jet-Genera! Corporation, Azusa, on 3 June 1964 a_._ 16 July 196 _', respectively°
'4|[ The -i boilers A-3 and A-4 we1_e beth fabricated with
little difficulty in meeting the_ stringent Class XV, AGe Specification AGC 13860
u j_
.|!• weld requirements. Only three repairs were required on the automatic internal _
tub_-to-tube sheet weld joints for each of these two boilers; eleven such repairs
"__ were required during the fabrication of the previous -1 boiler A-2. The previous
difficulties with the .automatic internal welding process were resolved through a
: _ vend.or_development program which was initiatedand gaided by Acre jet-General
_. _ Corporation SNAP-8 engineering personnel. The factors which resulted in success
! with the automatic internal welding process included optimization of the welding
_ ct_rrent and speed for each header "heat sink," and lesolution of the proper
• bevel angle of 15° _n the-tubing.
! _' The qua3.itj of _he hand _Telding was also excelient on the
fabrication of these two -i boilers. The percentage of total (hand _olus auton_tic
I"
weld) length on both -i boilers which met drawing requirements was i00_ and '98_
after and before rework, _espectivelyo
_ "-" c. Stress Analysis
An approximate analysis of the transient temperature
__ profiles across the boiler tube wall dtu'ing startup has been comple_edo The
analysi._ shows that the maximum thenaal gradlent, and hence the maximum stress_
at Steady-state in the peak heat flux of the boiler tube.
occurs region
The analysis shows that film boiling ¢ill prevail until
very near _he end of the startup transient., eff_,ctively blanketing the tube
wall to prevent a thermal shock. A Schmidt plot of the boiler tube _all covering
i Page VI-2
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the transient from film to contact boiling was-j_sed to ge....'u,,ethe curves shown
in Figure 56. A_.though the analysis is ol,ly app_oximatej the _hem_i sraa_ents
are low enough so chat a more detailed sgady is unwarranted. _ --
2° Condenser
I a. Testing ..
Planning for the extensive series of tests to be
_T , conducted in the RPT,-2 has teen completed a_d shakP_do_- <f ,_,hetest loop has --
°_ beguno initial tests of the lccp at. reduced mercury flow rates show _ha.t
-i,-} condenser performance is st.able a_d can be adequately ccr_#,roi-.edoan e_,aiaation -:
of condenser, performance and demonstration of i_s adequacy for operation a_, "'_]"_
SNAP-8 con_ditions will be completed foilcwing-'T.b.etesL series cf the -1 boiler° -._ -'--_f-..J_--
/)
M
][ , (2] _[ECA TestProgram -._
>- _ne single-tube_ conlense r [,est_=cond_cLed at s_._.._
• ? '
NASA-LeRC, in conjection with the MECA Program, have been extendeuJ Off-design _'_"_
condenser pressure drop and condensing pressure meas'uremen%s _ill be made on a : _, <
single tube of the multi-tube cendenser to defermine the condenser performance ' : _
_uring the startup phase of the SNAF-8 system,° Data a._ mercuz_ flow rates ,of -_"_,,.-°
i 20 to 100% of rated f]ow _]iI be %aken for varlo'fs c_,mbJ.nations_o? ccolani flow - ,- :_, <
rate and inlet temperature with variable mercury liquld-vapor interface position°" i
v r
i _%lese data wiCl be used. in conjuncLJ _n with the analog slmulation of the-SNAP-8 _
system t._ determine that suf2icient NPSH ms geners_ed-fcr the .merc.u__ pump during ..... :
i the startup transient. , _
b_ Tube Sheet DeveloNnent ,-. /.: "?
Seven tube sample headers were fabricat.ed which w_fe ".-:'::.-'.J,_
a C
representative of both headers of the -i model condenser. Tapered tu_e ends ,1 ..:
i were rolled into the sample hes@ers and were welded _sing an a_tomatic welder _ .'-.
{ which had been used in the man_fac.-_ure of _._.efirst two -_ condensers. Satisfactory -_. _'[:_:'-_
joints we_'e devel_ped for the large diame<.er t_bc end_ Additional work ]s "$_ I_,
• ' required i,o achieve satisfactory small diameEer tube joints° o "' :.& O"
- ::[, ...
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__e __evei._p=_n-_ce --.he_,,2_'---, -::a _ner._u<, _-_;= _'
e--d of-Yhe c:ndenser Drsceeff_d s=',,]t_v, Rciilng _i-h _ .brztan: Drs"_/ed a --_:
"._-izhcom_!e<e_F filled -,_he0.005-_n.-aeep [2:Dove as evident-e5 by !C0_- ph:-:-
•_'_cr=_/z---phsof th= joint..._ ._=co_d_.. aaa]-f'_-._t_.-n....... ... skmg!e -_'-as prepared, f.=JnS_ F-
accepta_ie: and used !:orwelder __eriifzca_icn.
_,__esmmii-diame=er end f_-_20-,-n _:a ,,::i!:._g -pets: -_<
_'as _re difficult __o de%,e!oD._ _Tr" ae_pi_s_= -w____-=ur:e:Lep:_etle ,_::e-- s'_-rface
ipclusicns on -the tube ironer 9i_--meteraf;er r,:ilkr.g ._.',eseffe"ects appearei _:
be c__used by over-roiiin_ zhe tube ",__ _..... [D . -_......- .....
Addi:_iona! samples war& _D_D_r=d--__ -._-"-_...,__.........._rd4_a[ed ins--_-he &_--:.,._. of _r_cove_whi:_
could be filled, t_ preven[ the localized s_illn[ on -he -.b: i._mer di-gme:er,
_I II - -
_as 0.OO_0 +_ 0.0059 in, Push tests were De.rfo_ez :,,_e upse[,s :o _......
: -dseir axial load earr?in_ ca_pacify. Tee al-._e-_b_,_-"axial load %-as be,._-'een-_.._-.__'
i
_nd 2000 lb. _e h_es,-: Ioadin Z eneounzered cn an ind]v&dual condenser tube rs
_I_0 ib ca.sed by _he dJffere:,tiai expansl-c.nbetween :he -_ices and she!% therefbre:
the 0.003 in. ncm_-_a! extl-as_on __ntc the _roove -gas considered adequa_.e. .-.sample
is in preparation which will be _ed Lc q:_.aliz_"-he jo_nt_
t
: e. _b. I _._.'_'c._
L
A _ paft_ for --he PCS-2 and T,_R:-e_,ndensers are c,._:px_.e
_ith the exception of the _u-ce b,mndle assemblies, _._hetube bundle assembi:es
were de_yed pending the completion of the development cf <he relied and welded
tube header join__. 9oliowing a-_ceplance cf xhe final tute header quai_-fzcatlon
samples, fabrica_-Jen of the tube _u_dle assemoltes w_i! be started:
5- Auxilin;r_ St, ar_ Loop Hea_ Ex.chan_er
J
The auxiliary s,zart lecp heat exchanger has been _nsta!]_ed .in
: the RF_-2 _nd is used _c preheat the heat :eje:t:o:, loop in con j_x_tct:,:<wlth
star%Ip %es%s for zhe boiler and condense'-. Tests on the heat exchanger t,]
de_ermine performance will b _.conduc: "._ .fret loop shakedown is compieted:
Page VL_-'.
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Detail drawings for a!i parts have been completed by iqoylyn, Znc
(wlth the exception of the NaK chamber fill adaptor), and material _rocuremen:
and fabrication has been initiated.
Flow checks utilizing water as the working fluid were conducted
by Roylyn, Inc. _ with a 2-in.-dia butterfly moc_up valve. Data from these _e_ts
will be used to determine the prop,,r butterfly actuator linP_.ge and any adaptation_
which might have to be made to obtain the desired valve chai-_cneristles_
2. Lubricant-Coolant Valves
-i The lubricant-coolant valves have been ordered from Valcor
Corpora_.ion. Valcor is currently assembling and testing _he valves° The valves
ale scheduled for shipment _o AGC on ii September 1964. These valves were descr__b_d
in the preceding quarterly report.
_ D. MERCURY INJECTION SYSTEM.
The mercury injection system final design review package was assembled
! and issued. The design review resulted in the definition of a [-I) MrS system
' which is considered to be satisfactory for use in the SNAP-8 development program,
, Enough (-!) components for two complete MIS systems have been ordered_ Complete
sets of (-i) components sufficien_ for the assembly of two M!S systems will be
available on or about 15 October 1964. A _hl_ d se_ of components re_[red __o
_- complete a MIS assembly is in _he orocess of being ordered and will be ava_iabie
on or about I January 1965.
E o ELECTPICAL INSULATION DE!rELOPMENT PROGRAM
T" i. Hish-Tem_erature Motor Test
Testing continued on an inorganic-insulated motor to de_ermine
_ the long-telm electric strength of the insulatio _ system. The motor stator was
, fabricated previously for the original 2-loop SNAP-8 system, and the insuiatLon
i system used in the stator is es_entially the same as now being employed in thenew HRL and primary loop NaK motors. Thls lO00-cps motor has external bearings
and operates at 450°F o_, a reduced 60-cps voltage to eliminate the need for a
I special power supply. _le "_it passed the 8000-,_our mark during this period
. and has shown a slight but steady improvement in insulation resistance
I (Figure 57).
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2. Evaluation of Organic Pesins
The weight loss testing was discon_!nued at iSka hours and shewed
that the higher-temperature-resistant organics arc also hig2_-atrength, hard,
brittle materials (Table 8). The s!iicone rubber _ _ Dew 132 andma =erl_ Coynl_g
18}. while showing high weight loss, retained tsetr physical appearance and
properties as well as the high-temperat.:re e_oxies an% novalaks_ V_he sr!_cone
'I rubber materials showed a tendency %oward crack propagation _ha_ was not noted
in the other materials,
3. Orsanic Insulated Statorettes
!
'l_nestatorettes _[u-3, ML-K, ML-5 anu }4],-'6are s<iil under tes_
at 392CF. The ET-378 has evaporated, leaving the statorette exposed to air°
This has resulted in an increased insulation resiszance for this unit° The
other units have shcwn little change, indmcating that the syszems are _ot
materially affected by 392 ° temperature and 0S-12L fluid_
$. HRL and Primar_ Loop NaK Motor Insulat icn Developmen__
The first HRL inorganic "unit was .finished by the venffcr a_.d
returned for the bakeout seal-off operation which was perfcrm.ed saccessfuily.
The temperature curves for this tunis during processing are shown in Figore 58_
W!nding assembly work continued on <he next ur._ts_
5_ Support. Wc_rk
ao Organic Encapsuiat_on of inductors
Furane 17B orgamic resin was selected T.o encapsulate
Lnductors for the Controls Group° _nis matt-iai was found to be -_nsa_,Isfac_ory
because of strains set up in the core materlalo The encapsulation matercal was
changed to Epoxyllte 813-9, and a coating of Dow Corning ].83 was applied to the
wlndfng_ before encapsulation. Thls appeared to be successf_al_ For further
evaluation, see the Electrical Controls Section (Section VI_F)o
b. Repair of General Electr!c Alt.ernatcr Thermcccuple Leaus
._ During testing, some of the thermocouples on the f_rst
General Electrical alternator failed to reg_stero Upon removing the flexiblef
..[
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{.
• potting compound around the terminals and thermocouple leads, _gLectrzca] !nbora<ory
personnel noted that the joints were brazed and that incomplete remo,m! of brazing
flux resulted in _ast_ng and corroslon° This rusting and corrosion caused the
joints to fail. The use of brazing in the electrical systems, or in their hous_ings,
g is contrary to the requiremen_ that all SNAP-8 electrical jc±nts be TiG welded_
J
{ F. ELECTRICAL ....cn_,_q'_,_A_D,'COMPO_S
_L
: i. Voltage Regulator-Exciter
The first preprototype vol¢age regulatc,_,a_sembly and exciter
assembly passed acceptance test at Waynesboro, Vi-ginia, ard was shipped to AG%
on 15 May 1964. Aerojet checkou_ procedure for the preprototype voltage regulator-
exciter was issued_ and provisions for checking ou_ these assemblzes was complexed !
in the electrical laboratory° The checkout is not an acceptance test, but is ase@
: "- to de<ermine whether the voltage regulator-exciter assemblies are operating properly
after shipment. The first _,ceprototype voltage regula_.or-ex ....r :.,asrecemved in
_ _- the electrical laboratory and was installed in the checkout cabzneto After these
o
[ two chassis were installed, the vol_age re_alator-exci_er was quahf_ed for tes_
with the General Electric alternator in the electrical iabcra_oryo
AGE alternator was received in the e!ec_ricai laboratory,
... installed in the test bay, and made ready for electrical systems tes_s_ A ",est
I. outlzne was written for the systems test of _he speed control, the voltage
regulator, the alternator, and the necessary facility equ[pmen_o
, Eleczrica! controls systems tests were st.srzed in the ol_ctncal
laboratory° Th_s SNAP-8 system includes the preprotolypevc].tage regulator-e_a_ter
(which controls the alternator output voltage), ibe al_erna_:or, _nd a suauiated
ciosed-loop speed control system using -X equipment. _e faczlttJes _nclude a
I s_mulated l_rasl%ic load resistor, a vehicle load, s motor drive for _he alr,ernator,
an4 a 400-cycle, I_3 kva, motor-generator set that provides the electrical power
I tc the motor. A control panel was ins_alled to provide the _.nstr_m_ent.ar_.=,:nandsw_ tcnzng control.
I The first series of shakedown tests was completed successfully
'F_e system has been operated at razed speed and w_lzage w_th an electrical load
of 48 !¢w (unity pf). qT_irty-slx kilo%atts were transferre_ from the simulated
I parasitic load resistor to the s._mulated v_hicle load and back again.
o
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:I Presently, comptete detail testing is in progress, All tests ::
conducted thus far ha@e been successful° Data are now beiug obtained "in such areas " _:_.
• _I as voltage regulation, voltage transients, wave form, harmonic _r_].Ssis,and
-stability, and for combinations of different power factors°
_ To date, preliminary information shows a total line-to-neutral-
harmonic content of 7.28% at 41 l_r parasitic and a°c _no vehicle l.oc.do
Wave forms at noted loads can be seen in Figure 59. :
• Speed control regulation is +2o5 cps f1'cmno vehicle load to
I 34 kw vehicle load (unity pf). The total alternator load was 39.6 kw at 0.86 pfo "' ,_
_ _ The system has been stable, but _his is a motor-driven system°
il 'The CGEST will determine if stability is a problem.
_i _ : The second GE prepretotype voltage reguiat0r-exciter has been -
- ! -__
_ acceptance-tested at the GE facilities in Wsyr_esboro,Virginia, and has been _
received in the Aerojet electrical laboratory. This unit will be checked ou_ in "_
'thesame fashion as the first preprototype voltage regulator-exciter. "_ "_
._ _ The TIG welding of the d_odes in this unit was succe_sf_l.
_i_ Discussions with GE indicate that _he original TIG welding problem areas for the
diodes has been eliminated and. the system worked out in the GE welding specificati6n
MIA-58o
Previously, subassembly drawings and ma-cerials for the
?
) prototype voi_age regulator assembly had been reviewed and approved by AGCo
.!
The prototype voltage regulator-exciter enclosures drawings were received by
•} AGC for reviewo The protective housings drawings were also rece_vedo After
Li reviewing the drawings, AGC approved the voltage re_aiator_exci_er enclosure
-) drawings and the protective housings, With th].s,approval, GE no_-has complete
! approval for _he prototype voltage regulator-_exciter_des[gno
_i All process specifications, with the exception of the TIG
-welding specification MIA-58, have been approved. Additional information is '_"
required before specification MIA-58 can be approved. Conditional approval
i!- of MiA-58 was given and th@ specific areas that were not clear were pointed
out to GE. When these areas are cleared up; complete approval w_ll be given
ii_ on _he TIG welding specification.
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_ To accomplish the ceramic terminal hermetic seal_ GE has
_ _ incorporated _he coldweld process in their herme%ic seal design. Their'
transition Pieces-for the ceramic terminal were reviewed by Kelsey-Hayes,
i the eo_idweld vendor. Some modifications were made in the original. GE design
_ " to prevent material distortion at the time of coldweldingo GE has indicated
_.. __ that these modifications, as recommended by Kelsey-Hayes, do not present a
• _ problem. Modification of this _esign has been completed.
The coldwe]a tooling that. was designed for AGC for the speed
f _ control_housings will be used by GE to attach their ceramic terminals to their
_ c
,_ voltage regulator and static enclosures° GE has contacterl Kelsey-Hayes, and
}i they have been assured that their design will be compatible with_in the AGC
tooling :_ • = _
_ 2. Speed Control
. q
i_ _. _ :To ensure a stable _ speed sensing, circuit, AGC is continuing -_-_:
.i. _ its program to ensure,, Stable: Performance._. under all environmental and operational
, conditions for a long period of tlmco _"The long period drift tests, star_ed on
"_. 2"2 January 1%4, continue. No measur_b!e drift was recorded up _o 14 Augast
_ _ 1%4. This test has been running continuously except for a few cases where there
; was power shul downs in the plant or the changing of some test equipment°
The fact that this circuit has not drifted is highly significant
_see Figure 60). Aerojet is of the opinion that the primary success of this
_" _ circuit, is-the combination of the silvered mica capacitors and the silicon iron_
-_ conductors using alumina for the inductor gap material. Aerojet believes tha_
•: these materials point out the value of using nonexotic materials for the core
and extremely stable material for the gap. Silvered mica capacitors have had a
•_! _ long history of operation in tune circuits for extensive periods of time_ thisis why this particular type of capacitor was chosen,
_i _ Another area requi_fng investigation _nvolves the:.question ofhow an inductor can be t_led, potted, and incorporated in a tuned circuit --
with the capacitar and yet not have the tuned circuit resonant frequency ahift_ /•
| --
._ This area was pointed out very dramatically during the first att empt_ at' "_..
impregnating and potting the tuned circuit Inductors. The first two induct0rs;- '-- .:
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were impregnated with Epocast 17A. This ihpregnation process was very successful_
as reported in the preceding quarterly report (P.ference 4). The inductor was then
- potted with Epoxolite 813-9; both inductors shifLed 20 cycles° [hi_ shift ts not
acceptable in the speed control design because there are no potentiometers fcr
. adjustmento
The primary problem was believed _o be the stress on _he gap of
the inductor. It was felt that if some resilient material cculd be used _o cover
the inductor before the potting process, the 20-cycle frequency shift could be
;i reduced considerably.
J: : Two more induetors were fabricated, impregnated, a_d tuned wi_h
_f_ a test capacitor. One inductor was covered wit.hthe resilient material Sylgard !83,
iJ and:'the other _ith a glass fiber material. The first !nd_cLor was heated to 400°F
-_ and dipped in the Sylgard 183 (a siiicone resin). This process left a resilient ._"
l materia] about i/8-in. _hick over the inductor, and also completely sealed the _
inductor. The inductor _as then potted in Epoxolite 813-9-._
i In subsequent tests, the tuned_inductor shifted only O°8 cpso
This improvement was much be_ter than expected and is well wit.hinthe trimming
! range. After this original test, the inductor was temperature-cycled,tc 200°F_
an_ the inductor was returned to its tuned point with no mechanical failures in
•i the po_.tingmaterials° To further ,_ckthe mechanical chal_cteristics of the
potting materials, the unit was th ,_cycled _o 400°F. -__
;i _ Alter one cycle, _he silicone resin caused the pc.t_ng compound ;
to crack; the compound subseqaently could be pulled off of the inductor. The i
"_ inductor_remained encased in the silicone resin and contLnued to operate
_ satisfactorily, lhe 400°F temperature is _.wicethe_design operating Lemperature
ill of the inductor because the inductor is located in the low-temperat_re package
with an active heat sink at 150°Fo"
As a further check, the silicozie-dippedinductor was repotted
• in the same epoxy material° Its shif_ was again los:'than i cps. The inductor
was then cycled to 400°F - again resulting in _he same fractured epoxy "but
the performance of the inductor in the tuned circuit was not affected.
L
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t• The combination of the Sylgard 183 and Epoxylite 813-9 has
been highly satisfactory. The combination results in a rugged component which
is not adversely affected by operating temperatures of 400°F and which will
opera{e very well a_ the 200°F temperature° This potting system will be used
_ in the fabricatlon of the -3.speed control amplifier _see Figure 61)o
A parallel _cogram which used a Fiberfrax ccvering over the
t
induetor_ and the subsequent identical potting materials, was not successfulT(see Figure 62). _his method resulted in a 20-cps shift of the tuned circuit
_ after potting and temperature test° The inductol was section@d_ revealing th_
._ the potting eompound had penetrated the Fiberfrax_aterial_ resulting In unwanted
pressure on the gap causing the 20-cps shift, it was noted that the 20._cpsshift
that occurred in this inductor was identical to the_20_cps shift that occurred
in the inductors which were directly potted in Epoxylite 813-9. In all three;
/ _ inductors where the epoxy came into direct contact with the gap_ the frequency
- _ shift was 20 cps. All work has b_en stopped on the Fiberfrax System.
• _ The first delivery of th_ large and small ceramic terminals
_: and the ceramic standoffs are expected to be made during the last week of August.
O
.: To attach the ceramic terminal to the a!uminumhousing, the
coldwe!d prc?ess will be used, Coldweld samples and tooling were ordered° Sixteen
•, _ sample copper flanges and aluminum cans were shipped to Kelsey-Haye_ foi'coldwelding.
oi' The coldweld _ooling has been designed and 12 of the samples (Figure 63) were
} i returned to AGC for evaluation° (Kel.sey-Hayeskept four coldwelds for their
evaluation.) u
I The SN_J?_8Materials Department evaluated the coldweld samples ,.
by helium-leak testing and ultrasonic testing. '_ie helium-leak tests were
successful. None of the coldwelded samples failed ar_ of these tests. The
_ ultrasonic tests showed that a continuous bond was chieved-on all of the tested
samples_. The Materials Department approved the coldweld bonding process as
I performedby Kelsey-Hay_s.
I , As previously repqrted, coldweld joints degrade at elevatedtemperatures over a period of time. The first test performe on coldw d
Joints was conducted at 500°F for a period of 1600 hours. This particular
I Joint did come apart in the tensile test. Since 500°F is a much higher
I Page VI-12
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temperature than the ceramic terminal coldweld is likely to face, another test
v'asrun at 350°F for 1500 hours. The Materials Department then subjected this
coldweld sample to a tensile strength test. The coldweld did not failo Evaluation
of the sample coldweld joints and the 1500-hour 350°F coldweld tensile tests
-'_ shows that the coldweld joints will meet the environmental requirements of the _.
i| SNAP-8 Program.
ii - - The prototype design <-l) of the speed control "ispackaged in
three separate modules. The saturable reactor and the power transformer are
J_
i installed in the TRA assembly,.which is the high-temperature assembly. The _'_ i '_third mo ule (a s.peedcontrol module ) will b_ located in th low-t_mperattLre
• .j .
_ controls assembly. :Another module, which may become partof the speed control _ _ _."
})I assembly, is the stabilization transformer. Because the _Ize of this transformer : 4
is a diEect _ction of the -stability of the system_ no -1 work has been done 9 . _
j_!_._;=, on this unit,._,A -X design of this stabilization transformer has been completed;_ " _ _.
the fabrication of the unit ha_s_alsobeen compl'_ted. Its actual size : ud _"_and
_:il "., shape will be determined during the cold gas electrical systems test. L ",• _;i_"_..
During this report period, all -1 design drawings _were Eeleased
for the speed control module, the saturable reactor module, and the Dower , ;_
" transformer module. Fabrication orders were initiated. _
•{ One of the problem areas asso_ciatedwith the speed control
module is the TIG welding of the diode assembly. To develop the TIG welding
;1 schedule and processes, a -1 diode-_'ssemblywith "dummy" diodes were fabricated°TIG weld tests and evaluation are continuing. The major objective is to make
successful TIG welds without exceeding the temperature limitations of the silicon ;
diodes. Thermocouples were installed in this assembly for monitoring the
temperature of the dfode, and different types of heat sinks_are being evaluated
for their effectiveness in keeping the diode tempe_.atureas low as possible.
Before assembly, all speed-Gontrol module components must be
matched. Because there are no potentiometers for setting the operational points -
of the speed_control_ and because the operational limitations are very stringent,' .
the components of the speed control amplif.iermust be assembled on the precheckout
board and tuned to the proper operating point. Afte_ this is done, the components • :
are then remGved from the precheckout board and installed in the -1 speed control
._ module, o_
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i All SNAP-8 _peed control modules contain cerar_icterminals which
project from the enclosure. To eliminate the possibility of breakage during
assembly and checkout, these vulnerable ceramic t_ _nals are shielded by
protective housings during testing and handling _ 'nodule. .,_
! 3. Saturable Reactors
E_e design of the -1 saturable reactor was co_pleted# the
. drawings were released, and a fabrication order was issued.
To evaluate some of the problem areas in the -1 design (this
i-o design consists of three cores and one control winding), an experimental assembly ,_
of the -1 design, not includinj the housing, was fabricated.
l" One of the areas investigated was the welding o_ the braided
leads to the weld clip which attaches to the terminals of the saturable reactors.
Ill• i These welds can be made with no problem, but the importance of the weld schedule,j
must be considered because faulty weld settings _ill produce a substandard waldo !
Further tests on the high-current copper feed-throughs were made
using the TIG weld process to a%tach flexible leads to the -1 experimental satarable
i! "reactor. ConsSderable difficulty in techniques were encountered. Evaluation indicates
that better heat_sinks, closer engineering controls, and welding experience will
i:i eliminate the problem, Hcre again, th_ we]d schedule and the implementation of the
t. welding schedule is extremely important. _ •
I_ Because _he _o_figurati_ of the -1 sa_arabl_, r_actor is diff_re_
L
• from the-X' saturable reactor, a_ther series of time con_tant_ _,estswe_'_conductea.
(_ The time constants of the ex_erimental -i design did not exceed O,',Osac. Test
. results correspondea to desi_,._calculations,
_ _, Harness _ss_,_bl_
In the conceptual har_e_s design review, _ c_[ _d copper to
li aluminum transition piece was p_c_sed for use in the hlgh-cu: _- bus system.
I: Because of the separation of the c_,...._el.,after being exp._J 1600 hours at
_-- 500°F,,a coldweld joint was retested a_ 3!_/!_Ffor 155:)_: -. i_hisparticular
i _ piece is the same piece that is referred to i,nthe c-_Id_,,':.." _stsfor the ceramic
terminals. A tensile-strength test of the s_mple showe__that the coldweld joint
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I did not fail. The results of these tests indicate that the col_weld _ ° _
!i' use in the harness carmot be exposed to a tempcratl_re exceeding 350°F. Some of
the originsl areas considered would be exposed to temperatures in excess cf the
35C°F level; therefore, in these areas copper will be used _hroughcut. The
: CO]_'T-_Idjoint may still be used in areas where the temp4rat_ire canre _ ex<eed 350°F° -
The harness for PCS-2 oasically will be a workhorse design°
' TT_e -i installation technique wilt b__ used wher_ ---_, Welding_o=_ ....<° cable will be
used for _he high-current bus, and Teflon-insulated wire will be used in the
low-current harness where the -i design cannot be usefully employed° A schematic
drawing of the PCS-2 harness was completed which Jncorporsted all flight requirements
} currently known. After investigation of the electrical connections that must beq
{ [ made and the component loca ;ion in PCS-2, it wa_ possible to remove the d_szribution
•I panel and the separate junction boxes from the harness desi_, lhe electrical
i ! connections formerly anticipated for the distribution panel and the junction boxes _ _
.,_ have been transferred to the ;ramsformer reactor assembly ('I_A) and the start
programer assembly. _, -;.'_
: The electrical schematic design of the PCS-2 harness is being _ _I
• ' used as a basis for the harnes_ layout for the PCS-2 mock_;'_. Layou_ of the
i I PCS mt_!up has been started.. -- . ,,
4
I 5. Start Pro_rame-, ':
Fabrication of the -X breadboard start programer was completed-.
_; Fabrication of the Checkout unit and its associated harness ha_ also been completed. :
i Checkout of the start programer wi_h use of the checkout _mlt has been completed •
] (see Figure 64). ° The breadboard assembly of the start programer operated' correctly
in accordance with the operational bar chart. This bar chart is _ot the :inal
I _ operating procedure_ but it has been developed with best
information
o
Some chalices will probably be required in the sequence of-operatiDns, and some
of the timing functions may change. In view of this, the El_ctrical Controls ....f
used in fche firstDepartment has recommended that a breadboard _-b_rt-pr6gr_er-ie ...... '_
'3 .,
pha_e of the PCS-2 test. The timers on tNis breadboard are variable and are '_ < _m_ ;'
! being fabricated in a breadboard style to allow modifications with minimum effort_. ""....
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Timers purchased t,,AGC Specificaticn 10209 were t,ested
separately befol_ bein_ instal--ted"on the start programer breadboard. Test
_, results agreed with the specification at ambient conditions; _he timers
operated _,iectrlcally as specified and performed the proper timing functions
when they were ins_lled on the breadboard.
6. Vehicle Load Breaker ,_n_.Protective System
In compliance with I._%SATechnlc_l Direction No. 19, all work
on the v_hicle 10ad breaker directed toward flight-type hardware was discontinued.
T -
:_ _e Westinghouse -__ AVBI"_A breakers were ordered.
NASA Technical Direction No. 19 also directed that no work be
7._ done on a fii_ht-type _rotective system. Accordingly, a ma_nesic bistable circuit
? o comb_ued_ with available airc_raft type components has been designed for use in
_'_ ground system _e_ts. This_ protective system _ill provide- (a) short-circuit
_ _ fa_!]t and ovprload _rotection by tunder_oltage sensing _-ith time delay before
_ "oreaker trip and before breaker close; and (b) overspeed protection by means
of an under-o:_er frequency relay, rv_ use of two additic.nal relays, lockout of
_ the _nder-over #requency relay is _ro_ded _until the speed cf the TAA rzses to
/ near rated. After_rated speed is attained, any increase in speed or decrease
-. _ -cpeed to the Under-over frequency relay trip joint will provide a contact
. cpen_ng which can be used to shut down the turblne.
% l
7- Barrel"/ As sembl)--_
All work on the battez_ assembly has been discontinued in
I accordance %-ith NASA Technical Di-_-ectionNo. 17.
: _ 8. Parasitic Load Resistor
A purchase order was issued to Heat Engineering and Supply
; _ Company for th_ design and fabrication of four parasitic load resistors to meet
_he requirements cf Specification AGC 10270.
Drawings and calculations were received from the vendor and
reviewe_. Design approval was granted with minor changes _o be incorporated.
_e only physical design change was the specification of a discontinuous weld
_c,_the attachment of the mounting r_ngs to the housing. _is change was made
Page VI-16
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to reduce the possibility of a stress problem resulting from differential
expansion of the rings and housing if a temperature gradient exists across the
mounting-rings. _e other changes were for the addition of information to the
drawings in the form ¢f notes, dhmensions, and tolerances.
The additiod of a layer of INC0-82 weld material between the
end of the resistor element sleeve, 316 stainl_ss steel, and the nickel terminal
flange _s s_gested to improve _he weld and _o eilminate 0rittieness -_nd
cracking. The SNAP-8 Materials Department _as started check _ on ._everal test
welds tc deterlaine if the addition cf _he LNCO-82 material is necessary.
_e _hree -X resistor elements are still operating at a temp-
erature of approximately l&OO°F. At the end of this report pericd, _hey had
operated at this temperature for 3440 Louts in 8ddition to 2736 hours at a sheath
temperature of IIO0°F for a total operating time of 6176 hours.
9- Power Conditioner
No change has occurred in the requirements for the power con-
ditioner. The output voltage will be 28 v,dc +3 v.
i0. Radiation Effects Program
Lockheed-Georgia Company continued this testing _rogram and
como!eted the reactor irradiations of the electrical controls components and
subassemblia_. Post-exposure testing of the samples which were subjected to the
200°C materials irradiation was a._.socontinued. All physical properties tests on
these samples and exposure of the centre? statorettes to the temperature environment
were completed. Eleczrical properties zests on the materials i_ems are currently
being conducted.
Preparations and checkout of instrumentation for the reactor
runs for the electrical syste_ control _tems were completed. The first cf these
runs were conducted on 7 _nd 8 July at a nominal heat sir_ temperature of 160°F.
The second rur_ was conducted on 15 and 16 July at a temperature
of 160°F. Cvclic, automatic data systems recorded parameter changes tr _-oth
i
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the components and subassemilies prLor to, during, and fo.!lowing these irrad_atious.
! Data were also taken manually. Similar reactor operating profiles were followed
during these _s with a majority of the data being accumulated over the exposure
- 1012
_ange to abou_ i x nvt. During the final few hours of the !60OF r_m,
: the LiH shield was raised to increase the neutron flux, A final exposure of
about 6 x 1013 nvt was reached.
', Aithou_)_ complete data from ........._L_ ,_s arc not yet ...._
the following observations were made:
= , a. No significant changes in the perfol._nance characteristics
' of any of the diodes occurred prior to an exposure of abcu_ i x 1012 nvt°
b. The performance of the high-c_rrent diodes which were
- tested appeared to be eaual to, or better than, that of the !ow-curren_ ,units,
_ _ Both types were checked over their respective operating range, which included
iJ de-rating. This information on the high-current diodes is important to the
} SNAP-8 electrical control system because it essentially removes an area of
t concern about the use of the magnetic amplifier circuits which operate at a
% relatively hiF_-power level. No information was found in the a rat!able radiation
_ eflects literature concerning high-current diodes. It was expected that these
j diodes would be more susceptible to a n]clear environment than would the
relztively low-current units. Figures 65 and 66 show %he range of okserved
values of forward voltage drop and of reverse leakage current for the irradiated
_ units of both a high-current and a low-current diode as a function of neutron
' _ exposure.
_ c. Performance of the s_!icon-con_rolled rectifiers (SCR)
which were _ested was more affected by _he accumulated exposure than was %,hat
_ of the diodes. They would be suitable, however, for use in SNAP-8 controls
with the present radiation specification and possibly to somewhat higher
exposures.
I d. The specification for _he acceptable radiation _o the
i solid-s_ate controls can probably be revised to increase the exposure levels°
1
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With the presently asstumea overall system configuration, the SNAP-.8 LiH shield
weight will be determined to a large extent b_ this allowable exposure. Any
increase in the acceptable total dose that is on a technically sound basis c,',uld,
therefore, reduce the required bt,oster thrust with no sacrifice in required
system performance. It appears that a recommendation to NASA for scme increase
in the specified levels could resalt from a detailed analysis of the teat Jata.
Ad@itional increases in taa specified exposures can probably be attained with
" added radiation testing and circult design techniques.
Work is continuing on this program. Thls will involve
,, completing the tests, reporting and analyzing the da_a, developing recom_msndaticna
' for the nex_ series of r_diation tests.
ii. Inverter Sts_+up___S_stem
A letter contracZ was issued _o Westinghouse Electric
Corpol-ation on 21 M_._ 1964 for 15 rotary inverters. _nitial fabrication is
limited to two unitu.
_he development schedule received from Westinghoase shows the
first unit scheduled to be delivered by 13 November 1964 and the second unit
by 27 November 1964.
Preliminary inverter design rev±ews were conducted in Ju_ne with
Westinghouse. Westin@g_ouse was requested _o use a larg,_r mo¢cr in the inverter
so that 5he maximum hot-spot temperature of 205°C as speclfied in AOC-I028!
would not be exceeded, Westinghouse was also requested to use redundant brushes
as required by the speciflcation. With these provisions, preliminary design
"approval was granted to allow completion of the detail design and design calculations.
A layout drawing and mechanical design calculations for the,
inverter were received from Westinghouse in July. A!sc received were _,t->_
performance calculations and alternator performmnce calculations.
The motor and alternator performance calculations were
reviewed and judged to be satisfactory, except that it was thought that a
higher grade steel than M-27 should be used in the motor armature.
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The mechanical design calculations were revlewed Because ofo
lack of sufficient information on the calculations and the conclusions drawn from
7-
them, design approval was not given. ",._esting_lousewas requested to supply
!
" additinnal specific infor_mtion before approval could be given.
The definitive contract was completed, approved, and mailed to
%
Westinghouse on 21 July 1964.
, Proposals received from three vendors for inverter contactors
were not considered satisfactory. It was decided to obtain four aircraft-type
._ eontactors, IIartman BH-138AK_{, and inspect and test them to determine _hat
£
modification is necessary to assure that they will meet the requirements of
_- the SNAP-8 environment.
These contactors %ere ordered and are promised for delivery
i- by 15 September 196_.
12. Transformer/Reactor Assembl_ (TRA) .
_[ The layout drawing of the TRA was completed, a!_hough complete
information on the stabilization _ransforme_, the motor transfer contactor, and
• _ the mottnting ol the ready relay is not avaiialie. Space for these components has
been assigned in the overall layout of the assembly. The areas in which _he layout
[ is complete are the mounting configuration, th_ housing, the hea_ sink, structural
l harness, and the junction box. Detail drawings have been made on the heat sink,
the mounting provisions, the junction box, 8:_d portions of' tn_ housing and the
structure.
i Some changes in the design as presented _ the design reviewmanual for the TRA were made. The design review proposed a flexible high-current
bus throughout the assembly of the TP_%. Additional work in :nis area reveals thatV
l the insulation system for the flexible leads was too cumbersome. The fie:.:iL__
lead design was changed to one wizh a solid bus conductor, 0.375 in. square,
I in the flexible lead described in the manual.terrain8ting
as design
Another change is in the connection of the aluminun_ heaz sink
I to the stainless-steel lubricant and coolant loop. The design review propcsed
that a transition piece, made from aluminum and 0FC copper, connected by the
I Page VI-20
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coldweld process, be inserted between the al'_minum heat sink an@ _he sta_nless-stee!
tubing of the lubricant-coolant loop. This would enable _be alumlnumheat sink
to be welded to the aluminum section of the coldwe!d, end the copper section of
the coldwe!d could be welded to the stainless-steel tube. _The co!dwe!d transition _
piece will still be used, but further investigation by the Materials Department
indicated that a problem area existed when weldimg copper _o stainless steel because
of b_i_i_n_ in Lhe joint. Howev_z', mick_i appian's _c b_ a m_eriai tha_ can
be welded to copper and stainless steel. Hence, the TRA heat sink piping w_ll be
terminated in nickel so that the copper to a!mmin_m _cddweid transiticn piece
can be welded on one end _o the aluminum, and the copper end can be welded to
the nickel section. _ne other end of the nickel will be veided to stainless-steel
tube.
An area of investig8tion which was brought up in the TPA desi_
review was the effect of ET-378 on copper. The ET-3T8 would come in contact in
the copper portion of a coldweld transition piece.
Because of the potential copper corrosion problem, t_e Ma_eria!s
Department is investigating a protective metallic coating zo be put over the
copper to keep it from contacting the mix -4P3E. Coazings that appear most
applicable are: (a) electroless deposition of copper, "Eiectroized" chromium
(this method is a proprietary process of depositing crack-.free hydrogen-free
chromium_ and (b) electrode-position of silver. A test program for exposure
of candidate transition joints for the transfo1_er/reactor assembly has been
started and is scheduled to be completed in January of 1965o Because of the
requlred delivery schcdule of the _9_, it is .......,_r_j t._ s_ig____.the zransition
joints into the assembly; therefore, the TRA design will continue under the
assumption that one of the three proposed coating processes will be successful.
!3. Cold Gas Electrical S_stems Test i
The Electrical Controls Department prepared and fomvarded a
test request to SNAP-8 Test Engineering for the cold gas test. The test request
was modified in accordance with _\%SA-LeRC recommendations.
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The cold gas electrical systems test operation has teen prepared
by Test Engineering. Work on the wiring instal!at_on for these tests is now under
way. _ais series of tests will use -X electrical equipmenv. As previously
mentioned, all of the electrical equipment provia_d by the Electrical Controls
Department has been fabricated, accepted, tested, and is awaiting installation
into the loop.
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VII. TEST ,_-_GINEERING
A. TEST FACILITIES AND EQUIP_LNT DESIGN
i. LNL-3 Liquid NaK Loop (NaK Pb'A Test Facility)
a. Design
Because of the change of program needs, the L_n_-3 system
was modified to incorporate a simplified Loop deslgn. To slmpi_fy the loop, some
versatility was sacrificed. The design objectives were devised in accordance
with the following guidelines:
(i) The system pressure drop must _ccommoaa_ _e the maximum
flow nd corresponding head rise of the primary loop NaK PMA (Figure 67]. The
system shall require a flow-limiting orifice under all conditions of flew.
(2) The system shall have heeter capacity sufficient
to raise the system NaK temperature from ambient to I_O0°F in 2 hours and maintain
that operating temperature for 3000 continuous hours of operation. Heater controls
shall be capable of maintaining temperature constant within 5% of the design
temperature.
(3) The system shall be capable of operating at 500°F
by free convection cooling without auxiliary heat exchangers other than those
provided with the Pb_.
(4) The purity of _he initial NaN charge will be
introduced at a level less than i00 ppm of sodium oxide. _ne initla! contamination
combined with the sodi_a oxide resulting from the reauction of surface oxides
will result in a total sodium oxide volume of less than I0_ of the pump houslng
to motor shaft annulus.
(5) The instrumentation used _, ii be direct-r_ _!uj•
diaphragm pressure gag_s. Flow will be determined by the calibrated orifice
described in paragraph VII,A,I,a, (I).
(6) If possible, a cooling system (ET-J78) wi].l be
provided consisting of the L/C PMA (P/N 253800), tbe necessary piping, and heaters
to maintain a coolant temperature f "_m i00 to 230°F within 5% of the s_lectcd
temperature.
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(7) The whole system (including the cooling system)
and the PMA (P/N 092949) will be housed on a single frame.
The design incorporating the objectives indicates that
the system will have a NaK capacity less than 7 gallons, and the total NaK piping
- ! length involved will not exceed 26 ft.
b. Design Review
The LNL-3 design review meeting was held 23 July 1964 to
, _- present the conceptual design to interested personnel.
_ b. General Considerations
- The analysis of the loop was completed. The hydraulic _,,
: _- analysis resulted in the selection of an 0.847-in.-dia orifice for the HRL testing
i- and an l.ll3-in.-dia orifice for the primary loop testing. The resulting system
) curves are shown in Figure 67.
?
{- The design of the loop is virtually complete° The NaK
- loop will be constructed from l-i/2-in.-dia Schedule 40 piping. The NaK expansion °
tank will be a bellows-type accumulator with an expansion capacity of 2 g_[lons.
J The ET-_78 cooling system wi]l also make use of an accumulator for thermal expansion
compensation and p_'essure regulation. Deta±l draving$ were initiated and vendor
" contacts have been m_de to ascertain the and of
availability delivery necessary
loop components. T_e NaK Loop Assembly (LNL-3) Drawing is complete.
I 2. Integrated Nonnuclear Test Complex
a. Digital Data Acquisition System (DDAS)
r
Final acceptance tests were performed on the DDAS, and
Lhe equipment was accepted by Aerojeto
b. Mechanical
I A flanged, 2-in. manual shutoff valve and a flanged
strainer suitable for 2200-psi service were installed by the Linde Company in
i the vertical riser which connects the upper bank of 15 nitrogen receivers to500-psi regulator. A 3/4-in. blowdown valve was added in t_e ma n 4-ino
supply line do,_nstream of the Annin regulator. This arrangement now enables the
I operator to shtt off both banks of receivers for the perfox_ance of service work
or the regulator and supply line.
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A 6 in. burst diaphragm was installed in the main 4-in.
line adjacent to the fenced area. This disk is set to burst at 720 psi and has
a relieving capacity of 228,000 cu ft/min.
A 2-in. manual Gro_e gati valve was substituted for the
2-in. Nordstrom plug valve in the proving grounds gaseous nitrogen supply line to
Building 180. This installation provides a le&kproof conn_otiou to the high-pressure
plant system which is acceptable to proving grounds nmnagemento This valve will be
sealed shut and turned on only if' the gaseous nitrogen supply to the S__-8 system
should fail. The high-pressure gas will be regulated to 500 psi before entering
the Building 180 and 187 distribution system. An additional rupture diaphragm
will be installed at this point in the system.
Concrete socks will be cast around the base of each column
supporting a piece of heavy equipment in the pad area to protect the metal structure
and buy precious fire-fighting time in case of a serious NaK spill. The socks
will be approximately 8 in. high with beveled tops. They will be painted to reduce
moisture absorption to a minimum.
3. Buildin_ 156
I Upgrading of the building for use as a data processing center with
offices for SNAP-8 Test Operations was initiated by the removal of all equipmen_
previously serving the six test cells in the south end of the building. %_e
original ceiling was insulated with a 2-in. glass fiber mat. Air-conditioning
ducts were installed for the data processing section, with the refrigeration
unit mounted on the roof. Flush lighting fixtures were then mounted in a new
suspended acoustical ceiling.
A solid wall was built to separate the data processing and office
areas. A new floor tile was laid throughout the building_ (
Installation of a window air-conditioning unit in th_ west
wall of the office area, the erection of several sections of partition, and the
painting of all interior walls completed the schedule8 building modifications°
The building is now occupied°
I
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Engineering, Re_rt
4.
i i_ 4. Buildin6 156A
a. Mechanical
_ Erection of the new building was c _mpletedo Two-in.
glass fiber insulation was _nstailed on the three cx_sed walls_ thr two hinged
_ors, and the underside of the roof. _e concrete ramp _o the south side of the
_d was modified to match the building door.
i b. Electrical
" Ove_ad fluorescent li_ting fixtures, convenience outlets
! I and the semi-automatic ove_ead door controls vere installed. _ey are fed from
_ a breaker _nel on th_ east wall.
I! ,
' Li_t and convenience outlet services in all six cells
; . _re rerouted to f@ed from this panel. 'Power was furnished to several machine
_ I tools located in the open cell.
_- 5. Building 180
l
_- a. Instrumentation
| Installation was completed of all inst_mentation, and of
all signal conditionir,g and recording eq_pment. Additional recording equipmen_
i required by NASA Technica3 Directive No. 16 is presently being installed.
A single unit, 56-channel dynamic meter amplifier was
r- instalTed for R_-2.
All cell instrumentation _rLML-3 in cell 3 was completed.
_) b. Mechanical
Re_irs were completed on the St_'uthers-Wellsgas-fired
_- NaK heater behind cell 4. _e heater is presently'being connected into the
prima_ NaK loop of RPL-2 to replace _he recently failed electric heater.
Ii The hei_ of the fence at the south end of the equipment
_d adjacent to Building 180 was increased by 9 ft _r a distance of 12 ft f_m
the edge _f the building. This was done to protect Fersonnel in the soutn _alkway
in case of a _pture ir_the hi_-_K outlet line of the gas-fired heater.
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c. Electrical
11
All electrical power services to cell 3 for the cperation
of LML-3 havre been installed, including 220 v,ac 3-phase 60-cyc!e pDwer for the
Veeco vacul_ station outside the cell in the high bay area. _ne centre] system
to this loop was completed.
The instailati_n of all electrmcai power set-rices to cells
i 5 and for the RPL-2 _as completed including 220-v,ac, 1-phase, 3-wire circuit,
6 the
and secondary cords to the. Veeco pump for this loop (installed in cell 4jo
Work is continuing on the installation of the Sun load
simulator for the TAA in RPL-2] this job is 75% completed. Instal].ation of the _
load simulator for the TAA in GN2S-I was complet_ _o • i
Services for ii0, 220, and 440 v have been in_talled to _z'_
junction boxes behind cell 4 for the RPL-2 NaK purification system now being " ," _
set up at that location. - '
I Fourteen lights i_stalled in the °_ _emergency
battery were
Building 180 complex at locations where ,.llumination was considered to be vi_al " _ _ _
I either to the safe evacuation of personnel or to loop shutdown if the, main power _ _-
should fail during _n emergency. _
• | The installation of warning and _gnrl lights in Building i
!
180 has been previously reported, but during this last report period it was formal
necessary to update the system in the following manner: "cell emergency" flashing
red lights and "test in progress" amber .warning lights were installed both inside _ _ ,.-'
and outside the building at all points 'of entry_into potentially hazardc,us areas, i .._
' Personnel signal lights were installed above each cell in the high bay area. In /'.;I.
addition to the colors for the cell conditions listed above, tl_ese signals include o_ ._":"4..
i ; .,
_- a blue light for "personnel in cell, a white.light for "liquid metal in cell" __ _ _;
and a green light to indicate that the cell is "safe for personnel." __
This system will be used in Building 180 and also in _...._ _
Building 187. _ _' ';,':,_
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6. Buildin5 187
a. Inst__mentation
Ins._rumenta_:_on design is 65,% comple_e. The re_inin_ I_-%
will be completed as reqaired for sou.nd and noise, and -,-nc__±msi_nal conditioning,
_oc:mnenLation ks _i_-_=<complete.
instai!aticn of "_rr'--= -_:_- " " _......
.!_.__n___n "<!ring _'_ ST -_ in cell _B
_.rascompleted as _revieus!y rppo_t=d, and the bala _= of the sigm.ai ....@i:{c -_-_,
wiring is now L_ complete.
Installation of the recorders in the con.:rc! roam on %he
mezzanine is 6ontinuing and is approxLmateiy 6_ 2omplete.
l_e 9dnctional checkout of cell 9B re _teh panel input
[- channels _s started.
_"%lechart drive selector syszem is 90% completed.
Lnstallation of the two Honeywell "E!eet_nik" recorders for
£_L-i and SL-2 NaK-to-air fin-fan heat exchangers in racks B8 and BiT in the control
[- room was requested.
i
b. Mechanical
V
{ Erection of the load simulator supiort structure on ._he
equipmen_ Dad was started and is approximately 6_ comLlete.
] Mercoid high- and low-gas-pressure switches were instaiied
in the lines to zhe two Struthers-Wells gas-fired LaK heaters in compliance with
_ FIA requirements.
The control consoles for these hea%ers were sen up Jn the
f
mezzanine control room.
As a s_ety precaution, thaln hangers on all ligbting
I" fixtures in the building were replaced with soi_d rod hangers.
__ c. Electrical
_- £nstallation of power to the SL-I EM pump in c_-ll "_B
through the poverstat and capacitors in the equipment room was ,_omp]eted. ;
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Connections to the p_&mp through the wall juncticn box in the cell were ru_u in sc!id
without disconnects because of the an_icipa"ced current load cf }TO amp.
_r,e 400-cycle _ .... _-_ _b.e equip_._en_pad
_-- _..._,__rg......_ set sn
souLh of Building 19{ was checked ou[ using a vehicle icad simulator _o a'_scrb _
the output. Voita_e and _req_n_y"'_ _" _e_.__".e-o_""_ime f_c".... a sh_ck =.--s:was fz,'mnd,:_
be extremely shor%. Ccrrec%ion of a m__..Lf_mnztioni::ic!u-_2h tco!an:-pressure switch
' and alignment of *_he shafts and ccupiing "_--"_-=" __-___ The _a_neti2 clutch an£ the
alteE]ator was -=r.=_ _,-_ before =_e _ __ the ,mu_-_ se,__ s-._ p.._o...mn , cf was c:,nsidere_ --
satisfaciory.
I Bull's-eye indicator lights were a_2dgd t: all kZt-cycle
breaker boxes in the cells and high bay are_ _o warn perscr_nel when -finebreakers
ars hot.
_ Four No. " condu;tors yore in_ta!ied -c supply Buiid!ng
180 with 20h-v,ac, 3-phase_ 400-cyc!e power from _he Building i67 5is%ribu<icn
system. The cables tie into the system a_ the ju_nc_.icnb_x on the south wall of
the Building 187 high-bay area through a breaker. The cables terminate at a panel
- on the west wall of the mazzanine power _,cm in Building i_0_ and l>cwer is distributed
to the cells throu_h individual bres.kers and ccn._rol relays.
The ten reference j_Ln<ticn boxes in _he higb.-bay area were
provided with llO-v convenience our.lets.
Red and amber warning !igh_s were ins-a!ied a_ all building
:trances, and signal lig_Its were located a_ the personnel doors of cells }B and
4A for SL-I ana SL-2.
Instaila%icn of conduit and control wiring tc the !i0 v
air inle< damper solenoid valves was completed in cells !, 2, }B, and 4A. Ccndui<
and wiring was also installed above ceils 5A, }B, 4A _nd 4B for the fir<, bianke'_
and smothering gas solenoid valve control. This wire was Rockbestos I,_C, Zb'pe AIA,
Table R high-temperature wire rated _00 v at }92°F.
The 28-v,dc power supply was located next to the cent_'a]
control complex in the equipment room and provided witl_ 44') a-c power. _.[c
installation is approximate].y 70_ completed.
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!he 110/208 v,ac, 220 v,ac, 3-phase anu _'- v,ac, ]-_hase
power panels are being ins_.a!led in the equil_en_ rt=m f;r _i_--_ ..... cf __7_
power.
Control wicing for SL-! in ze!i 5B was snar<ed and is
approxirm_e!y J.C_ completed.
!ns_ailation ._f eiec_r_ca! _---_.....-_ __=_
. =_. J.... _-_ SL-2 anti
SL-1 loop componenLs in =ells _B and _% is 0sntlnuing.
Mechanical desi_ of the emergency and a,_:iiia_-,:emergency
control panels wo _-completed and has been ____ieas=d_<s-.... fabricatisn. Wizi_== diagrams
are in documentation.
B. _.TCCLEA_RSYST-_4S TESTinG
l Grotund Prototype Test _--_ii_+'-
DDAS system design, fabricazisn, and programing activiuies are
proceeding. Fabrication and asse_oly of _h_...........DDAS are =--r_t--d _o _= v._,_ccmp!et.e.
Work continued on layouts of piping, ccnrro! room, vault,
equ_ipmen_ pad, vacuum, equipmen z, e!ec_rica! equilz.._lent,and ins_trumenta<.icn equipmen<.
Work continued also on the electrical power system, control, instr_&mentation, sea_
vacuum syszem, and signal condJ _ioning.
Prim_y loop and L/C loop hydraulic analyses were ini_ianed.
AEC initiated the modificarior of the GPT'F for reactor pit
vacua±m, control room expansion, cooling capacity expansion, and eiec<rica! system
expansion.
Liaison with Atomics International was contmnued on -he design
[ and installation aspects of the GP!9' and the Tes_ Support Equipment.
! GPTF Fbase I (_xcavation, Vacuum Room Cons_ruc ion, an.J Reactor
Pit Restoration) and _ase II (Control Room, Cooling System and Electrical System
Expansion) drawings have been received from AI.
i AI d.-awings and specifications for the nuclear system _"._
system have been received and are being reviewed.
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Work continued :n the definition c-_:b: requirements for the
Request for PrcTf_'sa!for ehe A! subcontract on the insta!iav.ion of AGC-s,_Dpiied
TSE in the GPTI_.
_ne Fiscal Year -a,_< .... - -
__..< p].ans and o_cge<s -_._rees:ima:_ei and
=iscussed wiln I,,__SA.
p,e ...._.._ry lesion review o= -.he .-.u_zesl suppcr_ equipment
|
-o_ J was c....u.._e_ for :" AEC and i,_SA, Soee_.fi2 A] -u=:-i-_ .-_ ._,:_d_-_ =_
_" " - S ........... m--
2, _ Prototype Tes_ Faci_i=y
The Title I Report (Pre!imina__¢ Ser_,_icesfor S:{AP-8 Fii_;,+.
ProtoLy_e Tesz _aciiit_ .Bui!din6 ,_,_u_=<2 Santa Susar_; Ca!ifor_ia)...... _a_ _ August_
" _" ' -- _oR ___ec].,| '->-_, a_d Title T drawings have been received from AI ana are being _ ,i= _ "
C. TEST SUPPORT SERVICES
I. Data Reduction Services
The modification _ the control room _f Bu!iding -,pc"_ _:__acco.,_v:cdate
an advanced da_a processing center has been completed and occupied. Arrangement_
are currently being _mde to move the magnetic tape reader tc this !sca_ion and ,to
es_abiish the requirements of data storage in this area.
_e_u ....n systems s_ripA purchase order for zw, analog d_ " _
-'hart readers) for the data process center is now in progress.
In coordination with the Aercjet Compu<er Sciences Division, ,
basic proIram fo_ _he DDAS h._s been developed using the IBM 7C9 a. Tn_s basic
program will permit maximum use of the memory section and minim_un rime expenditure
for program updating during test. This DDAS program is currently being verified
for-,esz use.
2. Chemical Support Services
a. Lubricant-Coolant Flu] d
{
An order for Mix-4PSE hao been purchased under AGC-_C<,2¢ !
specification from Shell Oil Co., New Yor_. _e specifiea,i n requ_r::: _ :d {'-,_
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purity of 99%. Certified anal_ses supplied with the snipment stated the purity
as 99.6%. On the basis of expe r_ence on this order, Shell Oil Co. has indicated
"i some changes for improvemen'c of the Aerojet specification. This is currently
being resolved and will result ira modification of the specification.
Evaluation of methods for reclaiming used or contaminated
Mix-4P3E in an effort to reduce time and costs has been completed. Briefly, the
method developed entails (i) agitating a mixture of the Mix-4P3E with basic
alumina under high vacuum at 90 to !O0oC, and (2) separating the Mix-LPSE from
the a]umin_ by vacuuJn distilla_ion. A high carbonaceous er solid content requires
fo_l_e_ by basic ai_k_inaan initial filtration over Hyflo _Super-Gei Celite --" _ the
treatment. This method of _'eclanmtion has resulted In a process that is approxin_tely
! one-third the cost previously encountered, and yields a more pure product.
b. NaK
i
Coordination with SNAP-8 Materials _nd System Engineering
y Departments has resulted in the formulation of AGC-!OSkO specification for
purchasing cor_nercial grade NaK.
i c. Mercury
Coordination with SNAP-8 Materials and System Eng'neering
_ r_ r7
Departments has resulted in establishing a_,C-lOj2: specificatinn for the purchase
of high-purity mercury.
" 3. Plannin_ and Procedures
The following procedures have been written in firsl preliminary
I form, subject to approval before preparation in final form.:
a. Procedure for Transducer Replacement or Installation,
I TAA/G_2S-1 (TS-M-lOO1)
b. Pro-test Cleaning of Components, Equipment, and Raw
I Material (TS-M-IO02)
c. Accelezometer Calibration Procedure, Charge Amplifier
I (TS-l-2001)
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I d. Calibration 8rocedure -.Voitron_ Voltage - Curren_ - _ower
(TS-i-2002
e. System Calibration Strain Gage Transducers Below i00 psia
(TS-I-2003
f. Calib_'ation Procedure, Daytronle - LVDT (TS-I-2OOk)
g. System Calibra_ion_ Strain Gage Transducers I00 psia
an_ Above <±'s-±-_u_O)
h. System Calibration, Potentiometer Transducers (TS-I-2006)
i. Calibration Procedure_ D_mamic Acceierometer, Portable
Shaker System (TS-i-2007)
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I VIII. M_TERIALS
A. STAFF SUPPORT _"
I 1. Component Desisn and Development S_pport (Task A.I)
a. Transformer/Reactor Assembly Heat Sink Joint
A tubular transition joint between al_inum and 304 SS is
_ required for connecting the lubricant-coolant (L/C) loop (304 SS tubing) to the
transformer-reactor heat sink (aluminum tubing). Direct joining of aluminum to
stainless steel by welding is not an established state-of-the-art procedure.
Several companies are working on the problem, One company - Nuclear Metals, Inco,
Concord, Mass. - provided samples of a hot coextruded transition joint to Aerejet-
General for evaluation. A1_ther acceptable transition joint using state-of-the-
art procedures was made by joining aluminum to copper using the coldweld (pressure
welding) process, then joinir_ copper to nickel by TIG welding, followed by join-
ing nickel to 304 SS by TIG welding. Previously prepared lap and butt weld
samples had indicated that the copper end of the coldwelded part should not be
welded directly to the 304 SS. Metallographic examination of thes.e samples indi-
cated a TIG copper-brazed joint with some Cu-SS alloying occurrirg in the joints.
A typical microstructure is shown in Figure 68. Microhardness traverse of the lap
and butt weld samples indicated that the hardness of the fusion zone was not
appreciably greater than that of the stainless steel (RB 84 in the fusion zone vs RB
78 in the 304 SS parent metal). However, two lap weld specimens developea cracks
through the stainless steei (Figure 69) initiating in the fusion zone, one
i_mediately following welding and the other during 355-hour exposure at 350°F.
The probable reason for the cracks was the presence of a precipitation hardenable
chromium-copper phase and a brittle iron-copper phase. It was concluded that a
nickel transition piece between the Cu and 304 SS is necessary.
The compatibility of the copper portion of this joint with
the Mix-4P3E, the L/C fluid, is questionable. There is evidence that copper is
attacked in the presence of nuclear irradiation due to degradation of the Mix-4P3E.
The degradation is not sufficient to detrimentally affect the properties of the
_ Page VIII-1
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Mix-4P3E. Berause of the potential copper corrosion problem, it is deemed neces-
sary to apply a protective metallic coating ever the copper to keep it from
contacting the Mix-4P3E. A program was started to evaluate three sel_cted
candidate coatings: (i) electroless deposition of nickel; (2) .....electrolyzeQ
chromium (the method is a proprietary process of depositing crack-free, hydrogen-
free chromium); and (3) electrodeposition of silver. Tubular transition joint
specimens of AI/Cu/Ni/304 SS were prepared for ccating e_-aluatioa. The Cu/NiI
joint was completed using Monel (70Ni/3OCu) filler metal and the N_/304 SS joint
was completed using Inco A filler metal. Figure 70 shows a sketch of the joint
to be evaluated.
4
' Eval_at_on of a coldweld transition piece (copper/6061
aluminum alloy) was continued. A specimen (Figure 71) which had been exposed at
. 350°F for 1500 hours showed a slight diffusion zone _n the copper' (0.00008 in.).
For comparison, Figure 72 shows the as-received specimen. No diffusion was de-
tected into the aluminum alloy side of the interface on the aged specimen. The
fracture faces of a tensile specimen were metallic gray. A comparison of tensile
properties of the joint in the as-received condition (Reference 13) and _50°F
aged condition is shown below.
Tensile Properties of 6061-T6 AI/Cu Coldweld Joint__{s
Condition
Ageg 1500 hr
As-Received at 350°F
U].timate tensile strength, psi _5,_O0 36,000
Yield strength, psi 33,150 --
Elongation, % in 2 in. 21 2
Reduction of area, _ 70.4 14.4
The 14% reduction in area of the aged specimen (Figure 79)
is judged to indicate adequate ductility for the application. Thermal exposure
at 390°F of a specimen for 3000 hours was started to determine if embrittling
,|
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reactions are taking place. Based upon data generated to date, it appears that _]]e
reaction is to strengthen the aluminum alloy by age hardening and thus move the
fai lure area from tile alumintnn alloy to the joint interface.
A coextruded tubular transition joint specimen of a!tumi_.
ntu] bonded directly to 304 SS was furnisbed by Nuclear Metals, Ir_., Conco_'d, Mass
This joint would provide the simplest transition between the transformer/reactor
and the I/C loop. An aluminum to aluminmn weld would be made on the transformer/
reactor side and a 304 SS to 304 SS weld would be required on the L/C loop side.
This specimen was examined metallographically in the as-.received cendition (._iguze
74). Another specimen was examined after exposure in air at 275°F for Y'50 hours
(Figure 75). There was no significant diffusion resulting from the elevated- i
temperature exposure.
b. Speed Control Terminal Leaders
P_o_otjp_ 6061 alum.inurealloy-copper ceramic terminal
leaders to be used on the speed control were received at AGC for process qualifica-
tion. All sa;nples passed a helium leak test as an internal pressure of 5 psig.
Preparations were made for ultrasonic inspection of the bond area to determine if
any voids were present.
2. Fabrication Support (Task A.2).
a. Boiler Fabrication
I The A-2 boiler surface (9Cr-IMo alloy steel) was oxidized
during final stress relieving because of an air-contaminated argon furna, e at-
mosphere. An investigation into potential procedures for removal of the oxide
was conducted. The possibilities considered were: (i) cleaning all internal
surfaces with high-temperatule NaK, (2) pickling using the applicable solutions
I
_ of Specification AGC-I0226, (3) cleaning with fused sodium hydride, (4) cleaning _
by hydrogen at elevated temperatures, and (5) leaving the metal in the received
1 condition.
It was decided to use the boiler with the oxide layer
I for two reasons. First, the other alternatives presented various problems.
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Second, the TS-2B boiler (9Cr-iMo steel) had produced superheated mercury vapor
after exposure of internal mercury tubes to flowing air for i hour at IyX)°F.
This exposure would have resulted in an oxide layer similar to that present on
the A-2 boiler. A vacuum stress-relieving operation was used to avoid an oxidized
surface on boilers A-3 and A-4.
Boiler's A-5 and A-4 were degreased prior to stress re-
lieving, u_ng a procedure slightly modified from that used for boilez A-2
(Referenc_ _). The procedure modifications were as fo]lows:
(I) With the boiler in the vertical position and the
mercury Lnlet at the toT, the tubes were individually power flushed by condensed,
' hot trichloroethylene (TCE).
(2) The tubes were then filled with TCE and gravity
' flushed.
(3) The tubes were dried by room temperature nitrogen
purge.
(4) The boiler was inverted so that the _ercury outlet
end was on the top, and steps (i) through (_) were repeated.
(5) The boiler was inverted once more to the o_'iginal
position and only steps (I) and (3) were repeated. Each tube was capped to _re-
vent inadvertent reconta_iination by either the TCE or the shop atmospl_ere.
Internal automatic tube weldi1_ was monitored at Western
Uay. Prior to welding of the A-3 and A-4 boilers, detail changes were recommended
in the area of pre-weld cleaning and weld machine settings. Subsequent weld
samples and additional boiler welds showed an improvement in radiographic quality
and in weld contour.
b. Bellows Fabrication
Bellows assemblies are being fabricated by the P_lmer
Company. They will operate at 700°F with an internal pressure of 20 psi. This
component contains weldments of AISI 4340 steel and 9Cr-iMo steel. A final i
[
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I closure weld of 9Cr-_4o to itself is required. The standard SNAP-$ stress reliev-
ing temperature for 9Cr-LMo we!dments is 3-350 +_25°F; however, the ACI temperature
I for AISI &3_ may be 1300°F or slightly lower, depending on chemistry variations
and fabrication history. If the temperature of AISI 43hO components during __fess
I relief exceeds the ACI temperature, martensite transformation occurs duringcooling. The impact strength and ductility of the 4340 would be reduced and could
lead to service failures. Although an extra stress relief at a lower bemperature
I will temper the martensite and resbore s_bisf_utu_'y m_be±_ial p_'upecties, it was
decided instead that the stress relief of the final weldment on the bellows shall
be performed at 1225 +_25°F - not 1350 _-_25°F. The use of this temperature avoids
possible martensite formation in the AISI 4340 and the necessity of a double
j stress relief.
To determine the effect of the 1225°F stress-relieving
I temperature on the 9Cr-iMo and on the AISi 43_©, a series of stress-relieving
treatments was performed on welded 9Cr-_4o tube (i in. OD by O.109 in. wall) and
welded AISI 4_40 plate stocK, 3/4-in. thick. Table 9 presents the results uf the
tests. On the heat of AiSi 4340 investigated, weld metal softening ccnt_nued
through 1350°F and hardening occurred at 1400°F. The one-point increase in hard-
nesb as measured on the 1275°F specimens, is considered to be within experimental
I error and not indicative of hardness. Definite hardening of the AISI 4340 parentmetal occurred when the 1400°F stress-relieving temperature was employed.
c. Local Stress Relief of 9Cr-IMc Joints
The connection joints of several components were locally
stress relieved using the procedure described by Process Specification AGC-IO338_
The experience of performing the procedure on these additional components led to
T revision of the specification.
!
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i The thermocouples were repositioned on the par#. I_ was
found most practical to at*ach the thermocouples on the outer diameter of the weld
.=
joint by capacitance discharge welding rather than attaching them to the ilmer
diameter of the weld joint. Greater accuracy in temperature measurements resulted.
Provision for additional cooling of the Conoseal flange
through use of an internal cooling coil _as a_._=d. The requirement for keeping
the flange temperature below 500°F is _ifficult to meet when the weld joint is
only 3/4 in. from the flange s _aling surface. Temperatures of 495°F had been
encountered on some flanges. In the event that for some configurations the 500°F
maximum temperature could not be maintained, additional internal cooling would _ !_
- /
be necessary. / A'
The 9Cr-lMo Conoseal flange welded joints of th_ A-3 boiler . _ _
and A-I and A-2 mercury _qWA were locslly stress relieved in accoruance with = _ _ _,
Specification AGC--I0338 using induction heating. To avoid inductor overheating, -_ -_ ___
which occurred occasionally in the past, valve and line restrictions in the _ .Yll
incoming water coolant lines were removed. :,
Induction heating was also employed to stress relieve :_
9
welded joints of 9Cr-lMo to 316 nipples on two Chempump mercury inlet and outlet .... :_ ::
lines. The pump bodies were maintained below 150°F during the 1350°F stress 7
relieving operation by flowing water through copper tubing wrapped around the
base of the inlet and outlet mercu_ _ lines. , ....
_m electrical resistance clamshell heat-r was employed _
to locally s_ress relieve a welded 9Cr-lMo to 316 joint at 1350°F for i hour _ _
on the mercury inlet line of RPL-2. Argon was flowed through the boiler inlet _ °
line during heating and cooling. . _ _
%
d. Electrical Com_onen ts __
Sample welds were prepared representat_ _.of two }
configurations of ccpper braid to copper terminal connections for the transformer- _ _
reactor assembly, These ssmples were sectioned and it was determined that the <_-_
procedure used provided satisfactory wcid penetration as shown in Figures 76 . _ '
.q <;
and 77. _ _
--
, !
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Sample work was accomplished on jcir,ing of rectifler
terminals (diodes) for the transformer-reactor assembly. Yne two terminal
materials being joined were alloy 52 (52% Ni, 48% Fe) and oxygen-free copper.
Metalloeraphic samples (Figure .78) indicated satisfactcry joints. %hey are
r primarily TIG brazed --'itha sma_l _L_ount of fusion occurring between the two
materials. To faci!ita_e assembly of %he diodes, a dummy section of the -1
model speed control module was prepared. Using this d_x_my, it war possible
to develop heat sinks and an assembly sequence for nhe module. Thermccouples
were attache_ to sevel_l diodes to determine the temperatures reached at
F
sensitive portions of the diodes duriI_g welding. The heat si_ks satisfactorily
maintained diode temperatures below 300°F, _he permissible maxim_m.
3- Specifications
The following specifications were issued or modified uuring
£ the report period:
AGC-I0354 - "Development Material Specification, Steel, Bearin _,
_ AIS! MSO, Requirements for':
L:
_ : ._3C-10319/2 - "Degreasing of _on-Precision S_T___-8Components
, and Systems, Procedure for"
AGC-I03!9/3 - "Acid Pickling of Non-Prec._.sion SNAP-8 C_mponents
and Systems, Procedure for"
AGC-10227 - "Welding, Fusion, S_AP-8 Materials"
AGC-10331 - "Electrical Connections, Inert-Arc Welding of_Procedure for"
B. SYSTEM FLUIDS _qALUATI')N (Task A.4)
1. Fluid Anal_sis Procedu__es
-_ ' Amalytical methods for evaluating the Mix-iP3E were established _
through e laboratory program which was completed during the repcrL pez±od.
a. Gas C_nromatographic Determination of Isomer Ratios
and Volatile Impurities
A ._ethe_ was selected for identification and quant._tative
analysi s of the isomer distribution in the fluid, and _o establish the iden_.ic:_
and-quantitative distribution of velati?'_< nd possible homologues.
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three potential partitioning fluids were eva!uared.
These were Dow Corr.ing DC-710, Dow Coming High %acumm Grease, and General
Electric SE-52. -The DC-710 fiuld was unsatisfaczo_- because it resulted in
"bleeding," which is the emission of volatiles from the column fluid caused
by thermal breakdown. These volatiles fog the results of the volatiles contained
i_ the Mix-4PSE. The SE-52 fluid was selected because it gave better and
sha:Der resolution of the isomers than the High V'_cuum Grease. The developed
proced'_re w_.ll he issued _s _rt of Aerojet Standard AGC-S"I-2003. Cnemlcals
and Materiaks, Sampl!ng and Testing. "
b. Halogen .Analysis
A satisfactory analysis procedure for determination of
• total halogen content (allowable up to 0.05%) was established. The method is
a modification of AS_-DI317-57T, "Method of Test of Chlorine in New and Used
e__uxed withLubricants." In this method, a toluene solution of the sample is _ :
sodium metal in the presence of a small amount of butanol. Ibis converts the
halogens to an easily ionizabie sodium salt. Rep_oducib!e resul_s were cbZained
during the test program. __ais method will be incorpo_ted into AGC-STD-3003
as Method 560&, "Halogens in Organic Compounds_ De_=i_.ina_ion of."
c. Phenol Analysis
Phenols and other acidic materials in the Mix-4P3E
will be determined by nonaqueous titration. This method consists of dissolving
the sample of Mix-4P3E in pyridin_ _ and titrating to a visual or_poten_iometric
endpoint with a standard solution of potassium hydroxide in isopropyl alcohol
(nonaqueous solution). The pr¢cedure is being incorporated into AGC-STD-3003
as Method 5106.1: "Acids, Very Weak, in Organic Compounds by Nonaquecus
Titration, Determination of."
2. Materials Compatibility
Im A review n_ available literature on the -ompatibili_y of copper
_nd polyphenyl ethers was made and a memorandum issued. The conclusions from
i
the da_a were (a) in a nonradiation a_mosphere, SNAP-8 conditions should not
affect either the copper or the polyphenyl e_her, and (b) in an irradiati_u
atmosphere, copper is attacked.
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I 5. Post-Test Fluid Analysis
The Mix-4P3E used during the modified endurance _J_ _f th_
l lubrican_-coolant pump motor (L/C _) was analyzed after 500 hours. A siigh_
decrease in room-semperature viscosity (from 205.5 to 197.2 centistokes) and an
I increase in pour point 15 to were observed. There was no change in(from 32°F)
isomer distribution or impurity content. The increase in Dour point .may be a
T manifestation of a change of the fluid away from supercooling towards c_stalliz_tion.
C. BOILER _TERL_LS '_ FABRICATION DEV_LOPME_,'_T
g
! I. 9Cr-_,io Weld (Task D.!.a)
The objective of this task is to establish the gross strength
_ efficiency of 9Cr-lMo steel welds by elevsted-qemperature, tensile and creep-
rupture tests at 1325°F, the approximate maximum operating temperature of the
_ boiler.
sheet specimens of 9Cr-iMo material are being tested
i in air at 1325°F, as described in the preceding quarterly report (Reference 4).
_- Calibration of the furnaces in the creep machines was|
_ completed and four tests were started.
"r Creep Tests on 9Cr-!Mo Allo_ Steell
Specimen No. Condition S_ress_ psi
T
el i Transverse weld at the center of the 2500
gage section
I 6 As-received 2300
2 Transverse weld at the center of the 1600
gage section
I 5 As-received 1600
I Specimen No. 6 ruptured after 1070 hours of testing and the
remaining specimens have accumulated 1290 hours of time at their respective
. test conditions.
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2. 9Cr-_4o/316 SS Bimetal Tube (Task D.l.d)
_ne objective of _his task is to establish the availability of a
bimetal tube comprised of nonrefractory, conventional materials. 7his t_ing will
be evaldated to establish its utility as a backup material to the 9Cr-_4o steel
mercury-containment tube for boiler service.
A capsule corrosion task was initiated during zhe report periodi
to determine Lhe mercury corrosion resistance of welded joints in bimetallic
9Cr-iMc/Type 316 stainless steel and Cb/T_pe 316 stainless s_eel tubing. The
tubing was supplied by Nuclear Metals, Concord, _ss., and it was fabricated
using the hot extrusion cold drawing process. _ne refluxing capsules (Figure 79)
will be operated so that one welded joint is below the mercury boiling interface
and the second welded joint is in the area where mercury vapor is condensing.
Ei=_ht capsules will 0e tested as outlined below. A set of
capsules will be removed and evaluated after i000 and 2000 hours of exposure
at llSO°F. One extra capsule body of each item listed will be made so that
unexposed welds ca:_be evaluated and compared to welds exposed to mercury in
the capsule welded joints.
Mercur_ Reflux Capsules
Number of Method of
Item Capsules Material Fabricated by Weldin_
i 2 9Cr-iMo/5!6SS SNAP-8 Division, T!G (Tungsten
Bimetallic tubing Von Karman Center inert gas)
2 2 9Cr-iMo/516SS AGN TIG
Bimetallic tubing
3 2 Cb/516SS Alrite Products, Electron
Bimetallic tubing Los Angeles, Calif. beam
4 2 9Cr-iMo AGN TIG i
Unclad
The capsules fabricated from unclad 9Cr-_o tubing will be
used for control samples when evaluating the 9Cr-IMo/316/SS clad tubing welded
joints. All capsules will be heated in the SNAP-8 capsule test furnaces d,'scribed
in Reference 14.
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During this report period the eight capsules and the extra
capsule bodies were fabricated. Eight capsules were filled with mercury to the
level indicated in Figure 79 and evacuated to a vacuum of less _han i micron.
The fill tubes on the capsules were pinched while the capsules were under vacuum
and seal welded. The capsules were loaded into one furnace and 218 hours of exposure
at l150°F were completed at _he end of the report period.
3- 9Cr-LMo/516 Transition Joint_evelopment (Task =.!.e)
The objective of this task is Lo evaluate welded transition
joints cor_nectin@ 9Cr-iMo s_eel an2 316 SS using 310 SS weld-filler metal. Such
a 0_In_ is required at various interfaces between the first three icops of the
mL
SNAP-8 system. __ne joint must withstand extended service at a maximmm temperaLure
of approximately 1325°F (at the mercury-superheated-vapor manifold of the boiler).
The specimen and planned exposure test are described in (Reference _).
The startup cycle phase o _ the evaluation was completed. Measure-
ments made on the specimens after the simulated startup phase gave no indication
of creep. The endurance testing phase was started and 1454 hours of exposure were
accrued during the report period. The conditions of test are described in figures
i 80 and 81.
?
_ 4. Refracter_j Bimetal Tube .Material Development (Task D.l.f)
' The objective of this task is _o establish the availability of
-_ refractory-bimetal tubing as a backup for mercury containment in the SNAP-8 system
if experience indicates that 9Cr-_4o steel (the present reference material) does
not exhibit sufficient mercury-corrosion resistance for a life of i0,000 hours.
i If direct-bonded _ubing (refractory to 316 SS) cannot b_ fabricated or proves
to be unusable because of elevated-temperature diffusion effects, a source is
to b_ developed for refractory-bimetal tubing fabricated using an interface
material or n_terials between the refractory and th_ 316 SS.
I Thermal exposure of multimetal bonded specimens from Nuclear
Metals, Inc., Concord, Mass., and from Metals & Controls, Inc., Attleboro, Mass.,
I was completed. _he specimens were placed in storage for future evaluation. Included
are bonded specimens of each of the following systems which were exposed _ _J
i and 1450°F in a vacuum of 10 -5 Torr for 500, I000 and 2500 hours.
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Cold-Bonded Flat-Sheet Specimens
Cb/'316 SS
. Cb/_e/3l_ SS
I Cb/V/Fe/316 SSI
! Cb/.M_/Ni/3i6 SS
I CO/Cu-]/'kZr/}i6 SS
i ss
Cb-iZr/316 SS
Cb-iZr, _e/31o SS
Cb-iZr/V/Ye/316 SS
Cb-IZr/Mc/Ni/316 SS
"' Ta/316 SS
1'. Ta/'V,/Fe/316 SS
Ta/Mo/Cr/316 SS
f
Ccextruded Round Specimens
Cb/._16 SS _'-_oe
C_o/V/Fe/316 SS Bar
: 5- Refractory Bimetal Biazin_ Development (Task D,2.b)
The objective of zhis task is to develop a procedure for producing
a welded and back-orazed tube-tube sheet joint. The _ube and tube sheet are bczh
constructed of a refractory/3!6 SS bimetal system. The join_ must be so designed
<hat" mercury flowing in the tube shall be exposed or.ly to the refractory. Pyromet
Co,, San Carlos, California, is developing a joining procedure under a SNAP-8
:' subcontract.
i Flat Cb/'316 SS bimetal _ube sheet specimens were fabricated
by Pyromet for back-brazing development.. An intermediate layer of iron was used
to provide a transition of thermal expansion coefficients across the oond area.
This transition was deemed necessary because of previous u_isuccessful attempts r,o
produce a bond between the O.050-in.-thick C-o and th, 0.250-in. -thick 316 SS. A
97.2 Au-2.8 Pd braze alloy was used a_-the Cb/Fe interface :rod _ 50 Au-25 h _ ." :,
Fage VI!I-12
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4
I alloy at the Fe/316 SS interface. The layers were braze-bonded using the Iforton-
Clad Process.* A cooling rate of lO0°F/hour from the bonding temperature, 2000°F,
was used to further minimize the possibility of bond separation.
Four sets of machined tube-tube sheet joint specimens were
T
prepared by Pyromet and shipped to the Aerojet Von Karman Center. These specimehs
consist of Cb/316 SS bimetal tubes and the multi-metal tube sheets described above.
- the joint configuration is shown in Figure 82. These specimens are to be seal --
.e_e_ on the Cb side by ^ _ + _ _ _i _ +_ returned _ _ ......+ _,. _v _7.... _of the back-brazing technique.
D. _MERCURY CORROSION LOOP PROGRAM
The purpose of operating the dynamic corrosion loops (1/16th scale)
is to determine corrosion and mass transfer patterns in the mercury and NaK loops
_ oi' the SNAP-8 system. Corrosion Loops i and 2 were constructed of Haynes 25 alloy.
; Operation of the first loop has been completed (Reference 15), and the second loop
-- has been converted into Component Test Loop 2 (CT_ 2), _ich is being operated to
check the performance of certain ccmpone_,¢s to be used i.: subsequent loops.
Corrosion Loops 3, 4, and 5 are constru.. _d with 9Cr-iMo as the mercury contair_ent
• material. The NaK primary loop is cor _ucted of ,LISI Type _16 stainless steel with
a section of chromized Hastelloy N i_ e high-temperature area, and a section of
Hastelioy C in the low-temperature ar_,
i. Corrosion Loops 3 and L
a. Fabrication
" (i) Components
The fabrication of the components for the NaK
" purification system for the primary and condensing loops of CL 4 was completed.
The fabrication of the liquid corrosion product separator for CL 4,described in
, Reference 4, was completed. _le material used in construction of the liquid
separator was 9Cr-iMo except for the co!umbium and iron _ooi.
. A proprietary process of Chicago Bridge and Iron Co. whereby two or more metals
are bonded by exposing the assembly composite tn a hig/_ temperature under ,.',.'u,_m.
A braze alloy is utilized between the surfac s to b_: bo_l....
i
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(2) Assembly
The asse_oly of' CL 4 continued bhroughout the quarter,
The assembly and welding of the NaK primary and condensing system was completed and
the assembly of the 9Cr-iNo mercury system was 50% completed. The hot trap in the
NaK purificatior oystem of CL 4 was not installed since the experience with CL 3
indicated that the oxide level in the NaK could be controlled with the cold trap.
I The turbine simulator valve between the blade mockup and the condenser inlet was
_ot installed in the mercury _j_+_e,,,__ ,__r_ _I'since _p_+_............._,f rT, _ sh,_wed +he
valve was not nec._ssary.
The two mercury Chempmmps scheduled for installation
in CL 4 were shipped to the SNAP-8 Division at Von Karman Center for use as backup
pumps for Rated Power Loop 2.
,|
b. Operation
(i) NaK Systems
As reported in the previous quarterly report, the
oxide level in the primary NaK system of CL 3 was reduced to 19 ppm by using the
cold trap only. A plugging valve was used to determine the oxide level. The
oxJde level in the primary NaK system of CL 3 was de_ermined three times during
the report period.
Oxide Level in Primary Loo_ of CL 3
Operation Time (hours) Oxide Level (ppm) Remarks
i00 38 Cold trapped (250°F)
4 hours oxide level
reduced to 18 ppm
53o 20
1130 < 20
The loop ooerated steadily at all times, and no
problems were encountered in keeping the oxide level at 20 ppm or less. The i
oxide level determination made at 1130 hours was done while the mercury system
was operating.
P_O" VIII-Ill i
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I The condensing NaK system operated satisfactorily
during the report period.
I (2) Mercury System
7 The operating conditions of the mercury system ef
CL 3 are summarized in Table i0 and Figure 83 . Table i0 shows selected state points
around the zystem at various times from the start of mercury boJ!ing. Figure 83
is a daily plot of the mercury boiler outlet temperature_ the mercury saturation
temperature that corresponds to the boiler outlet pressure, the mercury flow rate,
! and the effective flow area of the choked nozzle.
Mercury boiling in CL 3 was restarted on 17 May,
but superheated mercury vapor was not obtained immediately. After a total of
195 hours of operation, a sudden increase in the mercury boilel outlet temperature
(on 22May) indicated that superheat conditions were achieved (Figure 83). The
temperature increase occurred when the loop was operating stably. The adjustable
-_ choked nozzle was opened slowly to lower the boiler outlet pressur_ over an
8-hour period just prior to the first indication of improved boiler performance.
__ The initial increase in the mercury boiler outlet temperature was accomplished in
i hour followed by a gradual improvement in boiler performance.
The maximum boiler outlet temperature recorded was
!210°F with a boiler outlet pressure of 265 psia (1265°F_ 265 psia are rated
conditions). The loop operated at this condition until 29May when a momentary
electrical power failure caused the loop to shut down. Mercury boiling was
resumed i0 hours later and superheat was not achieved until 3 hours after the
boiling was started. The boiler o_tput temperature did not reach the 1210°F
" temperature previously obtained (see Figure 83)°
The loop was shut down on I June upon failure __ the
,_ mercury flow control system. During the loop shutdown the mercury inventory was
i_ _ forced to the expansion tank and the loop was pressurized with argon. It was
found that the mercury flow control problem was due to the rupture of the diaphragm
in the differentia], pressure transducel that measures the pressure difference acrossthe V nturi flow meter. Rupture of the di phrag_L was caused by a line pres_q_',,sur_e
.i l Page vlll-] 5
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when the mercury pump was started. The differeDtial pressure transducer was
replaced and the operating procedure was modified so that the differential pressure
transducer did not experience the initial pressure surge when the me_-cury pump was
first started.
Mercury boiling was started or 19 June, ±ollowir_
the procedure for loop startup given in the previous quarterly report. Superheated
- mercury vapor was obtained immediately with a mercury bciler outlet temperature
o
of 1050 F a_ a saturation temperature of _r_o_yo . During the iniblal up, ration, a
low-pressure conditioD at the pump outlet caused the automatic switchover system
to activate the standby pump, causing a pressure surge in the mercury line. This
surge damaged the differential pressure transducer causing the mercury flow control
system to fail. After this time the mercury flow rate was controlled manually and
the mercu17 flow rate was calculated from a heat balance across vhe mercury pre-
heater and the mercury boiler. The manual control of the mercury flow accounts
for the caanges in mercury flow shown in Figure 83. After stable operation was
achieved, the mercury flow rate was increased gradually. This resulted in an
increasing boiler outlet pressure, but the boiler outlet temperature did not
increase. It was then necessary to open the choked nozzle to maintain some degree
of superheat. This condition lasted for approximaLely 200 hours until 30 June when
the flow rate was reduced intentionally _o try to increase the degree of superheat.
When this was done the degree of superheat increased from 50 to 200°F and it was
necessary to close the choked nozzle to maintain boiler outpu¢ pressure. This
sequence can be followed on Figure 83 between the 19 June startup and 4 July.
The mercury flow rate and boiler outle_ pressure
were then adjusted until the rated boiler output pressure of 265 psia was
obtained. The maximum boiler output temperature reached wes 1210°F and the
loop operated at these conditions throughout the remainder of the report purJod.
(3) Discussion
1
Boiler performance, showing the improvement that
occurred during CL 3 operation, is plotted in Figures 84_ 85, and 86. The dnta I
[br these figures were taken before superheated mercury va_r was obtaine@
(Figure 84 - 19 May) i_mediately after superheat conditinns were _htaJne4
(Figure 85 - 23 May), and when the maxim_m mercury outlet temperature was ±h:_
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reached (Figure 86 - 29 May). No explanation can be g_ven for the sue[den increase
in boiler performance noted on 22 May nor for the constant improvement in
performance w_th time. Previous experience with forced convection mercury bo_lers
has indicated the need for a "run in" period for some b(dlcrs before superheated
• mercury vapor is produced.
During the operation of the mercury boiler in CL 3
there was no temperature drop in the NaK temperature in the ].ast 3 or 4 ft of
the boiler inlet plug section. The heat transfer in this plug region of the
boiler is lower *ban was predicted in the original design by a factor of almost
r-
_ 2. The calculated heat flux in the plug region from Figure 86 is l_,llO/Btu/hr-ft
while the predicted value was 3_,000 Btu/hr-ft 2. It is possible that an incr._se
in boiler performance could be achieved by changing the geometry of the inlet plug
to give a higher mass flow rate in the plug region of the boiler.
As shown in Figure 83, it was necessary to c_en
[ the choked nozzle between the 19 June startup and 25 June to keep the boiler
outlet pressure from increasing. It was hypothesized that buildup of corrosion
products started soon after the startup because the degree of superheat was small
T
(approximately 50°F). When the boiler was operating in this condition the area
in the boiler available for drying the mercury vapor was smsll, and apparently
corrosion products were carried over with mercury droplets, depositing them in]
the nozzle.
'_ W_en the mercury flo_ rate was decreased on 30 June_
zhe degree of superheat increased to approximately 200°F. After this, it was
necessary to close the nozzle gradually to maintain boiler outlet pressure even
when the mercury flow rate was subsequently raised. Apparently when the superheat
increased the area in zhe boiler for drying, the mercury vapor increased so that
i the mercury droplets did not carry over corrosion products that deposited in the
nozzle. Instead, the corrosion products either deposited on the boiler tube wall
before reaching the nozzle or were carried through the nozzle without sticking.
Finally, when the corrosion product buildup stopped, the high-velocity vapor must
have eroded away the deposits. This can be followed for the period 30 June to7 July in Figure 83.
I Page VIII-17
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During operation of CL 3 to date the boiler has
noi achieved rated superheat temperature (1265°F). This is not expected to
d
affect the total amount of u,ercury corrosion in the boiler since the rated mercury
boiling temperature (1075°F) has been achieved and corrosion by superhealed mercury
vapor is considered negligible° However, the corrosion pattern in the boiler .may
be shifted because of the poor performance of the inlet plug region of the boiler,
I c. Evaluation
The purpose of this task is to evaluate the _:aK and mercury
systems of the corrosion loops for mass transfer and corrosion patterns when hoop
i operation is completed.
A metallurgical evaluation procedure was outlined in rough
draft form. The preliminary metallurgical evaluation of as-received samples of
| m_terials _sed in the construction of the loop was started, i _
2. Corrosion Product Separator Studies _ _
_le leak on the NaK side of the boiler in CTL 2 was repaired and /= /([],
the boiler was refilled with NaK. When the boiler was started the NaK level system "_l
would not function properly, apparently becuuse of an oxide plug in the line from
the bottom of the boiler to the level tank. Attempts to disso].ve t_le plug in the 1 i.
line so that the level system would operate were not successful. Since the boiler "" _
would not produce superheated mercury vapor during its last run, and because the _"
problem with the NaK level system could not be corrected, it was decide_ to replace
the boiler assembly. A spare Haynes 25 boiler was installed of design similar
to t , _ne in CTL 2.
The loop is scheduled to be started early in the next quarter -'"
<
so _hat testing of the vapor phase corrosion product separator, described in
the previous quarterly report, can be completed.
IK
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L-_. CLEAN ASSEMBLY AND OVERHAUL OFERn.TIONS
U_on completion, the Aerojet Von Kmnnan Center new clean assembly and overhaal
-i- facility (Figure 87) will provide a completely integrated capabLiity for the
assembly and overhaul of precision components ane _omplete SNAP-8 power conversion
systems. The high-bay final assembly area in Building 179 is scheduled for
co_.ple+4_ aur_g September ]c_4. Upon _tr ,-._mDl,_   P -i,-_"l-h=,_p_g _e _o_< _
new component assembly area in Building i[9/112 will replace the interim clean
_ssembly area now in use in B_ilding 163.
Th_ _igh-bay final assembly area consists of two 20 ft b_" 20 ft clean
._ assembly cells with associated s_@port area. High-efficiency filters are designed
%
- toprovide the assembly cells with an environmental cleanliness equal to or cleaner
-. than Class i00,000 of Federal Standard 209 (Level 5 of AGC-STD-Ilgi, Figure 88),
/_ : during final assembly operations. During pre!.im_inai7 assembly of power conversion
_-- -systems (PCS-I, PCS-2, etc. ), two of the plastic curtain sides may be rolled back
to provide_free access under normal, less restrictive operatinp, conditions. A
.k
•_ two-speed, two-ton capacity bridge crane in each assembly cell provides for
precision lifting to e height of 21 ft.
_- 0 The component assembly area of approximately 30 by 50 ft is being d_ignedJ
<_ fer_an overall cleanliness level equivalent to Class i00,000 wlth Class i0,000
(-Level b,of AGC-STD-II91) or cleaner _o be provid_ by the laminar flow work
stations. Experience with the presentinterim clean assembly area in r,uilding
<_H3 -_ _ • 18-3 has shown a cons,stent capability of achieving environmental particle
concentrations up to 20 times lower than the .abow._ ncminal design cleanliness
levels.
; The interim clean room (Figure 89) in Building i8_ has been successfully
"E _S_ cperated for several months at cleanliness levels equivalenl to, or cleaner than,
E Class i000 of Fdderal _tandard 209 (Level 3 of AGC-STD-Ilgl, Figure 88) during
i-- ,.. .a,_sembly o_erations. "Delays in receiving certified temperature and humidity
. _ -suring equipment delayed formal certification of the clc _n assembly area until
>;_c," "_"_ _ .tember 1964. Operations are per_brmed in accordance wi_h specification AGC^ -...0336_",
"_ _whlch was released on 4 June 1964.
?
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i
I Degreasing and ultrasonic cleaning equipment uses Freon PCA as the cleaning
agent for immersible components. During September 1964 a 20-gpm system will be
"_" completed wbich will circulate filtered Freon for cleaning large items and piping
P
systems such as the test looFs and complete power conversion systems. In addition
T to complete precision assemoly and measuring equipment, the clean assembly area is
equipped with a helium leak detector, a halogen leak detector, and a Gisholt -
balancing machine. Operators are certified for balancing of preclsion rotating
components.
m
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X. RELTj%BILITY
A. MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING
- Meetings were held with Mr. F. Spiegl (NASA-LeRC)-where such topics
were discussed as (i) Reliability Program Plan (AGC Report No. 2406); (2) the
i coordination of activities between AGC and AI; (3) proposed revisions to _[a_SA
Specification 417-4; (4) plamled _ _7 Reliability Program; (7) Failure Lna!ysis
! Reports 1146 and 1148; SNAP-8 Division Procedure VI-A6: "Deviation_aiver" (Second
Draft); and (6) the NS Reliability Program Requirements. A preliminary revised
i draft of the Nuclear System Reliability Program Requirements (343:R-64-0i20) was
coordinated with W. Brown (NASA-LeRC), the EGS Project Office, and SNAF-8 Quality
_- Assurance and Prog._am Control Departments. This was 4one to assure the reflection
• !- of informa]. NASA suggestions in making the document compatible with the unzeleased
: i_ Revision A of NASA Specification 417-4A, current concepts of the SNAP-8 EGS Project
Office, and possible interfaces with SNAP-8 Quality Assurance. This draft was
finalized on 16 August 1964, and will be sub_[tted to NASA-Lewis for approval
| during the next report period.
__ Reliability documentation requirements pertaining to testing were
presented at the Weekly Test Engineering Seminar. Beliability cons_ erations were
discussed with cognizant personnel on the development of an optim_ _ component
checkout test program. Coordination meetings were held to improve the correlation
between test reports and test requests. It was recommended that those test
|" requests and test reports issued after February 1964 be reviewed to assure
i_
conformance with SNAP-8 Division Proceduz.e VI-BI, "Test Plans, Specifications,
Procedures, and Reports," issued 24 February 1964.
An investigation was made of the NASA QA audit results pertaining to
reliability. Results of this investigation were submitted to SNAP-8 Program
Control. The 2econmtended revision to Division Procedure VI-B4, "Test Equipment
i Fabrication Requirements," was coordinated with Program Control.
B. RELIABILITY SYSTEM STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
I Technical Memorandum No. TM:343:64-3-252, "SNAP-8 EGS Reliability
Apportionm c Methodology and Meteoroid Survivability," was upgraded and published.
t Coordinatlo_ efforts in relation to GPTF NS/PCS integration were continued. Design =
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T review studies of the NS/PCS integration were conducted. Analysis of the __S/PC_JP_N Q _ "
tess sequencing continued, including NS interface and related safety considerations.
The NS/PCS apportionment was reviewed regarding failure rate apportionment and
reapportionment up@_ading. An investigation wss conducted relative to the impact
of changes to the NS and PCS reliability requirements in relationship to the
specified NPS reliability requirement of 0.90 (NASA Specification 417-IA, pre-
liminary" draft). The analyse_ indicated that a!thou_h the revised specifications
did not change the overall reliability requirement for the E_S, a specific reliability
requirelnent for the NPS (0.90) was imposed. This constraint causes a significant
change in the reliability values previously apportioned to the NS, PCS, and
FRA.
The reliability analysis of the parasitic load resistor was upgraded and
coordinated with cognizant personnel. Reliability Action Pequest No. 199 was issued
requesting specific revlew of welded structures, potential elimination of half of the
tube weldments to space, and reduction of the ntunber of elements per leg. A
statistical review of the parasitic load resistor design presented by Heat Engineering
= and Supply Company was performed; recommendations were directed to the responsible
design engineer.
The reliability failure mode and effects analysis procedure including
general format, detailed instructions, logic diagram, n_erical allotment, and
-_ minimum reliability cor_..nent requirements was upgraded; finalization will be
completed during the next report period.
A reliability da_a search was initiated on several hardware components
pertaining to their use in the EC-S. A f=asibility study of using Weibull distribution
for bearing design and life requirements wss initiated. Particular emphasis was
placed on the development of techniques that are applicable to reliabilities greater
than 99.9.
The preliminary draft of the upgraded reliability procedure for
specifying required safety margins and design life was completed and distributed
for review. Applicable recommendations integrated _nto this procedure included
nominal values for the case of normally distributed si._sses and normally
distributed failure distributions. ._
i
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C. RELIABILITY DESIGN ENGINEERING
The PCS design review check lists for systems-loops and components were
issued for design review use.
Reliability personnel attended _he final design review meeting on the
mercury injection system, as well as the preliminary design review meeting or. the
expansion reservoir. The desi_ review of the condenser rolled taper tube program
and subzequent presentation to N._9._was also attended.
Specific design review questions pertaining to the S8DS final design
review were prepared and submitted to the EGS Project Office.
1_e parasitic load resistor design review was held with cognizant
SNAP-8 personnel and the vendor to review the current design status.
The insulating tape used on the 450-kw electric heater element connection
repair was reviewed and approved. The bearing cavity test results weze reviewed
with the design engineer.. PCS-2 condenser drawings were reviewed and applicable
_ reliability recommendations were made. These recommendations were scheduled to be
incorporated as "A" changes'. Previously issued reliability recommendations
• pertaining to the detail prints of the turbine were reviewed to check the
coordination between Reliability and Desi_u_ Engineering. Reliability liaison
i on NS/PCS integration was continued.
___/ _ Reliability's participation in the RPL-2 Task Force activities
": i included (1) RPL-2 NaK primary and HRL system installation checkout and engineering
_ review; (2) review of piping flexibility analysis on spools (37h-6&-206-216, and
i -226), piping stress analysis, instrumentation, piping layout, and design prints
! (including the analysis received from AETRON and C. F. Braun Corporation's analysis
for lines l, 3, and 6); (3) line 1 hanger analysis review (by type and location);
!_ (4) pi_e hanger and support installation; (5) review of the-L/C system, nsing
[specific corrective action (ET-378 and water piping)C_N2S-1 experience wasL
j requested; this RPL-2 L/C system was subsequently approved for system checkouts _;
(6) engineering surveillance during dry and wet ch_,.kout of the NaK primary system;
(7) review of the mercury cove_ gas system and liquid mercury lines; (8) addition
 ,_hangers, and restraints to the HRL and mercury piping; (i0) task force follow-up
| during loop operation; and (ii) definiti6n of RPL-2 rework requirements necessary
i pric,r to _arther operations.
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Requirements for the pressure gage indicating NaK level in the primary
and HRL expansion tanks were coordinated with test personnel. %ue design of the
3-position electric contact pole level indicators for the primary NaK tank and
HltL expansion tank was reviewed. The modification of the c_ntro! console to include
dynamic gages for improvement of loop operational control was reviewed.
meeting on AGC Specification 10356 ["Motor Assembly,A coordination
Design Configuration 095367-1, Assembly and Inspection _f"_ wasHRL (-xModel)
attended, and reliability requirements were included for publication.
Three-hundred and ninety-nine design drawings were reviewed, and
reliability recommendations were coordinated with cognizant personnel. Twen_y-t_
specifications were reviewed, including development component specifzcations
AGC 10281 ("Inverter, Rotary, Hermetically-Sealed"), and AGC-1026L ("Contactor _
SNAP-8"). Applicable reliability recommendations concerning all specifl_ations
were coordinated with the cognizant engineers.
D. OPERATIONS EVALUATI_AND FAiLURE ANALYSIS
Three-hundred and forty-one test equipment drawings and one-hundred
and five inspection documents were reviewed, and reliability requirements
coordinated with cognizant engineers. Reliability personnel participated in the
engineering review of the PCS-2 expansion reselnroir test reques[. Specific
reliability requirements and comments were dlscussed and were _ncluded in the test
request as applicable.
T_e RPL-2 loc,p operation and eheckoat procedure, RPL-2-005 throug_
-ell, -02?, -023_ and -02L. was reviewed and approved. _le cold-gas electrical
system test procedure (Rev O) was reviewed. The test procedures for the auxiliary
start loop heat exchanger and the -i boiler assembly to be te_ted in the RPL-2 were
reviewed. Rel_ability personnel participated in the preliminary design r_view on {
the LNL-3 re_esign, and presented reliability considerations. The NASA audit of
QA activities regarding interface with reliability requirements was assessed and
y_'eliminary recommendations submitted to management. The -i model boiler test
plocedure and six RPL-2 shakedown procedures were reviewed.
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I Three Reliability Failure Reports (RFR) were issued and distributed to
NASA concelming incidental equipment failures at AGN on the mercury corrosion loop
No. 5-
The test request and test procedure for the GN2S-1 test loop, including
TAANo. Two failure (RFR 1084 and P@_R 1085)I,
were approved. reports were
processed concer_ing GE-installed alternator thermocouples which failed during the
first TAA test. Investigation by the Reliability Department of RFR 108h revealed
that the turbine thrust seal (Spirolox) retaining ring had worked cut a_d was
v rubbing against the first-stage turbine wheel and the antirotation pin had also
worked out and was missing. The turbine inlet housing was reworked by the SNAP-8
_ Assembly Department. Following reassembly of the housing to the TAAassembly in the
GN2S-I loop, Test Run D-5-R-8 was performed on 18 June 1964. The TAA overspeed
trip switch caused an automatic test shutdown when the d-c converter for the visual
i_ data recorder failed (RFR 1085). Disassembly and inspection of TAA No. i in the
SNAP-8 assembly area was monitored. The static and startup testing of this loop
[ was monitored. During startup, the normally opened solenoid valve delta 4!+and
delta 45 (Reference P and I drawing E-100914) failed (RFR 1083). Failure of this
ii valve was investigated at AGC, and an investigation was also performed by the
vendor on a similar valve. These test support equipment valves were removed and
_- replaced with the same type of valve.
_- Test activities in Buildings 180, 185, 187, and 194 were monitored.
- These activities included (i) rework of RPL-2; (2) adequacy of equipmentinstallazion, and installation of RPL-2 piping lines i through 3, and 5 thrgu_ 9)
including fitting and wet shakedown; (3) dry chechout of the RPL-2 L/C system;
J_ (4) RPL-2 build-up and instrumentation installation; (5) wet shakedown checkout
of the L/C system; (6) dry operational checkout of RPL-2, wet checkoat of the
_ RPL-2 primary NaK loop, and dry checkout of the HRL; and (7) RPL-2 fabrication
t_
activities (including replacement of faulty valve controllers, replacing primary
I_ NaK tank and HRL tank level indicators, repairing the repla,ement gas heater, and
performing a wet shakedown of the primary and HRL NaK loops during whi _ercury
super-h_at was achieved).
The llne heater on the supply t_nk return line (RPL-2 L/C system)i
shorted to the tubing, burning a hole in the tube and causing the heating element
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I co bunl out (_ 1198). The damaged section of line was replaced and reinstalled
so as to eliminate a bend in the line where the new clam-shell heater was installed.
Wet shakedown and checkout of this system was continued following these repairs.
Malf_mction of the 420-kw electric heater in the RPL-2 primmry NaK
inop during wet checkout (RFR 1176) was investigated and classified as incidental.
Faulty heater elements were eliminated and all necessary rework was completed
- before operational checkout. A subsequent prim_y NaK heater _'_,r_- (_R,_' "_=,_,,_'
was investigated, indicating _.,at a catastrophic failure occurred in the hea<er_s
center section when NaK leaked to the atmosphere and a s_.ntaneous fire occurred,
causing extensive damage to the heater. _e vendor was requested <o help determine
the cause of the failure. Preliminary corrective action was tc remove _he heater
from the RPL-2 NaK loop and replumb the loop. Final corrective action will include
installation of a second "gas-fired" heater prior to completion of wet checkout,
During prelimina_ checkout of the RPL-2 mercury loop and dry checkout
of the RPL-2, it was determined that the cover gas and vacu,mm systems were not in
accordance with issued loop schematics. Corrective action was implemented ty the
RPL-2 task force, including definition of the cover gas and vacuum system and
revision of associated test procedures.
RPL-2 mercury C_empump, Model I0, S/N-.I failed during wet checkout
(R_ 0860) and was replaced with Chempump Model i0, S/N-2A, which alse failed
during wet checkout (RFR 1168). Investigation of these failures indicated the
same basic failure modes (failed journal bearings and starer-rotor cans severely
scored or ruptured) of which photographs were taken. Further investigation of
_ S/N-I and S/N-2A Chempump f_l!ures was deferred pending a complete damage analysis
by the vendor. Chempump CFHT-7-1/2-6S (S/N-12878-2) was installed in the mercu_
loop with supplementary instrumentation which was expected to help define the
primary cause of failure of the Chempump which it replaced. During pleparation
of the RPL-2 loop _efore startup, the Chempump was accidentally started dry and i'
without the Dowtherm coolant system in operation. The Chempump overheated
sufficiently to create a high oil _ressure in the stator, causing collapse and
"_ rupture. Oil from the failed _lemp_mp co_l_m&nated the mercury system. This
-_ failure was classified as incidental (_R 0861), and a positive lockout of the
ii _ electrical circuit was implemented as corrective action. A second CFHT-7-1/2-6S
i _.i_ Chempump was installed and is. currently being used during the completion of wet
i checkout. Page X-6 _iI
!
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i- E. RELIABILITY CONTROL AND LIAISON
.. Reliability anaiysls of the TAA bearing lubricant development program
(Test D-l-B) test data was started. Reliabi!ity pcrsonnel participated in a
meeting on LOL-I (bearings) test data correlation and continued to assist the
i cognizant engineer. Reliability personnel also participated in the bearlng wear
life data armlysis revlew meeting.
Reliability criteria that are pertinent to the se!ectlon of an alternate
L/C fluid were coordinated with the Materials Department.
It was requested by Reliability that the _.rasitic load resistor
reliability p_gram pl_n be upgraded by the subcontractor.
i [_ A coordination meeting was held wiDh the supplier regarding reliability
requirements on the turbine inlet filter.
_ Hardware documentation from Westinghouse, TRW, GE (Erie and Wa_esboro)
and AGN was reviewed, including engineering design prints on the alternator and
i voltage regulator.
_ The log book for the preprototype alternator (AGC P/N 094162,j S/N-k81486), submitted by GE, was reviewed. The revised GE (Erie) equipment log
_
was rejected and corrective action initia',e_ and coordinated with cognizant
engineers. Data were gathered from various reports and discussed with cognizant
engineering personnel regarding the TAA failure on the first alternator. The
!_ equipment log book on voltage regulator (No. 2) s_mitted by GE (Waynesboro)was _eviewed.
_ The GPS startup demonstration testing requirements were reviewed and
analyzed to determine the min_.umnumber of star_s required. The preliminary GPS
test plan was completed and submitted to cognizant personnel for review.
Reliability requirements _r the inverter were further clarified for
Westinghouse, and coordinated through _GC Procurement. Westinghouse is to submitthe required subcontracLor's reliability program by 31 August 1964_
t Review of AGN progress and interDretation of corrosion loop 3
operational performance was coordinated With cognizant VKC personnel.
"1 Page X-7
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i TABLE 2
SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSES O_ ALLOTING ELEMF_TS, _ I"
Percent
ist Remelt M-50 5th Remelt Accuracy of
Elememts Heat No° i Heat No. 2 M-50 Determination
Ti O. 015 Oo015 O. 01} +10
AI O. 026 O.027 O.051 +iO
As <0° Ol <0. Ol <0. Ol +10
! Co <0.005 <0oo05 <0oo05 +_i0
Cu Ooo87 Oo086 Ooo84 Alo
Ni C.062 0.063 C.'-5 -- +_i0
Pb <0. 005 <0. 005 <0o 005 +i0
Si O.23 0.22 O.23 +iO ,,
Sn O.051 O.017 O.024 +i0 :_
Nn O.17 O.17 O.038 +q* _J_
Mo 4.26 4o32 &.27 +5 _ ]I
V i.05 i°O0 i.O0 __2 _
Cr 4.06 4,O0 3.81 "+2
Mg Trace <0. Ol _l'race< O.Ol Trace < O.Ol +i0
Cb 0o01 to 0oi 0.01 to 0.i 0o01 to 0._ +i0
u
The following elements we,e not detected: =
Bi_ Zr_ Ag_ Sb_ B, Zn_ W, C _
i
t
-X --
This is the latest accuracy figure received from National Spectrographic
Laboratories o
r
r
Table 2
2
.. _: ,.'
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• _gI_ _.
• [7 _ DE_._:_INATION OF TRACEEL_ INDICES
r !
• =- A1 Cu NI
_. -{__ +_+--
r A1 Cu Ni
_" where:
i _ _AI. Cu, and Ni = percent content of each element" __ P
AI, Oi, end Ni = mean percent content of each element found in a
" i l_rge number of 52100 samples.
2 First Remelt M-50,
| "Good" _eat No. 1
o.o26 0.o89 o.o61
• . _.:_u O.070
= 4.0
---" i- F_rst Remelt M-50
"Good" Heat No. 2
T o.o2! o._6
, 9 - 0.015+ F[._-_6+ o.oyo
_" = 4.0
Fifth l(emeltM-50
"Poor" Heat
o._o/!0.o84 O._llO@ : oz5+ _ + o o7ff
I =7.0
1
I Table 5 ;
!
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i
l
GAS CO]_--'WTS9F CON_JM&BLE VAO_JM-MEL_ED M-20 SI_EL
).st Remelt M-50 -
Ga___ss Heat No. i He=t- No. 2 5th qemelt ,.!-zO
: ]%. o. ooh.o o. 0045 o. OOL:O+_-J-5%
02 o.ooh o.co3 o.oo_+15_
n2 o. oo_f o.oo07 o. _ __1[_
I
- Table )_
iii i i i ii i i
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: r HI_Z,S_BTING TOP..'t_ _."IRRAPOLATIONSIN NaK --
__ Torque Volts ._r_equeney Volts/Frequency
IT -L(in.-ib) ag2 _) (cps) Ratio
:" in-Air Tests t=u_ _ Winding and F_to_"Tempel_tu_e_ )
; i 208 40o o.52,, 2}.6*
i 17.1 88 220 O. 40
i 28.9 ii_.5 220 O.52
7.25 19. o 95 e. _,o°
4 29.o 38.o 95 o.40
i 49.0 _9-4 95 o. 52
T- In-Air Tests (_O°C Rotor Temperature) "
_- 19.h** 2o8 400 o.52
_- i- n.7** s8 e2o o._o
r -'.
3-7 19 95 O.2
= , _-Air Test (20o_C Rotor Tem#_erature)
_- -2]_.5 208 400 o. 52
t
.,t_
!_
T.,esign vcl_ge and frequency (all values calculated).
**_nimum torque position.
l
[
!
• I Table 5
!
i i i i i i 1 i
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TABLE 6
t
L/C PMA PERFORMANCE CHABACTERISTICS C_MPARISON
Capacity HeRd Rise Power Input Current
Unit .(£pm) (psi) (watts___ (amperes)
Development
S/N 481501 17 54.6 1498 6.52
First Deliverable
S_ 481502 17 53.6 1570 6.5
Second Deliverable
S/N 48!_9_ 17 65 - 1494 6.53 --
I Table 6
I
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o
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• ,rl 0
"!! _ °
, _._,1<_1 %+_
' "°" _ ,'C ,.D
_ _t ° '__o___o
' ,_lr.J
or't 4j? Hr..)
t_ ¢..)
_ m
_'_
'_ O
.H,
• _ .I,-) _ , , _} I , ' l _4 G_._
_ _ _ _ 0 00 * 0 0 00 00 _ '_ _
0.1 u'_ Z_ OJ _ u"x 0
r.O 0 0 03 le_ 0 (kl OJ Fr% _ 40
il
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TABLE i0
-7
_'YPICALOPERATION DATA-CORROSION LOOP 3
-Q F-- ® ¢ 1
• NaK t
NaK PRIMARY [ BOILER [ H- LOOP ' " )NDENSING
LOOP ' L%)OP
= _@ ?R':-HEAT ER
,(_of jFlo_ F,o-1
h, I ,h_''] °' I °p =_h, ", I'';--l°F "':" °' P'i'l°_a='"[l_°°
" 6.8 t_l 21 '6,'.
I {Loop _hut down beca_r of t'le_Ir.c power ._dlflcatloo i 4/21/64
3 1800 1300 118_ 600 _I0 _6f'" t)&O 270 1050 250 ]80 ; 280 &/25/64
I, l,,JO J 1280 108, 600 ,70 560 I 470 I 28& 1085 256 ,80 J:5 , 280i I i
.u, l,OO [ In5 l_O soo _.::, s60 I 4z_ 129_, 107' 2_ no z7.._ 260
i i i
3, " 1800 [ 1310 1200 &50 t(&3 580 I _.50 I 288 lObO 258 770 3l 200
70 (loop .hut down o¢¢.._ .v ot high condenCvr Inlet pre_ure) 4/28/64
_7 i.o0 1210 'it, 300 _00 _6u1 600 1 u5 _90 _5 _70 _.5 37_
IZ.6 1800 |300 1210 ]Oh 390 5&O 8&O I£8 955 It+5 600 6.0 395
188 lHO0 1300 1200 300 &O0 552 [ 800 [ 17) 950 [&O 600 6.5 385 !
I')3 J4L3 1320 II'%0 100 _05 5&O [ 825 ! 165 1105 130 605 6.6 '%10 Superheated H8
I
I _btained 5/2216_I')_ I_10(J it 1300 ll_)O 300 400 532 I 760:- 170 1130 13i) 610 7.0 _)20I I266 I_o0 I)20 I150 :+10 :,Jo 530 I 730 ] 190 I150 150 8',0 I0.0 "70
_l') IMOt) I[ 1320 1120 590 '%60 i_ I _87_ [ 190 1200 2&O 680 15.0 520J',O 1800 [ 1320 ll]O %qU _90 IO0 1200 270 680 16,0 505
(t.oop _huc down due ¢o .|uc_rlc vower ln/_,rru_tlon) 5129/_4
_2 1310 II170 _I0 l _r): %6 800 155 930 122 6'%0 ii 350 5129164
I I3%% l_O0 1310 170 ]_0 , '__0 5'%[, 770 168 L070 135 650 it 390 &uperheated H8
! I ob_alned 6/1/64
_._ 1800 l_lO ] _50 _ I _l. _,J 772 16_) ii00 _] 6_ _2 _.20
_06 1800 1310 [ 11/0 SO0 [ 460 530 6_30 229 I060 80 670 [a 510
_30 (l_°p .h - h,wn du_ o H_ ilo_, tnstabilt_v) b, I164
_;£) 1797 )ms I( v< )]0 [ 370 588 680 135 I030 100 505 & &65 o1.9/@'- Start;
l superheated H8_0_ 17qO '_OO IIRO ]24 4_0 588 610 [ 2J7 [050 , 207 ¢.80 4 440 obtained t_ediate[
600 I'3513 I]I_ 11%0 "21 [ :.gO 560 620 220 1060 ! 190 650 I0 :)95
l
,00 1,30 1,20 1210 32! (l 4_01)90 553560 720755 162 112C !z27_o il 63o6#°[ 8z° #sSsto
800 2170 [ 1310 II50 ".'%q 185 1180 [
I:)OO _950 1310 I150 520 '590 546 595 280 1185 255 ] 618 8 50U
I'.00 Iq50 [310 !130 569 _90 553 520 305 1205 270 630 q 51_
1300 1950 13[0 ll&O 507 [ 4qO 553 518 300 1200 265 6_0 9 505
150U |950 1310 1130 503 ")bi, _60 520 _10 llqO I 267 635 9 490 8/3164
,,, ! I
t,
I
' Table i0
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• ASSUMPTIONS:
f 1. TURBINE INLET PRESSURE,TEMPERATURE / /
EFFICIENCY, AHD POWERKEPT CONSTANT /
_- 2. ilRL FLOW RATE CONSTANTAT 39,300 /"
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-- 470
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CONDENSINGTF_PERATURE - °F
Condenser and Radiator Heat Rejection Rates and MercuryFlow Rates vs Nominal Design Condensing Temperatures
I Figure 10
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